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PREFACE

Preface

Th e world today is abuzz with unrelenting activity. The 

developments in the worlds of politics, economics, social 
media, entertainment, technology and beyond, are all
constantly vying for our attention. But more importantly, 
they are vying to distract our hearts. In line with the 
ideology of unfettered free markets, we are constantly being 
'exhorted' to consume. There has, perhaps, never been a 
time when Allah's words, alhakum al-takathur (al-Takdthur
102:1), were more applicable. We have arrived at a time 
when being distracted from our duties to Allah has been 
institutionalized: the entertainment industry is undoubtedly
one of the most imposing industries of modernity.

Of course, it does not stop there. In modem society,
individuals can be reduced to little more than atomized
consumers. Our din also can become commodified into a
form of entertainment in this environment. Our scholars
can become celebrities, who we watch for a 'spiritual high' 
before returning to our routinized consumer existence. The 

Muslim ummah is experiencing crises of religious identity, 
with its global image being hijacked by violent groups. 
These groups attract young Muslims, ignorant of their din, 
into their ranks through their domination of the headlines 
with shocking acts of violence.

With such levels of distraction and crisis, it is difficult 
to stay spiritually centred. Our communities and mosques 
are not always the centres of spiritual guidance and 
counsel we need them to be. The Prophet taught us: al-din 
al-nasthah—"The din is about giving sincere counsel." And 
in an age of distraction and pervasive negativity, positive 
and constructive reminders are essential to our spiritual 
well-being.

This collection of reminders from Ustadh Nouman Ali 
Khan is an important contribution in our age of distraction. 
Ustddh Nouman's reminders speak directly to the heart, 
encouraging us to be mindful of our duties to Allah, ex
horting us to put life in perspective. Contemporary culture 
asks us to think of death as the ultimate conclusion to what 
should be a hedonistic existence, while our din teaches us 
that death is only the beginning of our true lives.

The subtitle of this work, Putting Life in Perspective, is 
about reminding ourselves not to forget the true nature of 
reality. Our lives here are temporary. They are the small 
window of opportunity to do some good in the world for 
which Allah will judge whether we are deserving of jannah. 
The author deals with issues from the highly personal to
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the global. The work is divided into five parts with two or 
three reminders in each. They range from the profoundly 
personal questions of how we should approach Allah in 
our prayers, and how we should never think ill of our 
fellows; to communal ills such as the unacceptable attitude 
many Muslim communities have towards daughters, 
despite the explicit teachings of the Prophet that honour 
daughters, and women generally.

Ustadh Nouman's work is also an excellent example 
of what Muslim communities and their scholars need

PART I

to do in reaching out to a global audience through the
building of institutions like Bayyinah, and the harnessing 
of modem social media to reach people from all walks of

CONNECTING TO ALLAH
THROUGH DU'A'

life. It is immensely important that modem Muslims and,
in particular, Muslims in the West, invest in institutions that 
will promote sound Islamic teachings to counteract the rise 
in extremism that has engulfed parts of the world where
traditional institutions of learning have been reduced to
ruin by imperial wars and corrupt scholars.

It is hoped that this work will contribute to inspiring 
modem Muslims to become sources of light in our world 
through the revival of their hearts, and the reorientation 
of their outlooks towards greater social responsibility and 
greater God-consciousness.

t

The Editor, Kube Publishing Ltd.
January 2017
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CHAPTER 1

A Prayer for Desperate Times

In this reminder, in sha' Allah ta cala, I would like to share 
with you some reflections on an ayah from Surat al- 
Qasas, the twenty-eighth surah of the Qur'an. The story 
of Musa (Jalayhi al-salam) is mentioned in many places 
in the Qur'an. In this particular place, Allah is telling 
us about the part of his life before he speaks with Allah 
on the mountain of Tur. Glimpses of the life of Musa, 
('alayhi al-salam) before that event are captured in Surat 
al-Qasas. One of those events is when he escaped Egypt 
and made it into Madyan. He escaped because he was 
wanted for murder; even though it was a mistake. He 
had punched someone, and they had died by accident. 
He had escaped the city, escaped Egypt because they 
were looking for him and were going to kill him if they 
found him. The order was 'shoot to kill'.

Allah guided him through the desert and He got 
him all the way to the waters of Madyan. Madyan 
is in the middle of the desert but it has some waters, 
some lakes and ponds, so he ends up over there; finally
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sitting, getting some relief, drinking some water. Allah 
('azza wa-jall) tells us that:

... He asked the women: "What is it that troubles 
you?" They said: "We cannot water our flocks 
until the shepherds take their flocks away, and our 
father is a very old man."

(Al-Qasas 28:23)

(XT

... he found there a crowd of people watering their 
flocks, and he found apart from them two women 
holding their flocks back ...

(Al-Qasas 28: 23)
&

He found a group of people that were giving their 
animals drink and besides them he saw two women 
who were pulling on their animals. In other words, up 
on top of the hill there are two young ladies that had 
some animals but they are not letting their animals 
drink the water, while all the rest of the village is 
feeding their animals water: their sheep and their 
goats and their camels and their cows are all drinking 
water. But these women with their sheep, they are just 
tugging away at them. Obviously the sheep see the 
water so they want to go drink; but they're not going, 
they are staying in place.

He sees this scene so he goes up to them and says: 

^5 jLu 'J 1JU JU ...

'What's wrong with you two? What's the situation 
here?' And they said, 'We don't give our flock drink 
from this pond until the entire flock of the people is 
done'. What they are trying to say is we don't want 
to go among those men because a lot of them are 
perverts; they don't respect women. They howl at 
us or they harass us so we would rather all of these 
people finish, because they are a bunch of idiots, and 
then we will do our work. Our father is an old man:
and one of the meanings of the flyfl/z—wa-abuna shaykh 
kabir—is a very old man; meaning he cannot do this
work anymore, we are the only ones in the family that 
can do this work.

So Musa ('alayhi al-salam) doesn't continue talking 
to them, he actually just grabs the sheep, goes to the 
well, and moves those guys like they were a bunch 
of insects because he is a very strong man. He fed the 
animals and brought them back. This is the ayah that I 
want to reflect on with you in this reminder, this brief 
background was there so everybody's on the same
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... Moses watered their flocks for them, and then 
returned in a shaded place and said: "My Lord, I 
am truly in great need of any good that You might 
send down to me."

(Al-Qasas 28:24)

He watered and fed their animals for them.
Thereafter, he turned back to the shade. So now Musa 
(calayhi al-saldm) goes back and lies down or relaxes 
under the shade again, once he sits down what does 
he do? One of the most famous du 'as in the entire 
Qur'an: he turns to Allah and says, 'My Master, no 
doubt about it, whatever good you have sent down 
my way, whatever you have descended—sent down 
towards me—of any kind of good; no doubt about it, I 
am desperately in need of it'. This is the du 'a of Musa 
(‘alayhi al-saldm) when he sat back down in the shade.

I wanted to take the opportunity in this reminder to 
discuss with you some of the benefits of this incredible 
statement; so powerful that Allah ('azza wa-jall) made 
it a part of His Qur'an. As long as Muslims are around 
we are going to be celebrating this du *d' of Musd 
('alayhi al-saldm) that he made in private, there were no 
congregations behind him, he wasn't saying this du cd'

and there were thousands of people behind him saying 
dmin; he's just by himself, sitting under the shade of 
a tree, making this du (d' but this du cd' is so valuable 
to Allah that until yawm al-qiydmah we're going to be 
reciting this du 'a' and we are going to be celebrating 
these remarkable words.

The first thing I would like to share with you 
here is that when you help people, you don't wait 
around until they say thank you because you didn't 
help them so you can hear appreciation. When Musd 
('alayhi al-saldm) helped those ladies, you don't find in 
the Qur'an: "They both said thank you so much', and 
he said: 'No problem, no big deal'. He didn't expect 
and he didn't actually continue the conversation with 
them, he handed over the animals and walked away. 
He did this for Allah and so the only one he wants to 
get appreciation from is Allah. He's not interested in a 
conversation with those two women; he is interested 
in a conversation with Allah. A lot of times we do 
good things but in the back of our head we're hoping 
to get some recognition, we're hoping to get some 
appreciation, some other side benefits; we are going 
to learn in this du W that if you make your intentions 
pure, you help someone, you do something good for 
someone but you expect and converse only with Allah, 
then Allah will take more care of you than you could 
ever imagine.
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Obviously, sometimes people do each other favours 
because they are hoping if I do you a favour today, 
maybe tomorrow you will do me a favour. I'm doing 
this for you hoping you're going to do something for 
me—I scratch your back, you scratch mine. But in this 
du la', you notice, even though Musa (al ay hi al-saldm) is 
homeless, he's a fugitive from the law, he has no clothes 
other than the ones he is wearing on his back, he has 
no provisions with him—clearly he is stopping at this 
pond to drink some water because he doesn't even 
have food and drink. He's pretty much at the point 
of desperation, as desperate as a human being can 
get. And yet, when he helps these women, he doesn't 
expect from them; he still expects from Allah. When 
you do something voluntarily, because he volunteered, 
right? He didn't say, 'Well how much are you going to 
pay me?'

By the way that was work, and if you do work, it's 
okay for you to ask for wages—it's not a problem. If you 
do work for someone it doesn't have to be voluntary. 
But he volunteered himself, which means once you 
offer yourself voluntarily, don't expect compensation. 
If you are expecting compensation, bring that up from 
the very beginning. Say from the very beginning, 'Look, 
I need to get paid for this'. A lot of times, for example, 
we volunteer for projects or for the masjid and in the 
back of our heads we're thinking, 'I volunteered the 
entire month of Ramadan. On the twenty-seventh they

are going to have an award ceremony for me; they are 
going to hand me something; they are going to give me 
some appreciation.' Even if that expectation is in our 
head, we are missing something from this du -d'. We 
cannot have that expectation. Musa (hilayhi al-saldm) 
turns away from them and sits back down under the 
shade, he talks to Allah and he says to Allah some of 
the most incredible words in the Qur 'an:

... "My Lord, I am truly in great need of any
that You might send down to me."

(Al-Qasas 28:24)

Rabbi inni lima anzalta ilayya min khayrin faqir: 
Master, whatever you sent down my way—and this 
is in the past tense, I did not say whatever you 'send' 
down my way but whatever you 'sent' down my way: 
anzalta. Whatever you already sent down, I was in 
desperate need of it. In other words this shade and that 
water in front of him, that's all he gets right now. He 
doesn't have a house, he doesn't have food, he doesn't 
have anything else; and yet he is looking at all of this 
and telling Allah, 'Yd Allah, thank you so much for this; 
I desperately needed it'. In other words, before asking 
Allah for more, he is concentrating on what Allah has 
already given him.
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If you look at it from our perspective, he has 
nothing. He's got absolutely nothing! But from his 
perspective, he was in the middle of the desert and 
there is no logical reason why he couldn't have died of 
dehydration. The fact that he made it all the way to the 
water, and the fact that he found a place to sit which is 
under a shade, which Allah mentions—thumma tawalla 
ila al-zill; the fact that he found that much and on top of 
all of this the fact that he found an opportunity to do a 
good deed is enough for him to be grateful. Instead of 
thinking about what he doesn't have, he turns to Allah 
and says, basically, I'll put it in easy language for you: 
'Yd Allah, I really needed that, thanks! I really needed 
that; I was so desperate, I would have died without 
this help of yours'—Rabbi innl lima anzalta ilayya min 
khayrin faqir.

Subhan Allah! What a different attitude—he is 
constantly thinking about what he has to be grateful 
for.

Now there is more meaning to this du d ; the 
other piece of this du (d' that's remarkable is that 
Musa (falayhi al-saldm), not too long ago, accidentally 
killed somebody. He punched someone while he was 
defending another man, and the Coptic soldier of 
Fir‘awn (Pharaoh) die. And so he's run from this and,
by the way, he felt guilty about what happened. He 
made du to Allah to forgive him for what happened, 
but he still feels guilt inside of him. When you feel

guilty inside of you, what should you do? This is a 
lesson about making mistakes, all of us have made 
mistakes in our lives; all of us pretty much have done 
things that aren't exactly what Allah expected us to do. 
What do you do after you make a mistake? And by the 
way, some of our mistakes are small and some of our 
mistakes are very big. The mistake that' Musa. (lalayhi 
al-saldm) made is to take another person's life; that is 
not a small mistake. If you or I made that kind of a 
mistake, we would have a hard time sleeping for the 
rest of our lives. If you have any conscience, this would 
be the kind of thing that could haunt you for the rest of 
your life; you would not be able to get over it. It's not 
something you would just forget about.

Say you spoke ill of someone, or you lost your 
temper, or maybe you forgot at the time and you did 
some backbiting or whatever, these are mistakes; but 
you forget about them. You don't remember what you 
did two years ago, you forget. But if you accidentally 
killed someone, that's serious business. So what I am 
trying to tell you is that we, you and I, have made 
mistakes in our past; but for some of us those mistakes 
are so big in our mind, we are never able to move on 
with life. We are never able to think past that mistake— 
we're constantly thinking about that mistake. This du la' 
is teaching us that if you have a mistake in your past, 
if you've done something really bad in your past—and 
I'm pretty confident that it's not the same as the mistake
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If you look at it from our perspective, he has 
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perspective, he was in the middle of the desert and 
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dehydration. The fact that he made it all the way to the 
water, and the fact that he found a place to sit which is 
under a shade, which Allah mentions—thumma tawalld
i/fl al-zill; the fact that he found that much and on top of 
all of this the fact that he found an opportunity to do a 
good deed is enough for him to be grateful. Instead of 
thinking about what he doesn't have, he turns to Allah 
and says, basically, I'll put it in easy language for you: 
'Yd Allah, I really needed that, thanks! I really needed 
that; I was so desperate, I would have died without 
this help of yours' 
khayrin faqir.

Subhan Allah! What a different attitude—he is 
constantly thinking about what he has to be grateful 
for.

guilty inside of you, what should you do? This is a 
lesson about making mistakes, all of us have made 
mistakes in our lives; all of us pretty much have done 
things that aren't exactly what Allah expected us to do. 
What do you do after you make a mistake? And by the 
way, some of our mistakes are small and some of our 
mistakes are very big. The mistake that’ Musa (calayhi 
al-salam) made is to take another person's life; that is 
not a small mistake. If you or I made that kind of a 
mistake, we would have a hard time sleeping for the 
rest of our lives. If you have any conscience, this would 
be the kind of thing that could haunt you for the rest of
your life; you would not be able to ;et over it. It s not
something you would just forget about.

Rabbi inm lima anzalta ilayya min Say you spoke ill of someone, or you lost your 
temper, or maybe you forgot at the time and you did

Now there is more meaning to this du'a'; the 
other piece of this du‘d' that's remarkable is that 
Musd (^alayhi al-saldm), not too long ago, accidentally 
killed somebody. He punched someone while he was

some backbiting or whatever, these are mistakes; but 
you forget about them. You don't remember what you 
did two years ago, you forget. But if you accidentally 
killed someone, that's serious business. So what I am

defending another man, and the Coptic soldier of 
Fir‘awn (Pharaoh) die. And so he's run from this and,
by the way, he felt guilty about what happened. He 
made du 'd' to Allah to forgive him for what happened, 
but he still feels guilt inside of him. When you feel

trying to tell you is that we, you and I, have made 
mistakes in our past; but for some of us those mistakes 
are so big in our mind, we are never able to move on 
with life. We are never able to think past that mistake— 
we're constantly thinking about that mistake. This ducd' 
is teaching us that if you have a mistake in your past, 
if you've done something really bad in your past—and 
I'm pretty confident that it's not the same as the mistake

a
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of Musa ('alayhi al-salam); I'm pretty sure that the police 

aren't out looking for you for murder—anything short 

of that you should be covered. Allah gave us this 

extreme example, so that we could understand, if Allah 

will cover that one; then I'm covered, I'm okay, mine is 

not as bad. So now, what is the lesson here? The lesson 

here is that if you have made a mistake then you should 

be desperate to find opportunities to do good things for 

people.

Musa ('alayhi al-salam) is almost dead from 

dehydration and starvation, he's barely surviving, and 

he sees two women in need of help. What does he do? 

He gets up and helps them. Why in the world would 

he get up and—they didn't ask for help; he just sees 

this opportunity. He didn't say: 'Okay, let me just get 

a little bit of a rest and then maybe I will figure out 

what is going on over there'; or he could have just 

assumed on his own: they are waiting for these men to 

finish. He's a smart man, he could figure all of this out 

himself. But the fact that he felt the urge to go and help 

them is because he is desperate to help. If you have 

any mistakes in your past there should be a fire inside 

of you to want to do good things. Every time there is 

an opportunity, no matter how tired you are, no matter 

how exhausted you are, no matter how unmotivated 

you are, you motivate yourself. And what should 

motivate you? The mistake of your pash

So one of the meanings of this du 'a' is: 'Yd Allah, 

I've made a pretty bad mistake in my past so whatever 

opportunity you give me to make up for it, I will take 

it. I could desperately use that. So thank you so much 

for giving me the chance, the honour of helping these 

women'. Please listen to that again, 'Thank you for 

giving me the honour of helping these women'. When 

you help someone, you are not honouring them; they 

are honouring you. In our dm when you give sadaqah, for 

example to someone begging outside, you give charity; 

you have not helped them, the fact of the matter is they 

have helped you. They become testimony for you on 

Judgement Day. They become a forgiveness of your 

sins; You've helped them only in the dunya, which is 

nothing to Allah, but they have helped you in akhirah, 

which is everything. This is the change of attitude. This 

is: Mi inni lima anzalta ilayya min khayrinfaqir.

But also in this du 'a', the final and equally 

important piece is that when he makes this du 'a', Musa 

('alayhi al-salam) is acknowledging that whatever he 

has, he has to be grateful for. But at the same time, Musa 

('alayhi al-saldm) knows better than any of us—because 

we're not in the middle of the desert dying—that he is 

in need of food, he is in need of shelter, he is in need of 

protection, he is in need of a job, he is in need of these 

things, but the interesting thing is he doesn't ask Allah 

for any of them' We should ask Allah for everything. 

Why doesn't he ask Allah?, 'Ya Allah feed me, yd Allah

IS
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give me more, yd Allah provide me a house, ya Allah fix 
my life up; I've got a problem'. Why doesn't he ask for

■aany of it? You see, in saying to Allah that whatever you
have given me, I desperately needed it; he has actually
asked Allah. Please try to understand the subtlety of
this statement.

I'll give you this example to help you understand 
this concept, because it's a very profound concept in 
our religion. Our children sometimes they are picky and 
fussy about what they want to eat, you put vegetables 
on the dinner table and say to your son sitting there: 
'eat your carrots'. He responds: 'No, I don't want to 
eat carrots, I want chocolate'. So he doesn't want the
carrots, he wants chocolate; he doesn't want to drink 
the water, he wants juice; he doesn't want to finish the
food, he wants ice-cream first. In other words what you 
give him, he doesn't want and what he doesn't have, he 
wants. And do you get upset or not? You get a bit: 'Why 
don't you appreciate what I have done? You need this 

know if I want this one'. You don't get to tell Allah, 'I 
know You provided me this rock or this tree to sit under 
but if You could provide me some kind of bedding, it 
would be better'. 'I know You gave me this water over 
here but maybe some coconuts might help'. No, no, no. 
Whatever You have given me, is exactly what I needed 
and I desperately needed it. I desperately needed it. 
What word does he use to describe himself? He uses 
the word faqlr'—innl lima anzalta ilayya min khayrin 

faqir. Do you know the difference between faqir and 
miskin? Another word in the Qur'an for someone who 
is bankrupt, someone who can't help themselves is 
miskin. Allah says:

—
(v |||||

The alms are meant only for the poor and the 
needy...

(Al-Tawbah 9:60)

&food. You're going to get sick, you need this medicine.
You need this dinner. Finish your food, that's not good
for you', but he wants what's not good for him and he 
doesn't care for what is in front of him.

The believer recognizes that whatever Allah gives 
you, whatever food He put on the table, whatever job 
you found, whatever business your doing—not only is 
it good enough; you desperately needed it. You don't 
get to be fussy with Allah and tell him,' Ya Allah, I don't

Allah put those two together, meaning you're 
supposed to give sadaqah to the one who is faqir and to 
the one who is miskin, and when you put two words 
together like that, it means, they mean two different 
things. According to Ibn Manzur in Lisdn al- Arab, the 
faqir is in the worst possible situation; the miskin might 
even own some things. That's why in the Qur 'an, in 
Si/rat al-Kahf, the masdkin own a ship:

15
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(VA j^AU^Jl)

As for the boat it belonged to some poor people 
who worked on the river...

(Al-Kahf 18: 79)

a

Even if someone is miskm, they might still own 
a boat, they might still be fishermen, they might 
still have a job; but a faqlr: He's got nothing! He's 
got absolutely nothing. He says to Allah that I have 
absolutely nothing.

They say in Arabic: 'the one who is walking is happy 
with whatever ride he can get'. You know what they 
mean by that? If there is a guy walking in the middle 
of the desert and somebody offers him a donkey, or 
somebody offers him a horse, or somebody offers him 
a turtle to sit on, he won't mind. He's not going to say, 
ZI don't know if this is my kind of ride. I need a more 
luxury class vehicle'. He's not going to say that. He'll 
say: 'Give me that bicycle, I'll take it!' Because he has 
nothing. He is turning to Allah and saying, 'Ya Allah, 
I acknowledge that I have absolutely nothing. And I 
don't even have a means to earn anything. You are the 
only one who sent this down my way; I am not going 
to complain'. e . •

The point I am trying to make is just coming. When 
he made this du (d' to Allah, when he turned to Allah

and said, 'Yd Allah my back is broken7. A faqir, by the 
way, is also someone whose back is broken. When your 
back is broken it means you cannot lift anything; things 
have to be given to you because you cannot even go 
and get them. That's why he said, 'Yd Allah, whatever 
you sent towards me is because I'm faqir, I can't go and 
get it. You are bringing it to me!' Subhdn Allah, this is the 
acknowledgment of Musa (‘alayhi al-saldm).

When he makes this du'd', the next ayah of Surat 
al'Qasas is:

Soon thereafter one of the two women came to him, 
walking bashfully, and said: Z/My father invites you 
that he may reward you for your having watered 
our flocks for us..."

(Al-Qasas 28:25)

'Therefore', listen carefully now, 'therefore one of 
those two girls came back and said, "my father wants 
to pay you".' The word 'therefore' is important. Did he 
ask for money? No. Did he ask for a job? No. Did he ask 
to be invited to their house? No. None of this, he only 
turned to Allah and said whatever you have given me, I 
was desperately in need of it, I appreciate it. You turn to 
Allah in appreciation and as a result, there's a formula,
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there's a rule. You know how we call them the laws 
of nature; there are laws of Qur 'an and they are more 
powerful than the laws of nature. The laws of nature 
change: fire is supposed to bum but it will stop burning 
when Ibrahim (falayhi al-saldm) is thrown inside; water 
is supposed to retain its shape but it will change when 
Musa ((alayhi al-saldm) strikes his staff and Allah makes 
the water not keep its shape. The laws of nature can 
bend when Allah wants them to but the laws of Allah
in His book, the laws of guidance, they don't bend. The
laws of duff, they don't bend. And what is this law?
That when you appreciate what Allah has given you, 
then Allah will take care of you!

What happens? She comes to him and says, 'My 
dad wants to pay you'. He doesn't turn to her and say, 
'No thank you sister, I did that fi sabll Allah, I don't 
want any money'. He understood immediately that 
this is Allah responding to his du cd'. He did not have 
what we call back home, where I come from, takalluf:
'No, no, no, thank you. I don't need anything, I don't 
need it'. When people are offering you help, that might 
be from Allah, that might be the answer to your du cd'. 
So if somebody is offering you a job and you say, 'No, 
no, no, I can't accept this favour', why are you turning 
away the favour of Allah? Musd ('alayhi al-saldm) has 
far more integrity than you, he didn't shy away and 
say, 'No, no, no, that was a voluntary task, I expect 

nothing'. He expected nothing; he expected from 
whom? From Allah. But when Allah brings people his 
way, he doesn't turn it down.

As I conclude, let me tell you what happens. This 
one du ld' that he made, with that sincerity: not only did 
he get invited, not only did he get paid, as a matter of 
fact in the middle of that conversation he got offered 
the daughter's hand in marriage; so he got married 
and on top of that he got a job for eight to ten years. So 
he got housing, employment, marriage, immigration 
status, all of it in one shot, because of this one du (d'! Did 
he ask for any of these things? No. He started his entire 
family—a new life began for Musa (‘alayhi al-saldm) all 
because he appreciated what Allah ((azza wa-jall) had 
given him, even in the middle of the desert, even in the 
middle of nothing.

We have to become a people of shukr; a people of 
gratitude. Which is why you must appreciate that when 
Musd ('alayhi al-saldm) is in a desert again. Musd ("alayhi 
al-saldm) ends up in a desert twice: once when he ran 
away as an individual from the army and a second time 
when he ran away from the armies of Fir "awn as the 
leader of an entire nation. So in the life of Musa ("alayhi 
al-saldm) he ends up escaping from Egypt twice: once, 
personally; once, with an entire nation. When he left 
with his entire nation, you know what he said to them? 
He said to them:
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Also call to mind when your Lord proclaimed: 
"If you give thanks, I will certainly grant you 
more..."

we are faqir for it. When we really, internally, develop 
that attitude, as a result of that Allah will provide us 
the whole dunya and whatever is in it. Allah will give 
without restriction.

(Ibrahim 14: 7)
(b :HyJl)

... Verily those who persevere shall be granted 
their reward beyond all reckoning.

(Al-Zumar 39:10)

He turns to the Israelites who are in the middle of 
the desert, complaining about the heat, complaining 
about the lack of food, complaining about the lack of 
water. He turns to them and says, 'Your Master had 
already declared that, "if you can become grateful, I 
will absolutely increase you".' I will give you more 
and more and more. Musa. ('alayhi al-salam) is not just 
teaching them a theory; he is teaching them this du 
based on his life experience. He's already done this 
before. When he was grateful to Allah, Allah gave him 
more and more and more and more. This is the life 
lesson he is teaching the Bam Isra'fl, and that du (a'— 
la'in shakartum la'aztdannakum—is so powerful; it was 
a khutbah given by Musa (‘alayhi al-saldm) to BamIsra'Tl, 
and even that got recorded in the Qur 'an.

So you and I have to learn—and this is something 
we easily forget—to be grateful for what we do have, 
and not to focus our attention so much on what we 
don't have. To learn to acknowledge that whatever 
we do have, we could not have survived without it,

The people of sabr are going to be paid without 
any restrictions. May Allah (fazza wa-jall) help us to 
internalize this beautiful, remarkable du la.

Si
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CHAPTER 2

Du'a and Disappointment

this reminder is actually inspired by a number of 
conversations I've had the opportunity to have with 
young people and old people alike, on a subject that 
is central to the life of every Muslim—that subject
matter is du 'a'. A lot of people come up to me and say, 
Tm trying to make so much du because there's this
one thing I am trying to get'. When it's a young man; 
it's a girl he wants to marry, or a job he is looking for 
that he really wants to get, or immigration papers to be
sorted out. If it's somebody a little bit older, sometimes
it's du <d' for their children to be guided. Their children 
have become rebellious; they're not praying any more, 
they're not listening to their parents anymore and the 
mother comes to me crying and says, 'I make lots of 
dula' for my son, I've been making it for years but 
nothing is changing. Things are not getting better, 
things are getting worse. What am I supposed to do? 
Why is my du la not working?'

There are people that come to me and say, 'I've 
been sick and I'm getting sicker and sicker. I even made 
umrah and I went to hajj and I made du 'a' at the Haram, 
and I went to al-Masjid al-Nabawl, and I am making 
du V in the middle of the night, and I am praying all 
night, but my du'as are not getting answered. What 
am I supposed to do?' And then there are people who 
say: I used to make du 'a, I used to pray to Allah. Like 
this very interesting young man I met. He said, 'Man, I 
didn't even pray a lot but I had this exam, it was really 
hard so I decided that I am going to make a lot of du 'as 
so I even like prayed and stuff. I prayed for a whole 
ten minutes and I still failed; so I don't pray anymore, 
because I didn't get what I was looking for.'

So my own analysis after a lot of these conversations 
is that there is actually a real confusion about what 
du V actually means. What does it mean that we are 
asking Allah for something? From what position are we 
asking? Is asking Allah the same as asking your parents 
or asking somebody else? If it's not the same, how is it 
different? What are we supposed to expect when we 
make du W to Allah ('azza wa-jall)?

There seems to be, among the average Muslim, 
a lot of confusion about this very simple and very 
fundamental thing. As a matter of fact the centre of 
our religion is du 'a. The Fatihah which is the opening 
of the Qur'an and is the heart of the Qur'an is itself a 
duV. Every prophet ('alayhim al-saldm) that Allah talks
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is that there is actually a real confusion about what 
du actually means. What does it mean that we are 
asking Allah for something? From what position are we 
asking? Is asking Allah the same as asking your parents 
or asking somebody else? If it's not the same, how is it 
different? What are we supposed to expect when we 
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There seems to be, among the average Muslim, 
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our religion is du The Fatihah which is the opening 
of the Qur'an and is the heart of the Qur'an is itself a 
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about in the Qur'an makes du 'a'. Every one of them; it's 
their lasting legacy. We may not know every detail: Nuh 
('alayhi al-saldm) lived 950 years among his people. We 
don't know all the details of those 950 years, but we do 
know the du 'ds, Allah recorded those. We don't know
a lot about Yunus ('alayhi al-saldm), but we do know his 
du 'as. We don't know a lot, we know a few more things 
about Ibrahim ('alayhi al-saldm), but we definitely know 
his du 'ds. If there is one thing Allah definitely tells us 
about the prophets ('alayhim al-saldm) it is the prayers
they made, the way they asked Allah. So it's a pretty
big deal in our religion.a

One of the greatest prophetic traditions is the
tradition of du 'a'. There is virtually a prayer for every
act that you and I do, from going into our home, to

>31changing our clothes, to greeting each other, to getting
married. I mean there is not an occasion in life that 
doesn't come with a prophetic prayer, it's incredible. So 
it is at the centre of our religion and to have confusion 
about this is a pretty big deal.

I wanted to address this, even though this is a topic 
that is much bigger than such a brief reminder. But I
wanted to give you some basic pointers from a couple 
of dydt of the Qur'an. The first two of them belong to 
Surat Maryam. In Surat Maryam we see the prayers of 
different prophets but there are two of them that I'm 
going to highlight to you.

He said: "Lord! My bones have grown feeble and 
my head is glistening with age; yet, never have my 
prayers to You, my Lord, been unfruitful".

(Maryam 19:4)

In the beginning of the surah is Zakariyya ('alayhi
al-salam) who's reaching old age innt wahana al-'azma
mmnt—he says literally: 'My bones are getting weak 
and they are rebelling against me'. This 'min' is min al- 
tab'id. You know in modem medicine when the bones
and the joints aren't as strong as they used to be, and 
people feel the arthritis or whatever in their joints, 
this is literally what he is talking about. It takes him a 
while to make ruku'; it's not easy for him to sit down. 
Young men, they get up and down without a problem; 
but when your bones become weak, and if you see an 
old man or an old woman take a seat, it takes them
a while to sit down. They can't just sit down. It takes 
them a while to get out of bed they can't just spring out 
of bed like young guys. Some young people fall out of 
bed and then get up, no problem. But when an older 
person whose bones have become weak falls; they end 
up in the ER. It's very serious for them. So he senses the 
weakness in his bones, that's where this conversation
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with Allah begins: inniwahana al-'azm minni wa-shta'ala 
al-ra's shayban—and my hair is like a fire went on my 
head and all that's left is ash. Ash is grey and white, so 
he looks at his head and says, 'My head used to be black 
and now it's just white, that's all that's left'. There is a 
saying in Arabic: shaybuka na(ik—that you're greying 
hair or your whitening hair is the alarm of your death. 
In other words every time you look at your grey hair, it's 
one more hair towards, one more step towards death.

So he begins the du <d' by talking about his frailty— 
he's gotten very old. He realizes he's close to death and 
then he says something. I won't even tell you about his 
du Yds, it's his attitude towards du (a'. He says: wa-lam 
akun bi-du'dika Rabbi shaqiyyd—I have never, ever been 
miserable, I have never been in a bad mood, I've never
been unhappy calling you. Whenever I ask you, I've 
always been happy. I've never had depression when 
I've made du cd' to you. That's what he is saying looking 
back at his entire life. By the way, this is the man who 
doesn't have a child. He's old, he's got grey hair now, 
he's about to die, his bones are weak, and one of the sad 
things in an old man's life is that he has no one to carry 
his name. So you can imagine this is not the first time 
he's making du (d' for a child. He's been making du Qd' 
his whole life but he says I was never depressed when 
I asked you. I have never been shaqi when I asked you. 
When you check the lexicons of the Arabic language 
for the word shaqi, or shiqdwah and shaqdwah—both are

found in the Arabic language—and shiqwah also, they 
say it's didd al-sa 'dda—the opposite of happiness. It has 
the meanings of grief, sadness, it has the meanings of 
depression. It's also used for a sadness or a bad mood 
that is short or long tem—yumadd wa-yuqsar, they say 
in Arabic. It could be something that is extended like 
some of you know people in your family that are just 
always in a bad mood—that's long term shaqi. Then 
there are some people that just get in a bad mood 
sometimes, either way this term applies.

This statement that he made is actually incredibly 
powerful in teaching us something about our attitude 
when we make du ld' to Allah. Who are we asking 
anyway? We're asking our Rabb, and usually we ask 
when we feel the need for something we don't have. 
That's probably true for most people, right? You're 
at the verge of something like—ma <ddh Allah—one of 
our children is going to see the doctor; we make du (d' 
for the health of our child. You're going into a job 
interview, you turn and you make du'd' to Allah—'Yd 
Allah, this interview; I really need this job'. You're about 
to sign papers for a house, 'Yd Allah, put barakah in this 
house. Yd Allah, this is a pretty big deal, this is a serious 
investment I'm getting into'. So when you make du cd'; 
you make du W because you get to a point in life where 
you seriously need something and you realize it.

But let's take a step back, every single day you and 
I wake up and we did not have to have a respirator on
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for our lungs to keep working all night. Every single 
night when we went to sleep, our heart was still beating. 
Every single day when we got out of bed, we opened 
our eyes and we could still see; our ears could still 
hear, and wa-Llahi, they're not on autopilot. They're not 
running on energizer batteries. This is Allah providing 
you and me with another breath, another heartbeat, 
another day to move our limbs. Yet the only time we 
turn to Allah is when we need something; when we feel 
we're missing something. But as a matter of fact, Allah 
is constantly providing you and me without us even 
asking. We don't have to make du <a' to Allah to be able 
to breathe, can you imagine how that would be? We 
don't have to make du ld' to Allah to be able to hear; to 
be able to see; to be able to speak. Imagine every time 
I have to speak, make duff to Allah then He gives my 
tongue the ability, then I can say something.

Subhdn Allah, there are a lot of things Allah gives 
us that we absolutely need—we absolutely need—we 
cannot survive without them and yet He provides, and 
He provides, and He provides. So what I am trying to 
get at first is, before you and I think about what Allah 
did not give me—How come He didn't give me this? 
How come He didn't answer this du'd' or that du'd' 
and that duV? Allah says: kulla yawmin huwa fi sha'n 
(al-Rahman 55:29)—everyday He is involved in giving 
you something. He is engaged in providing me, and 
providing me, and providing me, and providing you.

So when someone becomes wretched or miserable or in
a bad mood about du (a' maybe they haven't understood 
what Allah has been doing for them all along.

I'll make it easy for you to understand. Your mother 
loves you. Those of you that are fortunate enough that 
your mother is alive, and you are fortunate enough that 
she lives in your country or you get to visit her. When 
you go visit your mother after a long time—and she 
is getting old now—she makes you food, she puts it
on the table and she Ives you a hug. You start eating
the food and you say, 'Mum where's the salt? Come
on! Don't you know!? I need some extra salt. Where's
the ketchup? You didn't even get the ketchup!? And
I thought you were going to get me Pepsi, you only 
bought 7-Up?' What kind of miserable person are 
you that your mother does all of this for you and you 
can only think about what's missing? You can think 
about what she didn't do. That shows you have no 
appreciation for what your mother does for you, and 
what she has been doing for you, and the love and care 
she put into providing for you.

That's just you and your mother. We're talking 
about Allah fozza wa-jail). We're talking about someone 
whose love cannot be measured, and it can't be
quantified. People ask the question, 'How come Allah 
doesn't listen to my duW That is a very offensive 
question. To Allah it is a very offensive question. 
How in the world do you say that He doesn't listen?
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Allah (tea wa-jall), He doesn't just say He listens, He 
responds to every du *d'. But then how come He didn't 
respond in the way I wanted and the way you wanted. 
That's the real question I'm going to try to answer.

I want to make sure we understand in this
reminder what du 'a' is not? Du cd' is not placing an 
order at a restaurant. Du cd' is not placing an order 
for a product. When you place an order, you pay 
something and you get what you expected. You place 
an order for French fries; you're not supposed to get 
a burger. You're supposed to get French fries. When 
you place an order for a laptop, you're not supposed 
to get a phone in the mail. You get what you ordered, 
and when you order something you obviously pay for 
it. You paid for it, so you're expecting what you paid 
for. When you and I make du (a', we pay nothing. We 
pay nothing. When you pay nothing; then you have 
no expectations, you have no right to complain about 
what you get. You don't get to say, 'Hey! Wait, I asked 
for a hundred on my exam. I made du ca' last night. I 
still got a forty. What is this Allah? I placed the right 
order!' You and I don't get to do that. Allah is not here 
to serve you and me as customers.

We're used to customer service in this world. We
are used to it so much that we think the way we are 
going to deal with Allah, is the same. Some of the 
young people today; unfortunately, their relationship 
with their parents has become like their parents are

DU A'AND DISAPPOINTMENT

supposed to provide them customer service. 'Mum, I 
asked you to buy me Grand Theft Auto! How come 
you didn't get it yet?', 'I told you I'm going to do 
my homework!' Like your homework is payment or 
something, right? Because we feel so entitled all the 
time, we bring this entitled attitude when we turn to 
Allah and we make du (d' to Him. 'Yd Allah, heal me.' 
‘Ya Allah, get me a promotion.' 'Yd Allah, do this for me 
or do that for me.' And it doesn't happen; and you're 
like: 'Forget this, I don't need prayer. I even took the 
time out to pray and He didn't give!'

One of the first things we need to understand that 
when he made duld', Zakariyyd ('alayhi al-saldm) said: 
wa-lam akun bi-du (dika Rabbi shaqiyyd—he mentioned the 
word Rabb. Why? He said 'Master! You're the Master. 
I'm the slave. You are the ultimately high'. There's no 
position higher than Rabb, than master, in any language. 
Master is the highest you can be; and when you have 
a master, that makes you a slave. Nobody has a worse 
job than a slave; there is no status lower than that. So 
you and I are of the lowest status and Allah is of the 
highest status. And from that position when you ask; 
you're not in a position to be placing orders. We're in a 
position of humility. Master whatever you give. Master 
whatever you give, I'll take it. And if you decide not to 
give, I accept, because you know better than I do.

Musa ^alayhi al-saldm) is homeless. He is a fugitive 
from the law, because he was wanted for murder, and
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he is sitting under a tree, and he says: Rabbi innl lima 
anzalta ilayya min khayrinfaqir (al-Qasas 28:24)—Master, 
whatever you send me, I'll take it. I'm not going to be 
picky. He's got no food, he's got no clothes, he's got no 
home. So if some food comes to him. Some rice comes
to him, 'Oh, actually I'm on a diet. I need some salad 
and I need some...'. No, no, no. Whatever comes to him,
he'll take it. When a job comes to him he's not going to 
say, 'Actually I'm a pretty qualified guy. I need a job 
that's equivalent to my qualifications. If you're going to 
give me a job that's beneath my status, no thank you'. 
No, he's not going to do that because he begged Allah, 
whatever you give me I'll take it.

So now Zakariyyd ('alayhi al-salam) said, 'I've never 
been miserable, I've never been depressed, I've never
rushed'. By the way, in the word shiqwah is also the 
meaning of 'rushing'. They say when people give up 
in the war and they run, that's also called mushdqdt in
Arabic, from the same linguistic root You know what
that means? There are some people that make du Qa and
they expect the results when? Quickly! Give it to me
now! Express delivery! Let's see this du (d' come to life! 
Let it happen! And when it doesn't happen: 'Forget it, 
who needs du'd' anyway'. Subhdn Allah!

The last thing I want to share with you about this 
word shiqwah—before I go to Ibrahim ('alayhi al-saldm) 
—about this attitude of being miserable. There are

They will say: "Our Lord! Our misfortune prevailed 

over us. We were indeed an erring people".

(Al-Mu'minun 23:106)

people who come before Allah (<azza wa-jall) on the day 
of judgement and they say:

H

They come on Judgement Day; they're about to go 
into the bad place, and they give their reasons. They 
were believers and they did not make it to jannah. 
Why not? They explain themselves: our depression, 
our misery, and our negative attitudes towards you; 
they overtook us—ghalabat 'alaynd. This attitude we 
had towards you, this frustration we had with you, yd 
Allah, was so heavy that we could never think of you in 
a good way. We did not have good expectations from 
you and it overwhelmed us; and it made us miserable, 
wretched people overall.

Today, interesting things are happening in the 
world and one of the interesting things is that among 
young people, there is a rise in atheism. There is a 
rise in young people that don't believe in God, and 
it's actually rising all over the world. It's not just an 
American phenomenon it's happening in Europe, it's 
happening in Asia, in Africa, all over. There are statistics
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about this. And it's interesting if you look at the lives 
of leading atheists—many of them who lived in recent 
times—some of them died of overdoses in drugs and 
had suffered from serious depression. When they turn 
their backs on Allah then all that's left is misery. Really 
all that's left is a dark, dark life. And so du 'a', when you 
don't have the right attitude, it might even lead you 
away from Allah Himself. What is between this Master 
of ours and us? The thing that ties us together, the thing
that gives us a relationship is actually dw itself.

Now moving along, Ibrahim ('alayhi al-saldm) when 
he was leaving his family because his father and the
entire village was worshipping idols he said:

"I shall withdraw from you and all that you call 
upon beside Allah. I shall only call upon my 
Lord. I trust the prayer to my Lord will not go 
unanswered."

(Maryam 19: 48)

He said: I'm leaving all of you; I'm leaving all 
the things you worship other than Allah too and I am 
calling on my Master, I'm making dw tf' to Him. And 
then he said something really profound. It's the same

surah, Surat Maryam. He said: hopefully, I will not be 
miserable when I make du cd' to my master. He added 
the word 'hopefully'— lasd—Why? Zakariyya did not 
say hopefully. He said I have never been but Zakariyya 
(lalayhi al-saldm) was talking about the past—I have 
never been depressed, when I pray to you. And Ibrahim 
(‘alayhi al-saldm) is humble about his future. He says 
hopefully I can maintain my Iman. 'Hopefully there 
will never come a time when I pray to you, yd Allah, 
and I am not filled with hope. I hope I never do that.' 
So he is actually humble, he is not self-righteous and 
thinks I will never, ever do that. I am always going to 
be righteous; I am always going to make du "a the right 
way. His humility is suggested in the word casd.

And now finally, like I said, people come to me 
and say: what am I supposed to think? My du <d' didn't 
get answered, I've been praying so hard. Allah is not 
answering my prayers! How are we supposed to think 
about this stuff? First of all, acknowledge that Allah 
is providing not just for you, He is providing for all 
of creation. He is providing for the believer and He is 
also providing for the disbeliever. They get jobs too, 
they have children too, they have happiness too, they 
have food on their tables too, they get promotions too, 
they get sick also and they get healed. So the people of 
tM'have trouble in this world and the people without 
dutf also have trouble and challenges in this world 
and Allah does not just give gifts and blessings in this
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world to believers He also ives them to disbelievers
and kuffdr and the worst people. He gives and He gives
and He gives and He decides when to give—wa-Lldh 
yaqbid wa-yabsut (al-Baqarah 2: 245)—Allah takes and 
Allah gives; Allah pulls back a little, He constrains your 
budget a little, He takes away the health a little, He'll 
give you some difficulty sometimes and sometimes He 
will let the difficulty go. That's up to Allah (<azza wa- 
jall), but then what's the point of du (a' if Allah provides 
everyone anyway?

The point of du 'a' is actually to acknowledge before 
Allah, it's an admission to Allah that He provides and

*
we are in need. The mu'min, the believer in the time
of Al Fir (awn (Pharaoh's dynasty), he said it best; the 
attitude of du ld' is captured in one phrase—wa-ufawwid 
amrl ild Allah (Ghdfir 40:44)—that's what du cd' is at the 
end of the day. Let me explain what that means: al- 
tafwid in Arabic actually means to leave something in 
somebody else's hands i.e.—ja cala al-dkhar al-hdkim ft 
amrihi—he put somebody else in charge of his matter, 
that's called tafwid. And interestingly in old Arabic 
they say—baynl wa-baynahu fawdah—and fawdah has 
the same root. It actually means I have a partnership 
with this guy. In other words when I leave the matter to 
Allah, Allah is as worried about this, if not more, than
I am. Allah is not some other that I am asking; Allah is 
sharing with me in this matter. Allah is actually a part 
of this situation. Whatever I am feeling, Allah knows

better than even I know. If I care about something, I 
should know that I have made tafwid of Allah, which 
means not only do I trust Allah with whatever He does, 
I know Allah cares about what I am asking Him.' It's not 
like He doesn't care. Nobody gets to say Allah doesn't 
care just because Allah doesn't answer the way you 
and I expected.

Part of this is our Iman in the names of Allah and 
this is what I want to conclude on. The angels said: Id 
lilm land ilia md ‘allamtand (al-Baqarah 2: 245)—Master 
we have no knowledge, whatsoever, except what you 
taught us. One of the names of Allah is al- 'Alim—the 
one who knows everything. Now, you and I think 
we know; Allah actually knows. There is a difference. 
Allah says He brings you out: min butun ummahdtikum 
Id ta(lamun shay'an (al-Nahl 16: 78)—from the bellies 
of your mothers. He said He brought you out of the 
bellies of your mothers, you still don't know anything. 
He didn't say He brought you out of the bellies of 
your mothers, you didn't know anything—since a 
baby actually doesn't know anything. Rather, He says 
I brought you out of your mothers and, by the way, 
you still don't know anything—subhdn Allah. Wa-Lldh 
yalam wa-antum Id ta^amun—AHah in fact, knows. This 
is part of our i/w—Allah knows and I don't know.

Let's put that to the test. I think I know what's best, 
but Allah actually knows what's best. I think that getting 
better is best. I think that getting that job is the best.
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I think that this difficulty if I can get out of it, it's the best. 
But Allah knows, way better than I know. He knows 
way better than I know. I make du (d' based on what I 
think is best—that's what I can do as a human being. 
I will only ask Allah based on the limited knowledge 
that I have, but thankfully Allah knows better than you 
and me and everybody else so He will answer based on 
perfect knowledge. And maybe the best thing for you 
is that He does not answer right away, that He does not 
give you what you are asking for right away.

One of the most incredible examples of that in 
Islamic history, I call it Islamic history because all 
prophets are from Islam, is the hawariyyun of (Isd 

('alayhi al-saldm).

(orYoi-tjl)

"Our Lord! We believe in the commandment You 
have revealed and we obey the Messenger; make 
us; then, one of those who bear witness (to the 
Truth)."

(Al Imran 3:53)

They made du 'a' to Allah: Rabband innana dmannd 

wa-ttaba'nd al-Rasul fa-ktubnd ma'a al-shdhidin. We've 

come to iman, we're following the messenger isd ('alayhi 

al-saldm) write us among those who are witnesses. And 

isd ('alayhial-saldm) clearly needed help:

... as Jesus, son of Mary, said to the disciples: 
"Who is my helper in (calling people) to Allah?" 
The disdples had responded by saying: "We are 
Allah's helpers"...
jiilMMfAT (Al-Saff 61:14)

He said: who's going to aid me towards Allah? QaJ 
al-hawam/yun nahnu ansar Allah—They said we're going 
to help you in the cause of. Allah. We're going to be the 
aides of Allah. Now Allah in that ayah said fa-ayyadna 
alUuna amanu 'aid 'aduwwihim—We aided those who 
believed, We gave them help against their enemies. Allah 
says about the followers of isd ('alayhi al-salam)—think 

carefully about this last part—Allah says We gave them 
help against their enemies. But you know historically 
that the people who believed in tawhid, followers of isd 

('alayhi al-saldm) were pretty much annihilated and a lot 
of them didn't even make a comeback until centuries 
after. In other words, Allah did aid them but in His own 
way It's not bn your teas; it's noton my terms.

Ibrahim ('alayhi al-saldm) made du'd' that a child 
from my generation should be raised who will recite 
the Qur'an, who will recite the aydt of Allah: yatlu 

'alayhim aydtik wa-yu 'allimuhum al-kitdb wa-l-hikmah
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wa-yuzakkfliim (al-Baqarah 2: 129). He made du 'a'. It's a
very sincere du ca'. But that child was not Isma ‘Il (1 al ay hi 
al-saldm), nor Isma H's child, nor his grandchild, nor his

du(a' of Ibrahim (‘alayhi al-salam) is fulfilled when Allah
knows is the best time. At that time Muhammad (salla
Allah alayhi wa-sallam) is bom; then at the age of forty he

iven revelation. Because Allah decides what is best.
He knows and you and I don't know. The thing we have
to remember in making du W is: first of all, we're not in a 
position to place orders. Secondly: whatever I'm asking 
for yd Allah, if this is good for me, give me and if not, 
I trust your decision. Don't think that your situation 
is unique; every situation you and I go through is 
mentioned in one way or the other in the Qur'an.

Those of you that are sick—innl massanT al-durr 
wa-anta arham al-rahimin (al-Anbiya' 21: 83)—the du'd' 
is already there. Ayyub alayhi al-saldm) turns to Allah 
and says, 'Ya Allah, the pain is getting to me' he doesn't 
even ask, 'Ya Allah, cure me', because he doesn't know

quickly. That our du'as to Allah bring us closer and 
doser to Him and make us of those whom Allah gives 
strength of iman through their prayers. That if Allah 
does not provide what you are hoping for immediately, 
you learn to say to yourself that definitely whatever 
Allah has planned for me in the circumstance that I am 
in, is absolutely better for me. This is the test of this life.

Stop asking yourself what did I do to deserve this? 
Stop asking yourself that question. Allah does not hate 
you, Allah did not abandon you. He doesn't abandon 
His creation; He loves His creation. He created us after
all and He made us in this beautiful way. All the good 
experiences you have in your life, all the love you enjoy 
in your life, all the beautiful children we see in our
families they are a gift from Allah. They are not our 
making. They are a gift from Allah because He loves
us all. The things that are around you, if you learned to 
appreciate them then your attitude towards Allah will 
change. You wouldn't be people of complaint anymore. 
So I remind myself and you that the attitude, I deserve

if that is the best thing. He just turns to Allah and says: 
'Ya Allah, there is no one who shows more love and 
more mercy and more care than you. I already know 
that. My pain has not shaken my belief; my pain does 
not shake my faith.' Most people when they feel a little 
discomfort their faith is shaken. I pray that Allah makes 
us real people of du W, real people of tawakkul. I pray 
Allah does not make us of those who give up on Allah 

better, is not a good attitude. It's not a healthy attitude. 
Allah knows what we deserve. As a matter of fact 

we start with the assumption that you and I deserve 

nothing. The slave deserves nothing; the Master gives 

anyway. He gives gifts so everything we do have is a gift 

of Allah (‘azza wa-jall). May Allah (‘azza wa-jall) make 

us a people of gratitude, make us a people of tawakkul 

and make us a people of sincere, accepted du W.
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CHAPTER 3

Criticism

In this reminder, in sha' Allah I just want to share with 
you one small section, from a very small surah. Surat 
al- Asr is probably a surah you have heard many, many 
talks on, many reminders on; and it is important we 
remind ourselves of the wisdom that's encapsulated 
inside this very beautiful surah. In one sense, it's a 
summary of the entire Qur'an; you can say it is a 
summary of the entire religion of Islam. All we have 
to do to succeed in this life, or more accurately all we 
have to do to avoid failure in this life, is described in 
Surat al-Asr.

Many times when I give durus on Surat al- Asr, I let 
people know in the beginning, and I'll let you know too, 
that Surat al- Asr is not about attaining success. It's not a 
surah that teaches Muslims how to become successful; 
it actually teaches Muslims how not to become failures. 
There are teachers, when they start a course they give 
advice: here's what you do to get an A, here's how you
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get a hundred on the test, here's how you become the 
top student; that's one kind of advice. And that is there 
in the Qur'an too. But then there are other teachers or
there are other times and the teacher says, 'Okay, you 
have to meet these minimum requirements; and if you 
don't meet these minimum requirements, you fail. 
Forget about the A, I won't even give you a D, you're 
going to get an F. You're not passing this class'.

Surat al- (Asr is about that minimum. It's an urgency 
for us to remind ourselves of that minimum because
it's important to remind ourselves not just of the higher 
grades and the extra credit assignments that will give 
us more and more promotions in this religion; none of 
that is relevant if you're not even passing. None of that 
makes sense if you're not even meeting the minimum 
requirements, right?

So this reminder is not about Surat al-'Asr itself,

4

as I stated in the beginning, it's about one piece of it 
that easily gets neglected. There is one piece of it that 
we have to pay extra attention to because Allah ('azza 
wa-jall) put four connected conditions on meeting the 
minimum requirements:

more than anything else, I wanted to focus on just one 
condition. And it's not ilia alladhina dmanu, and it's not 
wa-^amilu al-salihdt. In this reminder, I wanted to reflect ft r
a little bit with you about the idea that Allah captures 
inside the phrase: wa-tawdsaw bi-l-haqq.

I think it's important to take advantage of short 
surahs and give reminders on them and discuss them 
more because pretty much every Muslim either knows 
them already, even our children know them already, and 
if you don't, it wouldn't take you much to memorize 
them. So it wouldn't take much to remind ourselves 
of the lessons that are captured and the wisdom that is 
buried inside these words, subhdn Allah.

So first a rough translation of the surah is in 
order:

By the time! Lo! Man is in a state of loss; save 
those who have faith and do righteous deeds, and 
counsel each other to hold on to truth and counsel 
each other to be steadfast.

(Al-Asr 103:1-3)

In the surah, Allah swears by the time that's 
running out, that no doubt every single human being is
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drowning in loss, in some loss. And then Allah says the 
only exception are those who've believed—ilia alladhina 
dmanii wa-'amilu al-sdlihat—and they do the few good 
deeds that are asked of them. Wa-tawasaw bi-l-haqq 
is commonly translated: 'and they enjoin the truth'. 
Some more contemporary translations try to suggest, 
they encourage each other towards the truth. These 
are the kinds of translations you get for wa-tawdsaw 
bi-l-haqq. Similarly for wa-tawdsaw bi-l-sabr: they enjoin 
perseverance, they encourage each other to be patient

I wanted to dig a little bit first into this phrase—wa- 
tawdsaw bi-l-haqq—to give us a perspective on what 
Allah is saying in this incredible surah. But before I do 
that, I want some perspective of what is motivating me 
to reflect on this surah. We are living today in a culture 
that thrives on criticism. People go to see a movie and 
they give it two stars or three stars or four stars, they 
like to give a critique to it. People watch a YouTube 
video and they like to comment and present their 
criticisms in that comment. People post something on 
Facebook and others comment and critique and offer 
their counter opinion like the Arabic saying goes: li-kulli 
khitdb jawdb—every time somebody voices an opinion, 
somebody's got something counter to say. There's 
always a counter argument, criticism, evaluation—'I 
kinda like it', 'I agree but I don't agree with this thing or 
that thing', 'it's okay', 'it's not great', etc. So we're used 
to that kind of culture. That's the consumer culture 

we're in, you can't even just go shopping. Actually 
when you go shopping you look at the criticisms of the 
product first. You Google trouble with this computer or 
trouble with this car or whatever and then you find out 
what those ratings are. When you go buy something 

on Amazon, you look at the star ratings or customer 
reviews first.

So we're in the mode, we're surrounded by this idea 
of constant, constant criticism. And it's not just about 
being consumers, it's become a part of our culture. So 
now we love criticizing teachers, students, parents, 
children, co-workers, bosses, managers, friends, 
speakers, audiences. It doesn't matter who. The imam 
might be complaining about the congregation, the 
congregation might be complaining about the imam. 
Friends are complaining about each other, usually not 
in each other's presence. People complain about Islamic 
organizations, Islamic organizations complain about 
other Islamic organizations, it's just become a thing. We 
don't even think twice about it. As a matter of fact, when 
I travel and meet people from different communities, I 
don't know anything about them, I only spend a couple 
of hours, maybe a day with those people; they're taking 
me from the airport so I say 'How's your community?' 
They say, 'Ma sha' Allah, it's good but we've got a lot of 
problems'. And then there is a list of twenty criticisms. 
So it began with ma shd' Allah and al-hamd li-Lldh, but 
we're programmed to almost constantly think about
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criticisms. If you look at the kinds of comments, the 
kinds of communications that are especially public 
nowadays because of social media but even in regular 
TV media and even in our common discourse; most of
the time what we are talking about is criticism. Much 
of what we talk about is critical. And sometimes people 
hide behind the defence, 'Well, I'm being constructively 
critical'. I'm criticizing to improve things. Now, here's
the thing with that. And that's what I really wanted to
highlight here. This surah is actually giving us a pretty
important principle about criticism. It's included in the 
surah but many don't pay attention to that idea.

So let's think a little bit about this wording,
the word tawasaw comes from the original word al-
wasiyyah, in the Arabic language. The word wasiyyah is 
used when you leave a will. When somebody is dying 
and they leave parting advice. For example, some
elderly person's on their deathbed and their children 
and their grandchildren are surrounding them, before
the ruh leaves the body, the few words they say could
be called a wasiyyah. Everybody around them is crying, 
they're trying to listen to every last word they say 
because this might be the last time they hear that voice. 
Those words are going to ring in their head the rest of 
their lives—that's a wasiyyah. And by the way, wasiyyah 
is related to wirathah—wirathah is leaving a will, right?

In the Qur'an Allah (cazza wa-jall) even says:

dhalikum wassakum bihi (al-An'am 6: 151)—that is 
how Allah gives you advice. In other words when 
somebody's about to die or they know they are 
terminally ill or they are about to leave and they're 
not sure if they are going to come back. Then what 
do they do? They call their loved ones together and 
they say listen, 'I may or may not see you again but 
I really want you to listen to my advice please. End 
the fight with your brother, be good to your mother, 
do this, do that'—they give some advice. That kind of 
advice is called wasiyyah. And wasiyyah, therefore, is 
never technically, given to strangers. You don't give 
wasiyyah to strangers. You actually give wasiyyah to 
loved ones, by definition. We haven't even gotten into 
the linguistics yet, this is just a social reality.

Wasiyyah is not technically given to strangers, it is 
given to people you care about, people that love you, 
people that are sad that you are leaving them and so 
there is a sense of urgency to want to hear what you 
have to say. They are going to drop everything; they 
are not going to be texting while you are giving the 
wasiyyah. They are not going to be on the phone like: 
Yeah I'm listening to both of you'. No, No, No. They're 
not going to do that. They're not going to have the TV 
on, they are going to give you one hundred per cent 
attention because you're about to give them a wasiyyah. 
And it's one of the most powerful memories in people's
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lives; some people have had that trauma in their life. 
They've had a loved one pass away, they've been next 
to the loved one that passed away and they remember 
the words that were said. They remember those parting 
words; they stay in their head for the rest of their lives.

Now that's important, that's one dimension of 
wasiyyah that I wanted to highlight first. There are 
other dimensions that I'll highlight but I wanted to 
start with this one. Why? Because when Allah says, 
and we translate, "They enjoin each other to the truth',

to speak out and say the right thing because somebody 
might get upset. 'I don't want to say anything, I know 
my unde has a really bad temper and he yells at his kids 
and he yells at his wife, but he's an elder. So I shouldn't 
say anything.' Or there's one of your relatives and 
they do a lot of backbiting. Every time you see them, 
they're talking bad about somebody else—ZI shouldn't 
say anything, I don't know, they'll feel bad if I say
something'. So you hold back from saying something;•a

but actually part of your love for them is that you're
then we're missing one fundamental reality. To tell 
somebody about the truth, in keeping with the word 
wasiyyah, you have to love the one you're telling. You 
have to have love for the one you are telling some

honest to them. This is something Muslims have to 
learn, it's very hard, you know what we do? The way 
we show love to our loved ones is we don't tell them

truth to. A lot of times when we criticize, we criticize
under the banner of truth, 'I'm just speaking the truth 
brother'. But do you love the one you're speaking the 
truth about? Because if they're a believer, and you 

* disagree with the other believer; we disagree with each 
other all the time, that's fine. But is your criticism, even 
if it is criticism, is it first and foremost rooted in love? In 
concern? Do you care about them? And is that what's 
driving you to give this wasiyyah?

Then there is the other matter, sometimes we are 
afraid to criticize—that's the opposite problem. On the 
one hand we're overly critical and on the other hand 
we are not critical at all. In other words we don't want

the truth. 'Er, their feelings might get hurt.' That's not 
love. That's deception.

You're not doing them a favour by not bringing 
something important to their attention. You're not doing 
them a favour by allowing them to do more wrong that 
is being written against them. It's being reported, it's 
not like they are getting away with it. If you love them, 
you don't want them to get into more trouble. You want 
to help them, but you know what? The tone that you're 
going to take and I'm going to take; the time I will pick 
to give the advice; the sentiments with which I will 
carry it; the words I'm going to choose—all of them will 
be governed by the love I have for them. And if love is 
not there, if that concern is not there, then we are going
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to pick some pretty offensive ways of saying things.

Your uncle has a temper problem and you walk up 

to him, 'By the way I read a reminder today, Uncle, and 

you have a real temper problem. You have a serious 

issue. I just wanted to fulfil my obligation to Surat 

al-'Asr and let you know. Al-salam 'alaykum', and you 

walk away. No, No, No. You have to become loving and 

creative in trying to bring something to others—this is 

part of tawdsi. 'Uncle, I was wondering... I don't want 

you to be upset or anything but I noticed your son was 

really sad the other day. Were you angry with him?' 

'Yeah, well, you know.' And then you're like, 'Uncle, I 

know you get angry, I know he does the wrong thing 

but can you be just a little bit easier because he is 

really depressed; and he cares and he doesn't want to 

disappoint you'.

You find a softer way of saying the same thing. 

You're not so direct and aggressive, you still said the 

truth but because it's coupled with the idea of fawasf, of 

wasiyyah—it's soft, it's loving. And by the way the other 

thing about wasiyyah is, when wasiyyah is given, it goes 

right to the heart of the other. Wasiyyah is given to the 

loved one whose heart is softened, he is already in tears 

and that's when you give wasiyyah. You have to find a 

way to emotionally reach someone. Sometimes when 

you give advice, you know what happens? People 

become more aggressive. And even worse off than they

CRITICISM

were before you gave them advice, just because of the 

wy you gave advice. Just because of the way you talked 
to them, they've become worse. So you're not making 
things better—'I'm enjoining the truth brother!' You 
might be enjoining the truth but you're not doing tawasi 

bi-l-lwijij. Those are two different things; maybe you 
got caught up in the English translation or something. 

That's not towasam bi-l-haqq. So that's one dimension.
The other dimension of this word that, subhan 

Allah, is so beautiful is that the verb wasiyyah. They in 
Arabic—wasiyat al-'ard: ittasal al-nabat biha—when the• V • • • •
vegetation on the earth like grass and trees they have 
deep roots and it's hard to pluck them out. Sometimes 
the earth has weak grass and shrubs and things like 
that, when the wind blows, they blow away. Other 
times the earth has plants that are deeply rooted and 
connected and can't be separated easily; that is part of 
the meaning of the root of the word wasiyyah. When 
the earth is bonded together with its plant life. The 
implication of that in the word tawasaw is that they stay 
together with each other.

Now when you're giving somebody truth, 
obviously they're doing something wrong and you're 
telling them the truth; or maybe they're falling behind 
and you're giving them advice. This means that this 
might create friction but Allah embedded inside the 
language of the word that you have to stick with loved
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ones. You can't have one harsh conversation and give 

up on them. You can't try to give somebody advice and

they blow up in your face and you're like, 'Forget that,
I'm not talking to them again', 'I hate my cousin. It's
over. He's got a temper problem'. No, no, no. Tawdsaw 
actually means they stay together with each other for 
the purpose of committing to the truth. You can't give
up on family, you can't give up on friends and you can't
give up on other believers. The ayah didn't begin with 
families; it began with: ilia alladhina amanu wa- 'amilu al-

•asdlihdt. None of us gives up on the other one. None of
us says about the other one 'They're a lost cause'; and, 
by the way, this idea of tawdsi bi-l-haqq; this is actually 
the building block of the Muslim community.

In a Muslim community sometimes there are 
people who make mistakes. People that we know, in 
our community, we find out that they made a mistake.
They did something bad, they lost their temper, they 
said something they shouldn't have said, they sent an 
email they shouldn't have sent or whatever, and they

certain paper-like substance that comes out of it. They 
bind it together and make a rope out of it that you can 
tie something with. That's from the word wasiyyah also, 
meaning you're tied to each other because of the truth. 
The ba' here could be ba' al-sababiyyah. Wa-tawdsaw bi-l- 
haqq could mean: you are bonded to each other because 
of your commitment to the truth. This is the quality 
of the people who don't fail. You know what Allah is 
telling us? If we don't do this, we have failed. This is 
the minimum, this is not a higher expectation; this is a 
minimum requirement of tawdsi bi-l-haqq. We have to 
stick with one another.

Now another couple of things before I conclude. 
Another dimension of the phrase tawdsaw in wa-
tawasaw bi-l-haqq. Some students reading this, who 
are learning Arabic, know the pattern in sarf: tafd'ala. 
Tafa'ala is used when two parties, two sides or more, are 
doing the same thing and they are co-operating with 
each other. In other words, I'm iving you advice and
you are giving me advice. You are letting my advice

are now, forever villains. 'This guy man. Remember get into your heart and I am ready to let your advice
his email from 1998. We cannot have him. He's here 
again, oh, watch it!' No, no, no. You don't give up on 
your people. Even if they made a mistake, you don't 
give up. This is part of tawdsi bi-l-haqq. You have to 
stick together. They say in Arabic: al-wasiyy: jara'id al- 
nakhl allati yuhzam biha—the bark of the palm tree has a 

get into my heart. That is fawns!—like tashdruk, ta ldwun, 
tahdwur—anything in that pattern of the Arabic 
language, there are two parties that are both equally 
engaged in something.

Now, what happens in our families and by 
extension our communities is there are some people
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who are professional advice givers. Their job is to give 
the advice and boy they get really offended if you were 
to give them advice. Bad idea? 'Wait you're going to 
give me advice?! I'm the khatib, I give. See the mic—it's 
on my collar. You don't have a mic on. You're not giving 
me advice, I give you advice brother!' It's not just about 
a khatib, or an lalim, or a speaker. It could be an elder 
in the family, it could be the CEO of a company, it 
could be a physician—I'm not picking on doctors—but 
I'm saying that you're used to giving patients advice, 
you're used to giving the nurses advice, you're used to 
giving the administration advice; then somebody at the 
masjid gives you advice and you're like, 'Excuse me!' 
You're not used to taking advice; you're used to giving 
it. Part of tawdsi is that the people you give advice to, 
the same people I give advice to, are the same people I 
am willing to take advice from.

Now that's hard! That's hard, because sometimes 
we give our wife advice but then the wife decides she 
is going to give us some advice back. That doesn't go 
so well, you know. We like the one-way street, this 
two-way street thing is: 'Hey, Hey! Wait a second!' 
Sometimes we like to give young people advice but 
sometimes when they say, 'Uncle you know, maybe if 
we did things this way' and they try to give us advice 
we are like, 'Know your role, don't try to get too big 
for your shoes'. We put them in their place, what's
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the idea behind that? That's not tawasi. Tawasi means 
I am as willing and as concerned for the other to give 
me loving counsel. My love for them, has softened me 
towards them, so even when they ask something of me, 
legitimate or illegitimate, I am willing to listen; I am 
willing to listen patiently. I am not going to reject it just 
because they are saying it.

I'm reminded of a really beautiful incident in the 
life of Umar (radiya Allah (anhu) on the matter of tawdsi, 
being able to not just give advice, but to take it. At 
the time he's Amir al-Mu'minin, his job is to give the 
HwM, his job is to advise people on what to do and 
to remind them about honesty. He was on one of his 
strolls and he happened to peer through a window. He 
sees a guy drinking and he looks like he is drunk. Now, 
Umar (radiya Allah canhu), you know his temper! He 
busts down the door, grabs the guy by the collar, 'You 
drinking under my watch!?' The guy says, 'I did one 
haram act, you did three haram acts'. Umar's (radiya 
Allah lanhu) like what? What are you talking about? He 
says first of all you looked inside my window. You're 
supposed to observe the privacy of a Muslim. You're 
not supposed to look inside. Second, you made the 
assumption that I'm drinking alcohol. You couldn't 
have known. I could have been drinking water. I could 
have been drinking milk; you shouldn't be making 
assumptions about Muslims. Third, you entered my
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home without permission, you're not supposed to. 
Until you are wanted, don't go into a believer's house. 
You did three haram acts! Umar (radiya Allah ‘anhii) 
apologized, let him go and walked away.

He's the head of the state, he could have said,
'Oh oh, you got a mouth too, huh?' 'You come with 
me I'll give you special treatment'. No, no, no. He left. 
A few weeks go by and Umar (radiya Allah (anhu) is 
giving the khutbah and this guy walks into the masjid, 
same guy. Umar ends the khutbah and he calls the 
guy over and privately says to him, 'Hey, ever since 
then, I never told anything about you'; and the guy 
says to Umar (radiya Allah (anhu), 'Ever since then, I 
stopped drinking'—that's tawdsi. Even though he is in 
a position of leadership, he is willing to listen. He is not 
going to dismiss somebody, even the guy who's drunk, 
Umar (radiya Allah (anhu) is taking advice from a guy 
who smells of alcohol. They understood what tawdsi 

bi-l-haqq means.
As I near the conclusion, I want to highlight some 

more things about tawdsi bi-l-haqq. What does it mean 
for you and me to live by it? One dimension is the ba, 
when you say bi-l-haqq, it can actually be looked at 

in multiple ways; it can be looked at as a maful bihi, 
or it can be looked at as a hdl. What that means inI
simple English is, when you give somebody counsel be 
honest in your counsel. Be sincere in your counsel, no

strings attached. I am not giving you advice because 
it will benefit me in some way. I'm not giving you 
counsel because I've got some other agenda that will 
support something that I'm looking to get done. I am 
only giving you advice because I care about you. My 
motives are pure. I am truthful in the way that I give
you counsel, that is a condition.

So sometimes we only give advice to people that, 
if we don't give them that advice, the business will 
get hurt; or if we don't give them that advice some of 
our other relationships might get messed up—there's 
some other agenda; There is something else tied to this 
advice, otherwise you don't care. Otherwise you would 
never call this person. You only call them because 
calling them has some benefit to yourself. That isn't 
tawasi bi-l-haqq. Tawasi bi-l-haqq is you call people, you 
follow up with them, you ask them questions—when 
you actually care about them. Now here's for example 
a situation just to put this in practical terms. You have
a friend but you never call him. You know he is going 
through a divorce, you know he's going through some 
trouble; but you never call him, you don't care. Then
you found out that he has something of yours or he has 
some contact that you need. He has a phone number for

somebody; you need that phone number, so now you 
call him. 'How's it going? How's your situation? Any 
better? By the way I need a phone number.' You don't
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really care about his situation, all you care about is 
your phone number. That's not tawasi bi-l-haqq. Tawdsi 
bi-l-haqq is when you call someone because you care. 
Not because of some other reason, that's part of the 
sincerity inside the words bi-l-haqq.

And finally, the last bit in tawasi bi-l-haqq, if you 
look at it as a maful, then it means: 'using the truth 
they advise each other'. In other words, a lot of Sahdbah 
interpreted al-haqq here as al-Qur'an, i.e. tawasi bi-l- 
Qur'dn. In other words, they advise each other with the 
ultimate truth. They don't beat around the bush. Part 
of fixing our relationships, all of our friendships, family 
relationships,your relationship with your parents, your 
relationship with your children, part of that is honesty. 
There are so many people who don't honestly tell their 
parents that they're being hurt. They don't honestly 
tell their children that their words are hurting them. 
They don't honestly tell their husband or their wife 
how they truly feel, they're not honest about it. And 
you know why they don't say it, because they say well 
if I'm honest then it might create a fight. If I tell people 
how I really feel, they might get really angry at me. Let 
me tell you, when you keep bottling your emotions up, 
that's not sabr. You're collecting more gunpowder and 
eventually it will explode. Eventually it's all going to 
come out and it's going to get really ugly.

We have to get in the habit of being honest with

each other in our relationships—using the truth in 
our relationships—yet at the same time maintaining 
a demeanour of love and respect. Maintaining a 
demeanour of concern for the other. I am equally 
concerned for my mother as I am for myself. Some of 
you sons reading this today, your mothers want you to 
get married to someone you don't want to get married 
to, for example. And you're like, 'I shouldn't say 
anything, it's my mum, and I shouldn't say anything'. 
Actually you should, but lovingly. 'Mum, I don't like 
her. I love you; you can beat me, here's a shoe. Just 
beat me, but I don't like her. I can't do it' And girls the 
same way, you have to speak up. It doesn't mean, 'I'm 
NOT going to do it mum, you DON'T UNDERSTAND 
ME!'. No, no. That's not tawdsi either, you have to keep 
a loving demeanour. You have to keep a respectful 
demeanour, but that doesn't mean you shy away from 
saying the truth. That is what is necessary in all of our 
relationships.

If we can learn to do that in our families then we 
can slowly learn to do that at the level of community. 
Then we can become people that can take criticism 
because we are not giving criticism in a nasty, ugly, 
mean way; in an insensitive way. We are doing it 
because we have already developed a kind of bond 
with each other where we can speak honestly with each 
other. We can have criticism going back and forth with
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each other and it's fine. All human beings recognize 
that they make mistakes. The only way they grow is if 
they learn from one another, subhan Allah.

So I pray that Allah ('azza wa-jall) helps us fulfil 
this beautiful, simple and yet comprehensive advice of 
tawasT bi-l-haqq. O Allah, make us of those who believe

CHAPTER 4

Assumptions
(alladhina amanu), do righteous deeds (wa-'amilu al- 
salihat), and are people of tawdsi bi-l-haqq and tawasi 
bi-l-sabr. Amin!

In Surat al-Hujurat, the forty-nineth surah, there is a 

list of timeless Muslim morals, Muslim principles that, 
if we abide by them, teach us how to live together as 
a healthy society. These principles aren't just about 
how Muslims are supposed to treat each other but 
also about the way we deal with all of humanity. How 
we're supposed to be with the people around us. Each 
one of them is probably the subject of a reminder on its
own, which is why instead of giving you the entire list 
and walking you through all of those principles, in shd'
Allah ta'ala I encourage you to read and think about

end; just ponder the surah and what it means to you as 
a Muslim. I just wanted to highlight one—not even a 
whole ayah—one expression from within one ayah; and 
the expression that this reminder is dedicated to is:
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0 jJ'
(H : K oijxJ-l)

Believers, avoid being excessively suspicious, for 
some suspidon is a sin...

(Al-Hujurat 49:12)

This is all I'm going to be thinking about with you 
in this reminder. Roughly translated the ayah says, those 
of you who claim to believe avoid, circumvent or stay 
away as much as possible from making assumptions 
(al-zann)—inna ba'd al-zann ithm—no doubt after 
assumption comes sin. This is a rough translation 
of what the ayah says. So now let's explore what it's 
saying at a bit of a deeper level in sha' Allah.

First and foremost I want to tell you that the 
right before it talks about us not making fun of other 
people—la yaskhar qawmun min qawm—it's not okay 
for you and me to make fun of people, for one group to 
make fun of another group. If you notice, for instance, 
the popular comedy industry—stand-up comedians, 
cartoons that are comical in nature or comedy shows— 
they'll try to make fun of a particular ethnicity, they'll 
stereotype something that's funny about the Arab, or 
they'll stereotype something that's funny about the 
Mexican, or the black guy, or the white guy, or the 
Asian guy, or the Indian guy. They'll mock the way 
they speak or they'll mock the way they dress or the

way they eat and everybody gets a laugh out of it. Well 
this is the ayah that says that brand of comedy is no 
good—la yaskhar qawmun min qawm—you shouldn't 
do this.

It is not something that breeds respect for other 
people in a culture. It actually breeds this idea of 
intolerance and looking at other people as something to 
laugh at or something beneath you, and seeing yourself 
as superior. However that's not my topic here; the topic 
is the one about assumptions but I am telling you that 
assumptions come as a result of that kind of comedy. 
Once it starts: 'I'm just making a joke... I'm just saying... 
I'm just kidding'; and you do enough of that, it starts 
sinking into your head that those people are actually 
like that. So it starts off as jokes but eventually it just 
becomes a conviction. You are convinced that those 
people, that you've been making fun of for so long, 
are exactly the way the jokes say they are. And by the 
way, this is not just about ethnicities it is also about 
religions, it's also about people of different faiths, 
for example Indo-Paks love making fun of Hindus 
and Sikhs. That is unacceptable. It's national too, 
Bangladeshis can have Pakistani jokes and Pakistanis 
can have Bangladeshi jokes, and it's funny, it's funny to 
them. But you know what? You think it's just a joke but 
eventually it becomes a stereotype, a kind of bigotry 
that's accepted in a society.
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It just becomes acceptable to them and they end 

up violating every time they make a joke like that, 

they reinforce that stereotype. So when they look at a 

person from a different ethnicity and even the thought 

crosses their mind—a judgement passes in their 

head—even that becomes an evil thing to do. This is 

what is remarkable about this ayah: you don't normally 

find in the Qur'an us being reprimanded for thinking. 

You may have learned before that actions we will be 

answerable for; if you thought about something—some 

bad thought that came into your head but you didn't 

act on it—it was just a thought that came in your head, 

i then you're still okay!

' But you know what? There are a few exceptions 

to that, for example, intentions are a thought and even 

though your action may be good if your intention 

is corrupt, that thought can dictate how that action 

counts. Another remarkable and unique exception 

to that is this ayah—ijtanibu kathiran min al-zann— 

Allah says stay, as much as possible, away from this 

concept of zann, which I am translating as 'making 

assumptions'. But the idea of making assumptions 

is just something that is going on in your head, you 

didn't say anything, you didn't do anything and 

even that Allah is saying: don't even think like that. 

That's a very strange thing about this ayah, in that the 

previous iya/i said don't make fun of people, that's

ASSUMPTIONS

understandable, that's actually saying something, 

doing something, it's an action. Later on in this ayah, 

it says: don't spy on people, don't backbite people, 

right? All of these are actions that people do. They spy 

against one another, they try to dig up dirt against one 

another—'don't do that stuff'—fine; but here we're 

being taught to change the way we think and this 

is critical.

We're learning something very powerful about 

this process. If you don't change the way people think, 

if you don't change the way you and I think, then 

things are not going to get better; things are going to 

get worse. Actually the crimes that Allah mentions 

after that: ghiMi (backbiting) that you've heard many 

times about, spying on one another, not trusting each 

other; all of that actually begins with a certain kind 

of thinking. And Allah says stay, as much as possible, 

away from that kind of thinking. So let's begin looking 

into that a little now, in sha' Allah.

Let's take the word ijtinab first. Ijtinab originally 

comes from the Word janb in Arabic which means 

the 'side' of something. So when people lie down on 

txir sides—wa-’ala junubihim (Al ’’Imran 3:19.1)—they 

are lying on their sides. When you are travelling on a 

plane, or you're sitting on a subway, or you're sitting on 

a bus and there is a 'person next to you', this is: al-sahib 

bi-l-janb (al-Nisd' 4:36). When you're sitting in a waiting
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room in a hotel, or a hospital, or a doctor's office, and

there is a 'person sitting next to you', this is al-sdhib bi-l- 

janb, because they are sitting right by your 'side'.

Now from it comes an interesting verb al-ijtinab 

which means 'to avoid something that is right next 

to you'. It literally means 'avoidance' but how does it 

mean avoidance? It's not just to avoid something that's 

far away, but it's rather something that's actually right 

next to you. You are in danger of being contaminated by 

it, so you have to go out of your way to get away from 

it. What we're learning then is the idea that making 

assumptions about people is inevitable. It's always 

there, it's always right next to you it's not something 

you say, 'Well, I don't judge people man, I don't judge 

people. I'm not like that'. Actually it's always there. 

The ifti'al (ijtinab) form in the Arabic language suggests 

you have to make an effort to do something, it doesn't 

come naturally. It's not something you do without even 

thinking about it. It takes effort.

So it doesn't matter that you haven't done it before, 

you still have to make an effort not to do it now. It's not 

something that becomes passive, it's not like breathing. 

So ijtanibU means whatever Allah is telling us to stay 

away from, we must have an active mind, we have to 

be vigilant and realize that we are always going to be 

in danger of making that mistake. Nobody can assume 

that they're righteous and pure enough that they won't 

fall into this mistake. Had this not been a danger Allah 

(ta wa-jall) could very easily have told us: Id tazunnu.

Thafs a simple command (amr). Khayr al-kalam ma qall 

wM: the best kind of speech is concise. 'Don't make 

assumptions'—Id tazunnu. Don't make assumptions 

about each other. The language is concise. But He 

says: ijtanibu kathiran min al-zann. This is actually italah 

(long-windedness) in rhetoric. You've extended the 

speech/ you've said a lot more than just, 'don't make 

assumptions'. Rather: 'stay away from it because it's 

always going to be right next to you'.

Then He adds the word kathiran (a lot/very much), 

which is also strange. When Ibrahim (lalayhi al-saldm) 

makes du‘s': wa-jnubni wa-baniyya an na'bud al-asnam 

(Ibrahim 14:35), he doesn't add the word kathiran (a 

lot)—'Prevent me and my children from worshipping 

idols'.

When Allah says: wa-jtanib al-taghut (al-Nahl 16: 

36), 'avoid false gods', He doesn't say kathiran (a lot). 

He also says: wa-jtanib al-taghut and not wa-jtanib min 

al-tdghut; whereas in the ayah we're looking at, He 

says min al-zann. That's going even further, meaning 

making assumptions is so dose to you, you have to 

push it away from you and you have do it a lot. In other 

words virtually every conversation you and I have 

has the possibility of our making assumptions about 

someone. We've got to think about this a lot, we've got
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to become very conscious of this, if we're going to live 
by this. Before I discuss how we should avoid it, let's 
deal with the word zann a little bit.

What does zann mean and where does it come
from in the Arabic language? It's from what's called 
lughat al-addad: it's from the language of opposites. 
In other words it means to make assumptions about 
something, obviously when you make assumptions 
about something you don't know for sure. You don't 
really know what you are talking about. But zann also 
means that your assumption grows to the point where

On the other hand there are people who say 
jlyngs like, 'We are not going to be raised after we die':

... and it is only (the passage of) time that destroys 
us. Yet the fact is that they know nothing about this 
and are only conjecturing.

1 (Al-Jathiyah 45: 24)

now you are absolutely convinced of something. It 
actually means both of those things. That is why in the
positive sense you find it in the Qur 'an: 

who realize that ultimately they will have to meet 
their Lord ...

(Al-Baqarah 2: 46)

They are absolutely convinced that they are going 
to be meeting with their master—that's a kind of 
conviction. Before Iman they had an assumption: 'Am I 
going to meet Allah or not, I don't know?' There's just 
a thought. After iman it became firm zann, it became 
conviction—alladhtna yazunnun annahum muldau

They say: 'We're not going to be raised after we 
die', and Allah says: 'They have no knowledge about 
that, they're just making assumptions'. This verb is like 
an oxymoron.

But what does it mean here? Here in particular. It 
means first you have an assumption about somebody: 
1 don't like that guy. I don't know, the guy is kind of...'. 
Somebody walks into the masjid: 'Man, that guy didn't 
even have a beard—astagfiru-Lldh al-'azimY 'This guy's 
wearing trousers—dressing like the kuffarl What's 
wrong with this guy?' You look at someone and you 
size them up. You didn't make any judgements, yet 
as time progresses you become absolutely convinced 
and confident that they're all like this. 'All the Africans 
are like that; all the Senegalese are like that; all the 
Nigerians are like that; all the Bangladeshis are like
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that; all the Turks are like that; man I know them all, 

you don't know those guys. I know.' That's zann. 

You're so completely convinced. You're so completely 

set in your assumptions.

Allah (tea wa-jall) says ijtanibu kathiran min al- 

zann, it's not even about other ethnicities. Even inside 

our own homes. The wife says something to you and 

you assume she means something bad. The husband 

says something to the wife and she assumes he's try

ing to make fun of her. 'Dinners really good today', the 

husband says. 'Oh you hate it again, huh? I know what 

you really mean.' 'No no, I meant it's good.' 'No, I know 

what you really mean, I know you.' That's zann. You're 

not telepathic; you don't know what the other person 

means. Learn to give the benefit of the doubt. Zann can 

become so bad in some people that two people are walk

ing by each other one of them says, al-salam 'alaykum wa- 

rahmat Allah wa-barakatuh, the other in an angry mumble 

says, 'Wa-'alaykum al-salam'. 'I know what he meant by 

"al-salam 'alaykum". He wanted to see if I would say 

"Wa-'alaykum al-salam" because he wants to feel like 

he's better than me'. Or someone might say:' Why'd he 

say it like that?' 'What do you mean? He just said salam.' 

Yeah, but he said it a certain way.. .he looked at me a 

certain way. I know what he was doing.'

There are some of you reading this; I'm not talking 

about you, I'm really not. But some of you will say to

yourselves, 'Is he writing about me?' 'Did somebody 
/
tell him about me?' I've given a khutbah before on a 

similar topic, it was about speaking nicely: wa-qulu 

lil-nis husna (al-Baqarah 2:83). The entire khutbah was 

about speaking nicely because we really need it. We 

don't need the whole ayah just yet. Let's just start with 

that because we're pretty bad at that, you know. So I 

gave that khutbah, and part of it was about not making 

assumptions, and to just be nice to people when you 

speak to them. A brother comes up to me afterwards 

and says, 'Who paid you to give this khutbah?' 'Did he 

tell you about me?' My goodness! You know, this is 

*

You cannot assume that somebody doesn't mean

good for you. If someone is proposing something to you

or giving you some advice, you cannot assume it's to one

up you, to crush your pride or to humiliate you. It may 

be that they actually mean well for you. If zann takes 

over then we are no longer able to give each other good 

advice any more. I can't come to you as a brother and 

say, 'Look, I am concerned about this one thing' because 

you're going to have too much of an assumption against

me, and you won't be able to take my advice. You're

going to think I have some other agenda.

Ulis zann isn't just in our interactions within our 

families or within our community this happens between 

us and the du 'at and ulama of Islam. Somebody says,
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'Man, don't listen to that guy, that one time he said 
one thing and that means he must be evil, he's got an 
agenda'. Look, our ulama are not prophets, our duty 

are not prophets, everyone after the rusul of Allah 
(subhanahu wa-ta 'ala) will make a mistake in something 
they say; they're human beings. Li-kull jawdd kabwah 
wa-li-kull 'dlim haftuah—every horse has its missteps, 
and every 'dlim makes mistakes. So there is always 
going to be something that a scholar says that wasn't 
perfect. Or you won't agree with it, even though you're 
not a scholar, you decide you don't agree with this one 
thing that he said. This doesn't take away from all of 
the good that they did, or they continue to do. You 
cannot reduce people to one thing that they have said. 
You can't!

Imagine if people did that to you and me? Imagine 
if somebody remembered one thing I said, five years 
ago, and therefore nobody should ever listen to me 
again. We say things. We're human beings. But to 
take one thing and to make the assumption about , 
the character of a person and to completely character 
assassinate them! Then on top of that, there are people 
who don't even listen to Islamic lectures, read books 
or listen to durus because they want to benefit, they sit 
in them waiting for something they can find to attack. 
'I'm gonna write this, did he say that? Oh! did he say 
that? Wow!' They came with zann, they came and sat

jn this thing that they are supposed to get closer to 
Allah with, but the only intention was zann. 'I'm going 
to take this part out, I'm going to make a video out of 
that, then I'm going to write a refutation about this and 
then I'm gonna...'

Oh my God! What is wrong with you? Don't you 
have anything better to do? Why so much zann? Why 
seeking out what somebody else said wrong? We are so 
busy finding mistakes in each other we have no time left 
to share something good with each other. Is the entire 
ummah already familiar with the Book of Allah that we 
have time to talk about what you said wrong and what 
I said wrong or what somebody else said wrong? We 
don't have time for this, we're not worth the energy; 
we're not worth the effort. The word of Allah needs 
to be spread and we're too busy just confirming our 
zunun, that's what we are busy with.

This is what Allah says: ijtanibu kathiran min al-zann. 
But that's not the entirety of my reminder. This is the 
last part of it: inna ba'd al-zann ithm—no doubt about it, 
some assumptions are sinful. He says: 'No doubt about 
it'—it's ironic that Allah put that there. On the one 
hand, assumptions were things that originally you had 
doubt over and eventually you became convinced of. 
But He says let me tell you something in which there 
is no doubt. Al-Ithm bi-ma'nd al-jazd' kadhdlik—Ithm can 
also mean to give recompense or jazd'. Ithm also means
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compensation. In other words it's not just any sin; it is 
a sin that you will be seeing the price for. You will pay 

the price for it and others will see the consequences 

of it. It's not just some sin that the angels wrote down 

and you never saw what happened, only on judgement 

day will you see. No, you will see the evils of it in this 

dunyd too.

You will see the evils of making assumptions in this 
dunyd. The brotherhood will be destroyed; families will 
be ripped apart because of people just assuming what 
the other meant. Nations, entire nations will be willing 

to go to war because of an assumption. How many 
political scandals happen because of assumptions? 
There's a rumour spread that this politician did this, 
there is no evidence yet but riots have already started 
in the streets. People have already started to die and 
businesses have already started to be ruined. It doesn't 
matter which country it is, the fact is that based on a 
rumour, based on a zann some people died!

How serious is this thing? It's not just something 
that ruins your personal life or a community's life. It 
can ruin entire countries. It can ruin entire nations. Can 
you imagine, for example, the wars that we went to 
based on assumptions? We sold the assumption that 
there are weapons of mass destruction, didn't we? Now 
the reality is known; it's not a hidden thing. How many 
millions of lives have to be lost because people buy into 

assumption. Ijtanibu kathiran min al-zann—this isn't just 
advice to Muslims, it's advice to all of humanity.

This is why in the next ayah Allah ((azza wa-jall) does 
not say: ya ayyuha alladhma amanu—O you who believe; 
He says: ya ayyuha al-nas—O people, We made you 
nations and tribes, We made you into different kinds of 
ethnicities, different languages, different cultures—li- 
la'arafu—so you can get to know one another, not so you 
make fun of each other, not so you make assumptions 
about each other. That wasn't the point in making you 
different ethnicities. You didn't realize why I made 
you like this. Why are we different? You didn't get the 
point. That address is to all of humanity; but before He 
addressed all of humanity He said: yd ayyuha alladhina 
imanii ijtanibu kathiran min al-zann. Why did He say 
that? What are some of the hikam in that?

I conclude with this: before addressing all of 
humanity, He addressed the believers because the 
Muslims were supposed to be the example of: how 
you don't stereotype; how you don't make fun of other 
people; how you don't make assumptions; how you 
have dean communication; how you give the benefit 
of the doubt; how you don't pass judgement until you 
have absolute clarity. Until you have clarity, you don't 
say anything. You reserve your judgement.

Somebody asks your opinion, 'What do you think 
about this imam?' 'What do you think about this
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person?' You say, 'Well, I don't know enough to say, j 

but I think he's pretty bad'. No, no, no! 'I don't know 

enough to say.' Full stop! It's done! I've got nothing 

else to say. I'm going to assume he's a good person, I'm 

almost sure he's a good person. If anything, jid li-akhika 

hidhran: find excuses for your brother.

If you don't know enough just say, 'Look, I don't 

know, I've only heard things' which obviously is qil wa- 

qal—when you hear something bad and you spread it, 

this is against the teachings of the Prophet (salla Allah 

'alayhi wa-sallam). So when you say, 'You know what 

I heard...' and you continue your sentence, you just 

violated something the Prophet (salla Allah 'alayhi wa- 

sallam) said. When you start saying, 'You know what 

I've heard....' 'No never mind, I didn't hear anything. 

It was somebody else.' Change the subject. Don't finish 

the sentence, because that's part of spreading zann. And 

then the heard, the heard, and the heard goes so far that 

people just start making all kinds of assumptions, then 

start making decisions based on those assumptions— 

subhan Allah.

We have to become people that see clarity. Until 

something is absolu tely clear, we don't take a step forward, 

we never take a step forward. This is in family life, this 

is in work life, this is in community life, this is even in 

terms of the news sometimes we hear things in the news 

that are outrageous and we assume that it's true. An

entire machine built on the idea of selling fear, how can 

we trust it? There has to be more thorough investigative 

journalism before we make assumptions about an entire 

people or events. We have to develop a scepticism 

when: in ja'akum fasiq bi-naba’ fa-tabayyanii (al-Hujurat 

49:6}-when a corrupt source comes to you with news 

then clarify it. Don't just listen to it fa-tabayyanii, and in 

another qira’ah (variant reading),fa-tathabbatii. Until you 

are absolutely firm about what it actually is, do not pass 

judgement. Do not make assumptions.

May Allah ('ozza wa-jall) help us live according to 

these prindples that can make our lives, the lives of our 

families and the life of our community and the ummah 

so much better than it is today. May Allah ((azza wa- 

jall) help us to become those who don't look for flaws 

in what other people are saying but rather develop 

sincerity towards others, a love towards others. And 

may Allah ((azza wa-jall) use the message of this din 

not to spread differences among us but to unite us as a 

people and bring our hearts closer together.
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CHAPTER 5

LEADERSHIP

this are going to be saying, 'Well, I'm not a leader, so 
this doesn't apply to me'. As a matter of fact, for every 
member of this ummah [Allah says]:

Leadership Ob JI)

You are now the best nation brought forth for 

mankind...

(Al ‘Imran 3:110)

V7ften times, it's easy to talk about how great the 
Prophet (salla Allah <alayhi wa-sallam) was, and what an 
incredible example he was, but it's very difficult to put a 
mirror to ourselves and discover how far we are from the
example he left. Allah (<azza wa-jall) did not make him 
an incredible example just for us to praise the example; 
He made him that example so we can live up, as best we 
can, to that example. In this particular ayah Allah (^azza 
wa-jall) highlights a quality of leadership. The Rasul of
Allah (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) played many roles: 
the role of a father, a husband, a friend, a neighbour,
he played many roles but in this particular ayah Allah 
(^azza wa-jall) highlights his role as a leader. And before
I go into it, I want us, myself included, to remember that 
when we learn something about the Messenger of Allah 
(salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) we have to think: how does 
that affect me as a leader? Many of you sitting reading

In some capacity we have all been given a position 
of leadership. All of us. Some of our leadership roles 
are more obvious than others, every man that has a 
wife, has children; is the leader of their household. 
You're leading your household, and so when you 
learn something about the leadership of Rasul Allah 
(salla Allah (alayhi wa-sallam), and I learn something 
about it, I have to apply it to my family. Some of you 
are managers at the office so you have to apply this 
to your employees because you're leaders over them. 
Some of you are teachers and you're leaders of your 
classroom so you have to apply it to that. Some of 
you are in leadership positions in organizations or at 
masajid or schools, in any of those capacities, you are 
responsible over people. Whether it's part time or full 
time, whether it's a little bit or a lot, it doesn't matter 
but in pretty much every institution that human 
beings belong to, there's a hierarchy and there's
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leadership. And in many of those cases you happen to 
be in a position of leadership. It may not be absolute 
leadership, it may be limited, but still it is there. Bear 
in mind that recognition, that it's really not just talking 
about Rasul Allah (salld Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) but 

corpses, in other words, every one of us is dead, don't 
you move from there. Don't move from there. They, 
however, saw the opposite, they didn't see the Muslims 
dying and birds eating off of their corpses, they saw 
that the Muslims were actually destroying the enemy.

through his legacy, it's talking to all of us and bi-idhni-
Llah ta 'ala, we can benefit from these beautiful dydt and @ ... 31 ji Jcj

this one particularly beautiful ayah,
Allah ('azza wa-jall) revealed this ayah in the 

context of the Battle of Uhud. In Surat Al Imran Allah
talks extensively—sixty or so dydt are dedicated to the 
discussion about what went wrong at Uhud, and this is 
after the fact. In other words, Allah did not reveal these
dydt before the battle but rather these dydt came down 
after the battle. Many of you are familiar, some of you 
need a reminder; the Battle of Badr was an incredible 
success. In the Battle of Badr the Muslims were able to
fight against a massive army, a much more prepared 
much more outnumbering army of Quraish and still 
annihilate seventy of their leaders. But the Battle of 
Uhud was the exact opposite.

It started out just like Badr; we were winning in the 
beginning and then, because of one strategic mistake 
made by the archers who the Rasul of Allah (salld Allah 
(al ay hi wa-sallam) appointed on the mountain. You 
could call them snipers today but they were archers 
back then. He appointed them to stay in their place 
and he told them even if you see birds eating from our

Allah surely fulfilled His promise (of succour) 

when you were slaying them by His leave ...

(Al ‘Imran 3:152)

Allah Himself says: Allah fulfilled His promise to 
you when you were making the enemy feel the heat 
of battle, you were annihilating the enemy; you were 
driving them away.

The enemy was making a run for it in the Battle of 
Uhud, that's Allah's own description. That's the time 
where there was a disagreement among the archers and 
some of them decided. No, no, no, the Prophet (salld 
Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) said don't come down, even if 
you see us dying but this is the opposite case, we're ac
tually winning, so it's okay, that's not what he meant.

So there was a disagreement among them and by 
the way, that's a separate topic, how do you deal with 
disagreements? That's not my topic here. Actually if 
you look at it, the disagreement among those Sahdbah 
was a legitimate difference of opinion. It was not that
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some decided to disobey the Messenger and the others 
did not, that's not the case. They actually both looked 
at the same statement of the Prophet (salla Allah 'alayhi 
wa-sallam) and interpreted it in two different ways. This 
happens on multiple occasions among the Sahabah, the 
problem wasn't that they interpreted it differently; the 
problem was they broke the chain of command. The 
Sahdbi left in charge, the battalion commander—his 
decision was 'we stay'. And when the Prophet (salla 
Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) leaves somebody in charge, 
you have to listen to him even if you have a difference 
of opinion. That was the real problem. But that's a 
separate topic.

In any case they come down, Khalid ibn al-Walid 
| who we say now (radiya Allah canhu) at that time he 

wasn'tMuslimyet. He was an experienced military man, 
so he sees from the comer of his eye that the Muslims 
have left their strategic, sniper post. He rendezvouses, 
he comes around and flanks the Muslims from behind 
and the entire scene of battle turns upside down. It's 
chaos, all hell breaks loose. The Muslims don't know 
where the enemy is coming from, what's going on; 
even the Messenger (salld Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) was 
hit so hard he fell unconscious. His tooth fell out and 
he fell unconscious and when he woke up his face was 
filled with blood. While he was passed out a rumour 
spread that the Prophet (salld Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) 
had been killed. Allah ('azza wa-jall) revealed the ayah:

It is not given to any soul to die except with the 
leave of Allah...

* (Al Tmran 3:145)

Wa-ma kina li-nafs an tamut ilia bi-idhn Allah: it's 
not appropriate for a prophet to die—no prophet gets 
to die—until Allah gives permission. Except that Allah 
gives permission.

Anyway, this happens and there's so much chaos 
on the battlefield that people like Umar (radiya Allah 
lanhu), you can imagine how big an asset Umar (radiya 
Allah (anhu) is in the battlefield; he drops his sword 
and sits on the ground. He goes what's the point now? 
He got killed, what's the point now? Muslims were 
demoralized then it was retrieved that the Prophet 
(salla Allah (alayhi wa-sallam) actually is still alive. The 
Muslims then went into a retreat position and they 
headed up towards the mountain.

Recall when you were fleeing without casting even
a side glance at anyone...

(Al Tmran 3:153)
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Allah describes when you were running up the 
mountain, you were scaling the mountain and you 
wouldn't turn back to look at anyone. In other words 
you were desperate to save the Messenger (salla Allah 
'al ay hi wa-sallam) from this chaotic situation and by the 
way some people were running ahead and they left the 
Prophet behind.

® J\^J ...
(>0T Jf)
... and the Messenger was calling out to you from 

the rear...
(Al ‘Imran 3:153)

And the Messenger's calling you from behind you. 
Then Allah ((azza wa-jall) gave them the courage to fight 
back, they turned a little bit of it around but still by the 
time it was over, seventy of the greatest Sahdbah of the 
ummah were shahid; they had been killed. Including 
the beloved uncle of the Prophet (salla Allah 'al ay hi wa- 
sallam), who many of you know the story, when Hind 
got a hold of him she actually ripped his heart out and 
chewed on it. And so for the Prophet (salla Allah hilayhi 
wa-sallam) to see his uncle in that state after him almost 
being killed himself, is a traumatic experience and 
all of these problems began with what? With one act 
of disobedience, one act of disobedience and seventy

Sdliabah are killed including the family of the Prophet 
(salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam).

I want you to think about this, the real test of 
leadership is not when your followers are following 
you; the real test of leadership is when your followers 
disappoint you. When you have all the reasons in the 
world to be angry at them because they have done 
something terrible: they did not obey a very simple 
instruction. They have made a mistake and you can 
imagine now, after it's all said and done, those archers,
those Sahabah who were positioned in those sniper 
positions, when they're going to be having a meeting 
with Rasul Allah (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) they are
expecting terrible things. They have disappointed their 
Beloved (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam); I mean they must 
be scared for their life.

Let's just put this in perspective a little bit. You 
mess up at your job, you had a project due, the client 
was waiting for it but you didn't submit the project. 
You sent the email but it didn't go through; you thought 
that it went through. Now you're in big trouble because 
the client is asking to cancel the contract and your 
company is going to lose a million dollars and it's your 
fault. The whole weekend's gone by and on Monday 
there's going to be a meeting with your boss. What are 
you expecting in the meeting huh? and that's just about 
money, this is about lives, this is about family loss, this
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is about blood. Can you imagine what that meeting has 

to be like? Subhan Allah!

And so this meeting is about to happen, Allah 

reveals an ayah to the Prophet (salla Allah (alayhi wa- 

sallam) before he goes to meet with the Sahdbah. This is 

Allah preparing him for this meeting; that's the ayah. 

How does a leader deal with people that have terribly, 

terribly disappointed him. The ayah begins: 

fle grammarians say that the md is extra; you can 

ftji-rahmatin min Allah. So the addition of the md 

actually adds a land of ta'ajjub (amazement), they say 

jnbtlaghah (the study of rhetoric). In simple English, 

it is a shocking level of mercy; it is a shocking level of 

love and compassion that has come from Allah. Then 

there is the fact that rahmah is also hot bi-rahmati Allah. 

In other places in the Qur'an Allah says,

(lo^rji^jl)

(0 Prophet), it was thanks to Allah's mercy that 
you were gentle to them...

Tell them, (0 Prophet): "Let them rejoice in Allah's
Grace and Mercy...."

(Al 'Imran 3:159) (Yunus 10:58)

It is by the unimaginable, indescribable, mysterious 

loving mercy of Allah that you are lenient towards 

them. The language here deserves a lot of attention. 

Actually, linta lahum bi-rahmat Allah is the normal 

Arabic sentence structure for this sentence but when 

you change the order to: fa-bi-md rahmatin min Allah that 

actually means that this is an unusual kind of rahmah 

and it is only because of this special gift from Allah of 

rahmah, of loving mercy that has come from Him to 

you, that you are going to be able to be nice to them and 

lenient towards them in the meeting.

The second benefit that I want to highlight here is 

the word md in the verse fa-bi-md rahmatin min Allah.

There is an idafah (possessive grammatical 

construct) infadl Allah—they're connected together. 

Mere He says:/a-h-ra? rahmatin min Allah. The two 

are separated with a min and the benefit of separating 

these two is that it creates a mystery: what kind of love 

and mercy is this? Where did it come from? And then 

it answers the question: min Allah. There are three or 

bur or five devices just in fa-bi-md rahmatin min Allah 

that are almost impossible to capture in the English 

translation but the point of them is: the way that Allah 

lias granted the gift of rahmah, of leniency, of softness, 

of love to the Messenger of Allah and the gift that He
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gave to the Sahabah also, is beyond description. Because 
no leader could ever leave an example like this one.

In the military, when soldiers make a mistake;
lives are lost. The hearing afterwards is called a court
martial. When that hearing is done, typically those 
soldiers are either executed or sent in prison. That's
what happens to them because of insubordination,
because they disobeyed a direct order. That's what
happens in a usual military scenario. And by the 
way, this is directly a military scenario, the Rasul 
(salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) in this case is not just 
the leader, he is the General of the Army, and these 
soldiers are presenting their case. And Allah says, you 
are exceptional, there is no one like you. Even in this
case, you are unusually lenient. It's something that has 
come from Allah for you.

Then He says linta—the words in this ayah fascinate 
me. linta lahum which I keep translating as, 'you are 
lenient towards them'. The word lana in Arabic is the
opposite of khushiinah: 'ruggedness and harshness'. 
And harshness could be in your look, harshness could 
be in your speech, harshness could be in your actions, 
harshness could be in your gestures, and harshness 
can also be in your silence. Sometimes you're mad 

at your son or your daughter and your harshness is 
not that you yelled at them but your harshness is that 
you're not talking to them—that you're not making eye

contact. Sometimes the mother is upset with the child 
and the mother doesn't look at the baby but the baby 
knows, the child knows—Mama's angry. She doesn't 
have to say anything but there's a kind of khushunah, a 
ruggedness, a roughness there because of her attitude, 
her facial expression. When Allah ('azza wa-jall) told the 
Messenger (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) linta lahum, did 
He specify: how are you lenient towards them? Rather, 
he left it completely open. In other words, in your 
speech, in your facial expressions, in your emotions, 

in your interaction with them, the way you will look 
towards them, all of it will have to be soft—that is the 
message from Allah. Before you go into this meeting, 
let me prepare you—subhan Allahl

(0 Prophet), it was thanks to Allah's mercy that
you were gentle to them...
■-> * (Al ‘Imran 3:159)

A little bit more about the word Im and where 
this word comes from. They say in Arabic: talayyana, 
when you give somebody compliments to make them 
feel good, when you describe someone with the best 
qualities that they have, they describe this as talayyana. 
One of the implications of linta lahum is: when you go in
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there, highlight the good in these people. The meeting 
is not supposed to be about what is good about them. 
The meeting is supposed to be what they messed up 
with—what is bad about them—but when you go, say 
good things about them. They're depressed enough as 
it is, they're embarrassed enough as it is about what 
happened, they're human beings they made a mistake, 
they came to believe in you and they've made sacrifices 
for you (salla Allah lalayhi wa-sallam) before. And yes, 
they made a mistake, but it doesn't wipe away all of the 
good that they have. They need a little bit of a morale 
boost and something they were not expecting from 
you. So you need to go in there and say something nice 
to each of them. Linta lahum: you're going to start this 
meeting by giving a compliment.

This is incredible leadership. Executives pay 
millions of dollars, companies spend all this money 
on executive and corporate leadership and boosting 
morale. Some of you go to those boring meetings, you 
look at eight hundred power point presentation slides, 
you fall asleep and at the end of it, 'Yeah, we're going 
to beat the last year's sales record. YES!' Everybody's 
in it only for the money; that's all artificial. At the end 
of the day all of it is artificial. That's not real leadership. 
Real leadership, the Prophetic model of leadership, the 
model of Muhammad Rasul Allah (salla Allah 'alayhi 
wa-sallam) is really that people are in servitude, they

l^ve become enslaved to those who are good to them. 
And when you were least expecting that you would be 
good to your followers, that's when you were good to 
ihemSinta lahum.

Going further, the word layn—I'm still not done 
with this word because this word really baffles me. The 
Arabic saghaha bi-layanihi means: 'He listened to (the 
woman), softening his stance'. In other words 'I ay an' 
is used when you listen to someone without passing 
judgement; you listen to someone after putting your 
anger aside. I'll give you an example so it's easy to 
understand: if my daughter got an 'F' in math and I say, 
What happened here? Explain yourself'. I don't care 
what she says, I'll still be angry. Let's be honest, it's not 
like she is going to give me a very logical explanation, 
Oh okay, ma sha' Allah. Give me a hug'. It's not going 
to be like that. I've already made up my mind that I 
am upset, that decision has already been made. Now it 
really doesn't matter what she says.

But the expression they use in Arabic, saghaha 
bi-layanihi, means actually he listened to her with full
attention, he didn't make up his mind that he is going 
to be angry anyway. 'Look you made a mistake. The 
bottom line is: I don't care how you slice it, you messed 
up.'But no. You're going to listen to them softly too. 
Not only will you give them softness but when they're 
speaking you're not going to be angry. You're going
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to listen calmly and you are going to maintain a soft 
sense towards them. The word Im actually in Arabic 
also means a soft date that's particularly tasty. You 
should be like that date, you should be a treat to 
them—subhan Allah.9

Thank Allah we are not put in that position; we are not 
put in that position, because that is a real leader who 

9 can handle that kind of a situation.
I « I i ■ :i ' iThe ayat go on with remarkable words:

Then the word means rakha', softness; it means
something that gives you comfort, na ^im. You should 
go in there and be a source of comfort for these people;

Ooi:raUAji)

... Had you been rough, hardhearted, they would 
surely have scattered away from you ...

• (Al <Imran3:159)

not a source of misery, not a source of sadness, not 
a source of depression; you should be the other way 
around. This is about the Rasul of Allah (salla Allah 
"alay hi wa-sallam) so far, but you know what? This is 
also about us, we're leaders too aren't we? When the 
wife disappoints you, when the child disappoints you, 
when the employee disappoints you, when the friend 
disappoints you, what's our reaction? How do we 
respond? How do we deal with it? And by the way, the 
Rasul of Allah (salla Allah ‘alayhi wa-sallam) is being told 
to calm down and be the nicest he can be in a situation
where loved ones have been killed! But we lose our
temper over keys that are lost, over a cell phone you 
can't find, over a phone call that she didn't pick up. 
Over that? Can you imagine? How far removed? And 
then we say we love the Sunnah of the Prophet (salla 
Allah (al ay hi wa-sallam). What position are we in to talk 
like that? This is the legacy he (salla Allah "alayhi wa- 
sallam) left, this is the leadership Allah is teaching him.

Fazz actually means a few things in Arabic, and I'll 
highlight each of them. First it means kashin al-kalam: 
someone who speaks in a harsh, mean, nasty way. Fazz 
literally has to do with speaking to somebody and 
afzaztuhu actually means I sprayed him or I poured 
dust on someone. In other words, when somebody's 
yelling at the top of their lungs and there's almost spit 
coining out of their mouth—this is fazz. If you were 
screaming at the top of your lungs and you were yelling 
and scolding them, if you walked into that meeting and 
said, 'WHAT HAPPENED? What did you people do?' 
If you did that; this is what Allah is saying: 'had you 
been that way...'—wa-law kunta fazzan.

And sometimes there are people who say, 'Well I 
say mean things but I still love you inside. I mean, I 
yell at you, and I yell at you at the top of my lungs, but
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give me a hug afterwards'. Some parents do that, some 
parents lose their cool, they go crazy, they go Hulk on 
their kids and then afterwards they're like, 'I still love 
you, it's okay. You want to get some ice cream?' You 
know what? It doesn't undo it. The damage is done. 
Allah (lazza wa-jall) before He says: 'You shouldn't be 
hard in your heart', He first says: 'You need to watch 
your tongue'. Wa-law kunta fazzan—first—ghaliz al- 
qalb—second. Ghaliz al-qalb means 'hard of the heart'.
In other words, inside you developed a grudge against 
them, you can't have that either.

So there are two problems: one, speaking in an

I angry way even if it's 'I love you, but you messed 
up!' No, no, no, you can't do that either. First of all, 
you've got to speak very softly; and second, sometimes 
people speak softly but they are holding a grudge
inside. The mother is saying, the father is saying, the
husband is saying, 'I'm not angry' but he is angry, he's 
got something inside, 'Yeah, I hate when you do this, 
I'm not going to say anything but, man, I'm burning
inside'.

Allah adds the second problem: ghaliz al-qalb. 
Ghilzah in Arabic is something impenetrable: md 
Id yadkhul fihi shay'—something which you cannot 
penetrate. If your heart becomes so hard, you are so 
disappointed with these people, that you have written 
them off. Even if you are speaking nicely to them, 

you've basically written them off. You've given up on 
Jem-they are no good to you. This is ghilzat al-qalb.

So there are two things here about the Rasul (solid 
Allah (alayhi wa-sallam): on the other hand, when you 
go in there, be nice. Your face shouldn't look depressed, 
you should make them feel comfortable, say good things 
about them, calm them down, when they speak listen 
softly. You need to be able to control all of your emotions, 
and all of that sadness; put it away when you deal with 
your followers. And on the other hand, if you didn't do 
these things and if you were like any other leader, who 
would lose their cool, what would happen? La-nfaddu 
min hawlik—with the lam of emphasis. Some ulama say 
about this Idm that Allah effectively swears here; Allah 
swears to the fact that the Sahabah would have run away 
from you. They would have run away—this is in the 
Qur'an guys, this is in the Qur'an! The Sahdbah would 
have run away from Rasul Allah (salla Allah ‘alayhi wa- 
siilta), Allah swears by it; if he was mean.

If he was mean; the Messenger would still be 
speaking the truth, he would still be the recipient of the 
Qur'an, he would still be saying La ilaha ilia Allah, he 
would still be teaching, all of the evidences would still 
be there but one thing would be missing—his softness. 
And Allah says, even that much is enough for these 
Sahabah, who are willing to die for you, they are dying 
for the sake of Allah ('azza wa-jall), and even they— 
Allah guarantees it—Would have run away from you.
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And what is infidad, when the verse says la-nfaddu min 

hawlik. Infidad in Arabic means when you drop a cup, 

or a glass and it shatters and all the pieces of glass run 

away from each other. You know why that's described? 

Not la-farru—they would have run away from you—or 

la-abaqu min hawlik—they would have escaped from 

you. No, no, no: la-nfaddu min hawlik. Why infidad?

... So pardon them, and pray for their forgiveness, 
and take counsel from them in matters of 
importance. And when you are resolved on a 
course of action put your trust in Allah. Surely 
Allah loves those who put their trust (in Him).
njk, (Al ‘Imran 3:159)

Because when a glass breaks, you can't put it back 

together. They will run away from you in a way, they'll 

never come back; and even if they do, it will never be

like the unity that they once had. This is the lesson of 

leadership taught to Rasul Allah (salla Allah 'alayhi wa- 

sallam): la-nfaddu min hawlik—you cannot afford to be

like this to them.

We are very good at getting angry. Muslims, ma 

sha'Allah, we're very good at getting angry. Everything 

makes us angry. You know what really should make us 

angry? How far we are from the legacy that the Prophet 

(salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) left, how far we are from 

the word of Allah, how bad we are at controlling our

•Ji

temper; that should make us mad at ourselves, not 

anybody else.

What do you do after that? The ayah is not done, 

and I have to conclude; but you know as this kalam, 

this speech, this orientation—leadership training from 

Allah to Rasul (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) concludes— 

what does He tell him? He tells him:

a

Then you know what you do? You go and be 

nice and all of that, but you need to pardon them and 

move on—fa 'fu 'anhum, lovingly pardon them. Wa- 

staghfir lahum, and make istighfar for them, ask Allah 

Io forgive them. There's nothing between you and me, 

we're good. I'm no longer angry; I'm already being 

nice to you, that's number one. Number two, when the 

meeting is over and you are going to go make du 'a', 

you're going to make du 'a' for the maghfirah of Hamzah 

(radiyu Allah 'anhu), you're going to make du la' for the 

entrance into jannah of all of those shuhadd'; you will 

also make du (d' for the archers who started this mess. 

You will make du (a' for them. This will be your true 

test of leadership. You know that you have nothing 

left in your heart, when you are making du'a for your 

parents, when you are making du (d' for your loved
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ones; you can make du'a' for those who disappointed 
you, those who messed up: that's a leader.

And by the way, this du 'a' is not in public, you 
don't walk into the meeting and start the meeting by 
saying, 'May Allah forgive you people!' No, no, no, 
this is in private. Making du <d' in public is a spectacle, 
you're just embarrassing people. This is your way of 
blaming them; but in private when you're begging 
Allah, in your own time, then you made time to beg 
for them, the ones who disappointed you, and said to 
Allah, 'Ya Rabb these are just followers, they made a 
mistake kull bam Adam khatta'un (all of the Children of 

Adam make mistakes). Forgive their mistake, let them 
move on from this, make them stronger, and don't put 
hatred for them in the hearts of other Muslims'. This is 
the du'a you make for them—wa-staghfir lahum.

But it's not over yet. The next time there's a meeting, 
call the people who disappointed you. Have them join 
the meeting, and not only have them join the meeting, 
when an important decision comes up, you ask them, 
'What do you think? I'd like to hear your opinion'. 
And don't just listen to their opinion for an artificial: 
'Hey, tell me what you think?' and whatever they say, 
you respond: 'Jazak Allah khayranV No, no, no. Actually 
consult their opinion: wa-shdwirhum fi al-'amr, take 
their consultation in matters of decision. Take whose 
consultation? The same people who disappointed you.

Imagine, the same people who disappointed Rasul Allah 
(jdllfl Allah "alayhi wa-sallam) in the Battle of Uhud, when 
here's a meeting happening for the Battle of Ahzab, he 

the same Sahdbah and says: 'What do you think we 
should do?' And they're like: 'Who? What? Me!? You 
want my opinion!? I just messed up last time'. No, no, 
no,1 need your opinion, I value your opinion. And this 
Jflhibi will say this can only be the Messenger of Allah 
(salli Allah ‘alayhi wa-sallam) because no man has a 
heart that big. This has to come from Allah. That's why 
the iyah begins: fa-bi-md rahmatin min Allah. We don't 
discard people's opinion because they disappointed 
us in the past; and we don't just, artificially take their 
opinion. A lot of times we listen to people but we don't 
ratify listen to them; we just go through the exercise but 
it's just artificial. We shouldn't be doing that. Whatever 
the Messenger (salld Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) does; he 
does with sincerity

Then finally when you make a decision: fa-idhd 
(azanita fa-tawakkal ‘aid Allah—then when you reach the 
final decision, then trust Allah. Because the decision you 
people reach, and that you (salla Allah ‘alayhi wa-sallam) 
reach, that is not a guarantee of success. The guarantee 
of success comes from Allah, so trust Allah after you 
make a decision. Inna Allah yuhibb al-mutawakkilln—no 
doubt Allah loves those who put their trust in Him.

What are we learning at the end? We don't trust 

our leadership and our leadership doesn't even trust

&

wa-shdwirhum fi al-'amr.
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itself, at the end of the day, all of us trust Allah ('azza 
wa-jall). We do the best we can and whatever decisions 
we make, at the end of it we don't say, zI'm the leader, 
I made this decision, and it's the best decision'. No, 
we say, 'I made this decision, ya Rabb. Put khayr in it 
because this decision doesn't just affect me, it affects 
all of my followers. It affects the whole family, it affects 
everything; so ya Allah put khayr in this decision. I don't 
know if it's the best. They have relied upon me because 
they rely upon You'. This is a beautiful, beautiful 
sampling of the Rasul's legacy of leadership (salla Allah 
(alayhi wa-sallam) and I pray that we're able to get even 
an ounce of this into our personal lives, even a little 
bit of it into our family lives, into our business lives, 
into our professional lives, into our community life 
then wa-Llahi the barakat of the Sunnah; the blessings 
of the Sunnah, when we really apply leadership, is that 
people love each other for the sake of Allah. And when 
you don't apply leadership principles, people start 
hating each other, people start getting angry at each 
other. This kills anger. This puts out the fire.

May Allah (^azza wa-jall) make us of the people 
who are able to have soft hearts towards their fellow 
Muslims and recognize the value and appreciation of 
forgiving one another and moving forward.
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OUR FINANCIAL DEALINGS



CHAPTER 6

In this reminder, I wanted to reflect with you on a few 

m/atbelonging to the fourth surah of the Qur'an, Surat 

al-Nisa'. Those of you who aren't familiar with Surat 

il-Nisd', it is one of the earlier revelations in Madinah 

after the Prophet (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) migrated 

to the city. Now just a little bit of background so 

everything is put into perspective. When the Prophet 

(ffllla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) moves to Madinah, there 

are the beginnings of a Muslim community. Back in 

Makkah, you could think of them as a non-violent 

resistance movement, but that's all they were, they 

weren't a community yet. They weren't even allowed, 

in most instances, to pray in public. They were a 

persecuted small bunch and they were seen as a fringe 

element in Makkah. But once the migration happens 

and there is a community already ripe for the message 

of Islam—a couple of tribes have already accepted 

Islam and they are welcoming the Prophet (salla Allah
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cal ay hi wa-sallam), almost as a mayor into that city, and 
he takes this position of authority.

There were, of course, Jewish and Christian 
communities in Madinah at the time, and a treaty is 
formed between the Muslim, Jewish and Christian 
communities for a joint collaboration to defend the 
city together and so on. These are the preliminary 
workings of the Prophet (salla Allah al ay hi wa-sallam) 
in the first six months that he got there. More and more 
of the Qur'an is getting revealed and now the Qur'an 
includes instructions or laws. You'll notice most of the 
Makkan Qur'an doesn't have a lot of laws and that 
is two thirds of the Qur'an. Here and there, there are 
some ethical instructions but for the most part there 
isn't what we call Shariah, technically. Of course a few 
elements of the Shariah were already there like prayer, 
but when the Prophet (salla Allah cal ay hi wa-sallam) 
comes to Madinah more and more of the Shariah is 
coming down.

This surah is particularly important because this 
was a Muslim community in its infancy—it's just 
starting—this is what is going to eventually be a fifth 
of the world's population. A civilization that spans 
continents and ethnicities. But right now it's in its 
infancy—just a few hundred people at the most, and 
so Allah is going to reveal to them instructions that 
will make sure that they are founded on the right 

foundation. When you build a tall building, you 
have to have a deep foundation; and the deeper your 
foundation the taller you can build. If you don't take 
the time to build your foundation then you can't go 
very high. Now that is also true of our faith in terms 
of our theology; our beliefs are supposed to be rooted 
in a lot of depth. We're supposed to really understand 
what it is that we believe and find conviction in it, so 
that our actions can reflect that. That's on the one hand. 
But even within the Shariah, even within the laws 
themselves, Allah revealed introductory laws that set 
the stage for the refining of the later laws, and this is 
part of what I wanted to share with you. At the very 
base of an infant Muslim community, what is one of the 
most important instructions?

Allah ('azza wa-jall) says:

Believers! Do not devour one another's possessions 
wrongfully; rather, let there be trading by mutual 
consent; and do not kill yourselves. Surely Allah is 
ever Compassionate to you.

(Al-Nisa' 4: 29)
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what it is that we believe and find conviction in it, so 
that our actions can reflect that. That's on the one hand. 
But even within the Shariah, even within the laws 
themselves, Allah revealed introductory laws that set 
the stage for the refining of the later laws, and this is 
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Allah (cazza wa-jall) says:
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was a Muslim community in its infancy—it's just
starting this is what is going to eventually be a fifth 
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wrongfully; rather, let there be trading by mutual 

consent; and do not kill yourselves. Surely Allah is 
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Those of you who claim to believe don't consume 
each other's monies using falsehood. Do not engage in 
shady financial transactions. This has occurred already 
in Surat al-Baqarah, Allah ('azza wa-jall) there says:

Do not usurp one another's possessions by 
false means, nor proffer your possessions to the 
authorities so that you may sinfully and knowingly 
usurp a portion of another's possessions.

(Al-Baqarah 2:188)

There it goes even further and says first of all don't 
cheat people out of their money, don't scam people out 
of their money. We'll deal with that in this reminder 
in some depth. The literal wording is, don't consume 
the monies of each other using falsehood. That's the 
literal translation, right? But there it says and don't try 
to reel in rulers using your money. Literally, now I will 
repeat myself: don't try to reel in the government, the 
4;overnor, the chancellor, the council man, don't try to
reel them in with your money so that a group of you
can eat the rest of the people's money. You know what 
it's talking about? It's talking about: when business 

:ets involved with politics, corruption happens. So the 

very wealthy, the business institutions can eventually 
j!ave politicians in their pockets. And when they do, 
the one who doesn't have a lot of financial strength, the 
average dtizen, is the one that's going to be paying the 
price.

In this way big business can actually rob people of 
their money in collaboration with a government while 
people sleep. They don't have to bust into their homes 
and take their money. They can do it while they are 
sleeping, they can do it through regulation, they can do 
it with all kinds of loopholes around the law and most 
people won't even know. And it's incredible that when 
I discuss this right now, it sounds like I'm talking about 
contemporary politics but this is something Allah 
talked about a millennium and a half ago.

Let the Muslim community look, first of all; 
don't try to scam people out of money and don't get 
politicians involved in your shady dealings. You're 
starting a community and when you start a community 
obviously there's going to be businesses that are 
going to be established. You're going to have to have 
economic dealings with each other. Somebody's going 
to open up a store, somebody's going to open up a 
chop shop. There are going to be people in different 
businesses and you are going to have to have dealings 
with each other of a financial nature. Make sure those 
are right first. Can you imagine, in its earlier revelation
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the Qur'an did not come and tell us: by the way make 
sure when you see someone, say salaam to them. 
Those are all important things and those are the things 
we think are Islamic rulings, but what Allah calls 
Islamic rulings first is actually financial regulation. 
It's incredible to me. La ta'kuld amwalakum baynakum 
bi-l-bdtil. Then He adds a clause, He says: ilia an takun 
tijaratan can taradin minkum—unless it's a transaction 
in which both of you are in complete agreement. So, 
it doesn't matter what business you go into, whatever 
legitimate business you're doing, make sure between 
the seller and the buyer there is absolutely clear, crystal 
clear understanding of the agreement that you have 
gotten involved with. So now we can think about our 
times, what is Allah saying to us. This was for them 
back then; what is Allah saying for us.

You walk into a car dealership, guys trying to sell 
you a car, obviously a salesperson wants to make his 
sale so he wants to hide the flaws of his used car and he
wants to highlight the benefits: 'Look at the colour; look 
at the shine on this thing'. He won't talk to you about 
the transmission, conveniently, because he knows it's
•J;ot some accidents in its past and so on. And you say,
'Can I see the Carfax?' And he says, 'No, what do you 
need the Carfax for? Let me tell you. Let me give you a 
deal, I'm in a good mood today man. I like you, I like 
your hat. So I'm gonna knock off a thousand dollars'.

you know what he is doing? This is exactly what Allah 
is talking about: this kind of dealing.

Now if you're a salesman, watch out! Because 
when you're in the sales business sometimes you'll do 
anything you can to get the sale. You'll say anything 

you can, to get somebody to sign off and of course we 
have this incredible thing nowadays, so you have this 
contract between you and me. Say I've bought a car and 
there are eighty-five pages of fine print, the entire point 
of which is to protect the seller against the buyer. There 
are probably a lot of things in there that if you actually 
understood, then you would never have signed that 
paper. Guess why it's in such a small font? Guess why 
it's in such legal jargon? The point of it is so that people 
don't have transparency in their dealings.

I'll give you another example of just how businesses 
do this. You go to a commercial building and you want 
to rent an office. Our lease is ten dollars a square foot, 
eventhough that is a thing of the past, we don't get ten 
dollars a square foot anymore. So you get ten dollars a 
square foot and the contract is for four years. You get an 
email in two years, 'The prices have gone up. We have 
raised your rent to twelve dollars'. You'll say, 'Wait, we 
signed a contract. You said ten. What's going on here?'
Oh, the fine print said based on market fluctuation,

on page 7, line 52.' If you find yourself a microscope, 
you can zoom in enough and you will find the text
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says we might pull the rug from underneath your feet 
whenever we feel like it. This is: ilia an takun tijarah 
'an taradin minkum—except if it is a transaction that is 

mutually agreed upon by both sides.
I'm not talking about just scamming businesses 

here; I'm talking about ourselves. Many of you are 

professionals, and given the track record of the Muslim 

community in the US, many of you are probably 

in the technology industry. So you are contractors, 

you are programmers, you are consultants, you are 

network administrators, some of you are accountants, 

some of you are physicians. Let's just say you're a 

programmer, or a contractor, your boss is not hovering 

over your head '2A/7. You walk in, you have a lot of 

independence, you're just given a task; finish this task 

and report it back to me, right? And sometimes you can 

finish your task in twenty minutes. You've got seven 

hours and forty minutes left to chill that day. So what 

are you supposed to do?
Some of you, you know what you do? You start 

listening to Qur 'an recitation at the office on YouTube, 

many companies have blocked YouTube on their 

corporate machines. Thank God for 4G on your phone 

now, right? So you're just doing that at work, but you 

know what? You are being paid to do work. We think 

that when we are at the office that is between us and 

the employer. Allah is saying, No that's my business 

too. How do you deal with your boss? Because this is a 
too; it's a business too. If you've got no work to 

do, then go over to your manager and say, 'Listen, I've 
got nothing to do. I need that off my conscience. If it's 
okay for me to do nothing right now and still be paid, 
fine. But I need you to know that, so we are both clear'.

Sometimes you are part of an organization that sells 
services to another company. They say, 'We'll provide a 
contract to you, if you sign off for us we can finish this 
project in six months'. So you have a contract that we 
are going to finish this job within six months, and you 
have the wherewithal to finish it in two months. But if 
you finish it in two months you can't bill them by the 
hour can you? You can't milk every last penny you can? 
So you stall it. And even if you finish your work you 
lake it to your manager and he says, 'Just relax man, it's 
okay, we got time, because we got to bill this thing out.' 
This is an unethical business practice and you should 
call it out You can't just be complacent, as a Muslim, in 
that situation; you actually have to call it out. We can't 
stand idly by when people are cheating other people 
with money and we know about it. You cannot get 
around the idea by 'everybody's doing it, what can I 
do?' Everybody does that, you can't. You and I can't; 
we are people of conscience. We have to answer to a 
much higher authority, so we have to have a higher 
level of conscience in our business dealings.
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Similarly those of you that are employers and 
have employees, you have people that work for you. 
Make sure there is a dear understanding about what 
their job description is, what is expected of them, 
what is voluntary and what is paid for, and don't put 
undue pressure on them. Salary and things like that 
should be dear, absolutely crystal clear, there should 
be no surprises. This is the beginnings of a Muslim 
community, can you imagine. The first thing Allah 
talks about—take care of business. You know why? 
Because when you don't take care of business, all kinds 
of corruption enters into a society that aren't limited to 
business alone. When people don't worry about how 
they are making a buck, then they lose their moral 
compass and then they stop caring about the other; 
because when you care about the other you can't get 
away with doing what you do, you have to kill your 
conscience, little by little.

This is why the very next words in the ayah are: 
wa-la taqtulu anfusakum—and don't kill each other.
What is Allah saying? When financial corruption goes 
rampant, you will find in a society that heinous crimes 
also rise. Financial corruption leads to other types of 
crime. Subhan Alldhl That is what Allah is preventing 
us from—wa-ld taqtulu anfusakum.

HOW WE EARN

And whoever does this by way of transgression 
and injustice We shall surely cast him into the Fire; 
that indeed is quite easy for Allah.
n ; .. (Al-Nisa' 4: 30)

'And whoever does that out of animosity and 
wrong doing, [in other words commits murder, or does 
something that leads to murder,] then We will throw 
them into the fire and that's easy for Allah to do.' Now 
why would Allah use such harsh language? Allah is 
not even talking about 'disbelievers' being thrown into 
the fire. Allah is saying in the beginning: Ya ayyuha 
illadhina imanu—'Those of you who believe', when 
you become corrupt I have no problem throwing you 
also. Don't just wear your faith on your sleeve. Don't 
just call yourself a Muslim and not represent any of 
its teachings. You're not going to get away with that. 
This faith of ours isn't just a declaration, it has to be a 
lifestyle choice. It has to be a way we do business; it has 
to be a way in which we deal with each other. Subhan 
Allah, ifs very powerful.

Now I come to the last ayah that I wanted to share 
with you, but before I do, one more beautiful thing,
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why did Allah give us these regulations anyway? 
the ayah before that I didn't even share with you where 
He says:

@ Jal
(YA : i.

Allah wants to lighten your burdens, for man was 
created weak.

(Al-Nisa' 4:28)

'Allah wants to lighten your burden for you, and 
the human being was created weak/ I am giving you 
these principles because if you abide by them you will 
have an easier life. Here you are thinking if you can 
make an extra buck, by hook or by crook, that you will 
have an easier life, but Allah is saying let me tell you: 
when you make that money in the wrong way, it will 
come back to haunt you eventually. You'll pay the price 
for it, maybe in your personal life, in your family life 
because that money is cursed. It's cursed.

And by the way when Muslims earn money from 
questionable sources, and then we feel guilty, and 
we donate to the masjid a part of it. Because we feel 
guilty. So the guy's running a liquor store—absolutely 
haram—with a lotto machine on top, right? And 
he's got the Ayat al-Kurst behind the cash register, so 
everything should be okay. Well, it's not okay. He's

^ing this liquor store and he feels guilty, so he 
,onies in Ramadan and drops a ten thousand dollar 
cheque to the masjid. That money is dirty and when 
thatmoney goes into the masjid, into building the walls 
of that masjid, to cleaning the carpet of that masjid, you 
shouldn't be surprised that years down the line there 
aie fights happening inside that masjid, and nobody 
is showing up, and there are all kinds of quarrels, and 
people don't like each other, and there is all this tension 
and, and....

Why? because good money comes with barakah, 
good money comes with blessings and bad money 
comes with la(nah. It's cursed. It has no barakah in it, 
nothing good comes of it. Nothing good can come 
from something that is evil to begin with; you cannot 
eat something that is not good for you and expect good 
results, right? You cannot put poison in your mouth and 
expect to get healthy; you can't do it, it doesn't make 
any sense. The world of iman is like that too. You cannot 
earn something haram, something questionable, and 
put it to something good and expect good things will 
happen; they won't. It doesn't work that way, that's not 
Allah's law—subhan Allah!

So now this last ayah—such a beautiful ayah—if the 
ummah understood this ayah, if we just contemplated 
this ayah, we'd be a lot better off than we are now.
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But if you avoid the major sins which you have 
been forbidden, We shall remit your (trivial) 
offences, and cause you to enter an honourable 
abode.

(Al-Nisa' 4:31)

Allah says: If you people can, side-step, avoid, get 
away from the most grievous sins, the most egregious 
sins, the major sins that you're being prohibited 
from—kaba'ir, the plural of kabirah, is used in the 
Qur 'an for major sins like murder or blasphemy, saying 
inappropriate things about Allah, kufr. These are major 
sins but which major sin did Allah highlight before 
even talking about kaba'ir? Only two of them: financial 
dealings and murder. Meaning how you deal with each 
other is a pretty big deal to Allah. He says if you can 
avoid this—in tajtanibu kaba'ir ma tunhawna <anhu—if 
you can avoid the major transgressions that you're 
being forbidden from—nukaffir <ankum sayyi'atikum— 
He will then, in that case, bury away from you your 
other sins.

Look, we're all human beings you're going to wake 
up late for salah one day—it's going to happen. You're 
going to lose your temper one day and say things you

I HOW WE EARN

shouldn't have said; you're going to get into a fight

eventually with someone, some quarrel; it's going to
happen. Your tongue is going to slip and you're going

I io say something about someone you shouldn't have
said, maybe even behind their back. Maybe you're not

I going to be super honest one day and you're going to
lie. We're going to make mistakes. These are sayyi'at,

I these are sins, evil deeds that all of us commit, we are
all human beings, none of us are angels; we're not
perfect. Allah says if you can watch out for the big stuff,
lead a good life and especially watch out for the big
sins, I'll help you take care of the little stuff. *

Don't get overworked about the little things. One
day you missed a prayer and you're just falling into
depression like: 'Astaghfir Allah, I'm so burning in I
/almini because...'. No, no, no, calm down. Allah will
lake care of once-in-a-while mistakes you just make I
sure you're not doing the major sins. You know what 
has happened in the ummah? Why am I highlighting 
this? We have flipped this equation, we have turned 
this equation on its head. So you know what we do?
The way we earn money, forget about it! The way we
deal with each other, forget it! But man when it comes
to the little things! You will question other Muslims;
you will investigate the halal restaurant with twenty 
searches, and then go to the town records and find 
outwhere they are slaughtering their meat. But where
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you earn your money, you won't even think about- 
subhan Allahi

I'm not saying that halal and haram is a small 
thing, what I am saying is there is a perspective. And 
the perspective is, the first thing you need to worry 
about is how are you earning your money? That's 
first. Second, are you hurting other people? Then it's 
the other regulations. You've gone to the masjid, and 
maybe you come from a part of the world where the 
kufi on your head is really important to you. So you see 
a person praying next to you and he's not wearing a 
kufi, and you say: 'Astaghfir Allah, he's praying without 
a kufi, his salah won't even get accepted,' because it's 
really important to you. You know what? It's important 
to you, but Allah (‘azza wa-jali) gave us priorities. He 
gave us priorities, you can't make up your own; you 
and I have to stick to Allah's priorities. If we did that, 
we'd be a lot better off. Dealing with each other would 
become a lot easier. How we treat each other would 
become a lot better if we focused on the major sins and 
staying away from them.

Just a little comment about ijtinab, the word ijtinab 
that's used in the ayah—in tajtanibu—comes from the 
word janb, andjanb actually means 'side'. In the Qur'an 
when Allah talks about speaking nicely to people, He 
says wa-l-sahib bi-l-janb. Even when you are travelling, 
and somebody is sitting next to you—like there is an

in the Qur'an about the guy sitting next to you 

in the train, or the plane, or the bus, or at the terminal 

at the airport, the guy sitting next to you. Be nice to 
them too. Don't pretend they don't exist. Be courteous 
to them. Even that's mentioned. The word ijtinab, to 
avoid, is actually mentioned as opposed to al-ibti cad 
lan shay'—to stay away, far away from something. It's 
mentioned because don't ever think that major sins are 
so far away from me—I am so protected with my code 
of righteousness that they'll never touch me. Actually 
they are right next to you and you have to go out of 
your way to side-step them.

Literally ijtinab is to side-step something that is 
right there next to you. It's right in your face. So the 
potential for us to do some pretty big mistakes in life is 
always there. It's a prevalent, living, immediate danger 
that we have to look out for. None of us can be self- 
righteous and say, 'I would never do such a thing! I'm 
noteven in the danger of ever doing such a thing!' No, 
no,no, actually we are, we're just not sensitive enough. 
And maybe we're sensitive about the wrong things. We 
are overly sensitive about the wrong things.

So, let me put everything in balance before I 
condudemy reminder, in sha' Allah ta'ala. As I said, 
how we earn our money, how we spend our money, 
how we deal in business with each other that's a 
priority in our religion. Dealing with each other with
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courtesy and respect are priorities in our religion. 
But that does not mean that everything else about the 
Shariah is irrelevant. It does not mean that halal meat 
is irrelevant. It doesn't mean that the Sunnah prayers is 
irrelevant. It doesn't mean that all this other stuff that
you have learned about your religion is irrelevant. But 
you know what those things are? First of all the Shafi 
things—the halal and the haram—are a major priority 
in your personal life. That's not for you to judge others; 
that's for you, yourself. Everything beyond that is 
there so that I can improve myself as a Muslim. Not so 
that I can label others and say, 'Look at this guy, look 
at where his pants are going'. 'Look at this one, look 
at how he prayed.' 'Look at that guy, he doesn't even 
have a beard.' 'Look at that girl her hijab is all messed 
up'; etc, etc. No, no, no. The ahkam of the din firstand 
foremost are for you, yourself.

They are not for you to label other people as to 
where they stand. That's something that their family 
has to do. That's something that their community has 
to do, and if you can't say something good, then don't 
say anything. You don't know what people are going 
through; I don't know what people are &ping through;
you can't pass judgement on people. And I tell you, the
kind of person that makes it very easy for themselves to 
pass judgement on others has a certain psychology. It's 
the kind of person that is probably involved in some 

pretty major stuff themselves, and they turn a blind 
eye to it. And when you become blind to yourself, you 
develop an extra sharp focus on others.

You already graduated from the school of 
righteousness, right? Since you don't need to turn back 
and check on yourself anymore, now your attention 
can be turned to everybody else. That's the problem.
This is: in tajtanibu kaba'ir ma tunhawna <anhu nukaffir 
toikum sayyi’atikum—I'll forgive your other sins, I'll 
overlook them. It's not an open licence for you and me 
to sin, but Allah is effectively saying: 'Look, the big 
ones I will not forgive; I will not forgive. The smaller 
mistakes you make—by mistake not purposefully, 
because another ayah in the Qur'an talks about people 
that make mistakes purposefully—but by mistake if 
you fall into sin I will forgive you so long as you ask me 
for forgiveness sincerely'. Subhan Alldhl

This is the gift of the Qur'an. It puts things in 
perspective, it gives us a sense of priority. What should
1 worry about and what shouldn't I worry about. What 
should I make a big deal of in my life, and what can 
maybe take to the side, and I can work on it, little by 
little by little. Like if somebody wants to, for example, 
introduce the sunnah prayers in their life. Or maybe for 
some of you the sunnah prayers are hard, you're barely 
making the fard. Okay, introduce one sunnah; just the 
Fajr. Keep that up for a week or two, then add another
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sunnah. You don't have to do all of it at once, you can 

build. You can get better little by little by little. But 

when it comes to the kaba'ir you don't say, 'Well I'm 
earning haram right now, but I'm little by little getting 

out of it'. You can't do that. 'I'm hurting people but I'm 

slowly trying to stop.' No, no, no, there's no slowly, that 

stuff you have to let go cold turkey. You've got to make 

a decision, because that is not something that Allah 

(Jazza wa-jall) is willing to tolerate.
I pray that we become people that stay far away 

from the kaba'ir—the major mistakes. I pray the way 
that we earn our money and we spend our money is 
pleasing to Allah ^azza wa-jall); and that it is governed 
by principles of fairness and clarity. I pray that, for 
those of us who are in businesses, Allah (‘azza wa-jall) 
gives us the ability, the moral strength, the conviction 
to be able to engage in fair, clear and open business 
transactions. I pray that the money that is donated to 
all masajid is good, pure, halal money; that the barakah 
of that money can show, in sha' Allah ta(ala, in the 
activities, in the community building that comes as a 
result of it.

00BR 7

Money Matters

[n this reminder, in sha'Allah ta'ala, I'll share with you 
some thoughts about ayat that belong to Surat al-Isrd'. 
these are a handful otayat in which Allah (^azza wa-jall) 
jives us some guidance about how we should think 
about our money and how we should think about shop
ping and spending.

The first ayah I want to share with you is the twenty- 
ifthayflft of the surah where Allah (cdzzd wa-jall) says:

(T0:W^l)

Your Lord is best aware of what is in your hearts. 
If you are righteous, He will indeed forgive those 
who relent and revert (to serving Allah).

(Al-Isra' 17: 25)
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sunnah. You don't have to do all of it at once, you can 

build. You can get better little by little by little. But 

when it comes to the kabd'ir you don't say, 'Well I'm 

earning haram right now, but I'm little by little getting 

out of it'. You can't do that. 'I'm hurting people but I'm 

slowly trying to stop.' No, no, no, there's no slowly, that 

stuff you have to let go cold turkey. You've got to make 

a decision, because that is not something that Allah 

tfazza wa-jall) is willing to tolerate.

I pray that we become people that stay far away 

from the kabd'ir—the major mistakes. I pray the way 

that we earn our money and we spend our money is 

pleasing to Allah (‘azza wa-jall); and that it is governed 

by principles of fairness and clarity. I pray that, for 

those of us who are in businesses, Allah ((azza wa-jall} 
gives us the ability, the moral strength, the conviction 

to be able to engage in fair, clear and open business 

transactions. I pray that the money that is donated to 

all masdjid is good, pure, halal money; that the barakah 
of that money can show, in shd' Allah ta'dld, in the 

activities, in the community building that comes as a 

result of it.

chapter 7

In this reminder, in sha' Allah ta'ala, I'll share with you 

some thoughts about ayat that belong to Surat al-Isrd'. 

These are a handful of ayat in which Allah (‘azza wa-jall) 

gives us some guidance about how we should think 

about our money and how we should think about shop
ping and spending.

The first ayah I want to share with you is the twenty

fifth ayah of the surah where Allah (‘azza wa-jall) says:

® by*
(T0:W4^l)

Your Lord is best aware of what is in your hearts. 

If you are righteous, He will indeed forgive those 

who relent and revert (to serving Allah).

(Al-Isra' 17:25)
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Rabbukum a lam bi-ma fi nufusikum—Allah knows 

better, your Master is more knowledgeable, more aware 

with regards to what you have inside of yourselves. So 

before Allah even gives us the ahkam, Allah tells us He 

knows better what we have inside of us. This is actually 

an isharah—a hint—that whatever Allah is about to 

teach us now, can only be checked by you; yourself. 

In other words I will not be able to come and correct 

you, and you will not be able to come and correct me 

directly. This is something that we are going to have 

to figure out for ourselves, it is a matter of personal 

conscience and personal morality.

Someone who does not watch over themselves

carefully, does not do muhasabah of themselves, they are 

not going to be able to live by the instructions that are 

about to be given, and have already been given, in this 

surah. Allah says: Rabbukum a lam bi-ma fi nufusikum 
in takunu salihln—if in fact you are good, if in fact you 

are righteous, then Allah knows that better—fa-innahu 
kana li-l-awwabma ghafura—for those who keep coming 

back to Allah in repentance. Just as we have the word 

t awwab, similarly we have the word awwab, people 

who come back to Allah sincerely. They feel bad about 

what they have done and they keep recognizing that 

they've made a mistake and they keep coming back, for 

those people Allah is exceedingly forgiving. Inside the 

word awwab there is also a lesson—the idea that we are

never going to stop making mistakes; there is always 

going to be something we could have done better. We 

constantly have to recognize that in ourselves—I have 

to recognize that in myself, you have to recognize that 

in yourself, and then we have to keep making istaghfar 
to Allah for the shortcomings that we have. We have 

to be constantly aware of our own flaws. Instead of 

waiting for somebody else to point out what's wrong 

with me I should be the first one to point out what's 

wrong with myself, and constantly acknowledge that 

before Allah.
It is a beautiful thing actually and it's directly 

connected with the perfection of Allah—the only one 

who is perfect is Allah, which means all of us have 

some flaw. We're always going to have flaws and 

we're never going to be done with our mistakes. It's 

never going to happen. So the fact that we recognize 

our mistakes and then ask Allah to cover up those 

mistakes—this is the idea of maghfirah: to cover things 

up, to cover the flaws. If you see a crack in the ground, 

you cover it with cement or something this is literally 

the idea of maghfirah. The fact that we do this is an 

acknowledgement that we are imperfect and also an 

acknowledgement that only Allah is perfect. People 

who cease to recognize that in themselves—may 

Allah not make us from them—people who just don't 

actually think about what's wrong with them and what
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they could make better about themselves, they have 

actually forgotten about the perfection of Allah.

(H : WMjSj/l)

Give to the near of kin his due, and also to the 
needy and the wayfarer. Do not squander your 
wealth wastefully.

(Al-Isra' 17:26)

Now, Allah gives us advice about how to spend 
our money, He says: wa-ati dha al-qurbd haqqahu—and 
give to the one who possesses closeness—not dhawi al- 
qurbd but dhd al-qurbd—give the one relative, his right. 
Allah is not making us think about all of our relatives at 
the same time, it is as though Allah is saying, consider 

each one of them individually.

What happens in a lot of families? A lot of families, 

if you're an average family, then you have some fight 

in your family. Some uncle you don't like, some cousin 

you don't get along with, some brother that you had 

a problem with or whatever. Then if somebody needs 

help, you think of helping the people that you get 

along with but you don't think of helping the people 

that you had a fight with. We skip them. 'That uncle? 

No, no, no! He's not getting anything. Zakat? I'll give 

it to some other place. Some sadaqah I'll give it to my

MONEY MATTERS

but my chachal? Forget about him. No, no, no. I 

hate that guy.'
Allah is telling us: actually, if they are close to you 

and Allah gave them that relationship to you—wa-ulu 
fl-arhdm ba'duhum awld bi-ba'din fiKitab Allah (al-Ahzdb 
$6)—the people that are connected to you by the 

ivomb of a mother; maybe you're connected by your 

grandmother, maybe your connected by your mother or 

your father, these are connections of the womb. If you 

have that connection then you have to consider each 

and every one of them. If they're in need—whether you 

like them or not, whether you had a fight with them or 

not—if they deserve your help then you have to give it 

to them. And Allah here in this incredible ayah did not 

say: wa-ati dhd al-qurbd and then after that amwdlak or 

mdlak; He said, haqqahu—give him what he deserves. 

Give him his right!
In other words the money sitting in my pocket, that 

should be given to my family members that are in need, 

is actually not my money according to the Qur'an; it's 

their money, that I'm holding—it's their right. Just like 

when you hire someone to do a job for you, after they 

finish their job the money you had agreed to pay them, 

if you haven't paid them it yet, and it's in your pocket, 

it's still not your money. It's actually their money and 

you have to give it to them. You can't think of it as, 

'Oh, I'm just going to go shopping with this cash'. You
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can't. You owe it to someone else. That mentality has to 
permeate, has to be internalized by the Muslims, that 

for our close relatives, the ones that need help, that's 

actually their money. What we have in our pocket is 

actually their money. It's in our account, we login and 

see it in our account, but it's actually not ours; It's his 

right—haqqahu—according to Allah.
When you owe someone money, you are quick 

to pay it, especially if it's a higher authority. You owe 

the government taxes, you pay it quickly. You owe the 

electricity company money or there are going to cut 

the electricity, you'll pay the bill quickly. When you 

owe something and you know that there are going to 

be consequences, you and I will pay it quickly. Allah 

((azza wa-jall) is now the authority behind the close 

relative. The close relative may not have any authority, 
as a matter of fact, if he deserves zakat and he or she 

deserves sadaqah, then they are not financially capable. 
This means they are most likely not in a position of 
authority; but now their authority is validated by 
Allah. Allah is the authority that is saying you better 

;ive them their right.
Wa-l-miskin—then on top of that, the second is al- 

miskin. Miskin is a combination of two words masaka 
and sakana in Arabic. It's formulated by both of those 

words together. It means people that are stuck in a 

situation. Miskin does not mean poor people, there

are other words for that in the Arabic language, for 
examplefuqara'. Miskm is a deeper concept. The idea of 
a niislan is someone who is not able to help themselves, 
in their financial situation, their political situation or 
whatever problem. For example, if somebody is a cab 
driver and he makes his money, provides for his family, 
by driving a cab. But his eyes become weak or he has to 
jo for surgery and he is legally considered blind. Now 
hecan't drive the cab anymore. It's the only job he had, 
and now he's stuck. He's not a beggar, he's not a poor 
person, but he is stuck in that situation. You have people 
for example that have reached an age where they have 
retired but their retirement savings are not enough for 
them. They're not even able to get the groceries, they're 
stuck. They are not of the age where they can go and get 
another job—they have a health condition, they have 
something else going on in their life, they're not able to 
do it You have single mothers; they have children that 
they have to take care of and they can't afford day care. 
They can't go get a job because they have to take care 
of their kids and there's no family, no other support 
that can help them. These are the people that are called 
misfan—they're stuck. They can't help themselves, 
literally, just from every angle, they're just caught, and 
they don't know what to do.

Allah says take care of those people. And, by the 
way, it's an extension, so the first people we look for are
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within our own family. Then we identify people who 
are in that situation in our community. But the problem 
is how are you going to know? How am I going to 
know that in the city of Irving, Dallas, in a particular 
zip code, in this neighbourhood, there's some family 
who has that problem. How are we supposed to know? 
If we don't get to know one another and we don't make 
the effort to know each other's families. If we don't 
just give salaams to each other in a grumpy way after 
]umu 'ah and walk away, but actually make friends with 
each other—our families get to know one another. Then 
we really become a community, and when someone has 
a problem, they don't have to go begging, they don't 
have to hold their hand out—we would know already. 
We would know somebody lost a job. We would know 
somebody got diagnosed with a disease. We would 
know somebody has too many medical expenses. 
We would know those things and we'd help them 
privately, right? This is the idea of a community. That's 
what we're supposed to do.

We cannot live by this ayah if we don't have the idea 
of tahabbu whereby the Prophet (salla Allah 'alayhi wa- 
sallam) said—you're not going to have Iman until you 
love one another. We have to love one another. And the 
idea of afshu al-salam in that same hadith—spread the 
salaam. Why spread the salaam? It's not just: 'Al-salam 
'alaykum'. 'Wa-<alaykum al-salam.' Okay, you get your

.j]oesz I get my shoes and we're out of here. That's not 
die only salaam. Salaam means you introduce yourself 
p each other. You get to know one another. Then you 
get to know who the masakin are.
0

The next idea is: wa-ibn al-sabil. The one they call: 
the son of the path', that's literally the term used in the 
Arabic language. The idea of son is the idea of someone 
who's associated with something. In other words it's 
the one who's constantly travelling; the one who can't 
afford to live for long in one place. Like in ancient 
societies the Bedouins used to travel all the time. 
They could not stay in one place for long; they had to 
keep moving along. One kind of person this includes 
is the musafir—someone who is travelling and going 
through the city or whatever. But the other category 
of iva-ibn al-sabil is people who can't afford stable 
housing. They're living in a motel, then they're living 
in somebody's house, then they're living somewhere 
else, then somewhere else; because they are in such 
idire situation they are not able to stay in one place. 
They don't have a permanent home, they can call their 
own. We have to identify those kinds of people, and if 
tee's an opportunity, to help them.

For example, if you have a family member who lives 
insay, North Carolina, who calls you and says, 'Listen, 
we're having a bit of a situation. Can the children stay 
with you for a few weeks?' It's inconvenient because
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you have your own family, you have your own things 

to take care of and they're saying can we come over for 

a few weeks? Actually we are supposed to understand 

that, that is their right. That your house, the house that 

you live in, is actually not only your house; when they 

are in need, a piece of it is for them, according to Allah. 

This is their haqq and we have to give it. We can't say, 

'Oh, well, you know, it's a busy time right now I don't 

really know if I can do that. I can give you some phone 

numbers for local hotels'. No, no, no! We have to have 

the attitude of giving.

Now Allah says all of this: wa-ati dhd al-qurba 
haqqahu wa-l-miskin wa-ibn al-sabil—but the ending of 

this ayah is remarkably a completely different subject. 

He says: wa-la tubadhdhir tabdhira—don't spend 

frivolously, and don't go out of your way to spend 

wastefully. Let me explain these words a little bit: the 

first thing that comes out of the ground is called al- 
badhr. In other words, when a farmer plants a seed and 

a plant starts coming out, they have to wait a long time 

before it's fully grown. If it's just come out a little bit, 

it's premature. It's not ready, if you cut it right now, 

there's no benefit. Similarly there are some people, as 

soon as some money comes into their hand, they spend 

it As soon as they get their pay cheque, they have to get 

a new pair of Jordans, or they have to get a big screen 

TV, or they have to go to a really expensive restaurant.

fliey spend all their money, every chance they get. Also 

joine linguists comment on the idea of tabdhir as tafriq 

il-aiil bi-la muhdsabah, ya lni isrdfuhu—you just spread 

your money in every direction, without any concern. 

Money ain't a thing bro. I got this. It's not a problem.' 

You walk into an electronics superstore, 'I want the 

biggest TV you got'. "That one is $8000.' 'I don't care, 

put it in. 1 got this.' You just don't care about how you 

spend your money.

Now, here it's important that Allah adds: wa-la 
tubadhdhir tabdhira—please listen to this carefully— 

Allah did not just say, don't spend your money 

wastefully. He said: don't go out of your way to spend 

money wastefully. This is the incredible hikmah of 

the Qur'an. To some extent, all of us will waste some 

money, it's inevitable. Taking this to an extreme, for 

example, Eid comes and you think of buying your wife 

a new dress or something. She picks out this dress but 

you're like,' wa-la tubadhdhir tabdhira. No, no, no, we're 

Mt going to buy that dress'. Or you're about to buy 

your kids some toys, or get a present for somebody, and 

you're like, 'No we're not going to do tabdhir'. Or you're 

about to get a new car and you're like, 'I don't want to 

do laWta'r. I'll get a 1978 Cutlass Ciera. Anything more 

than that, I don't need it, it still has four wheels and 

still goes from point A to point B'. So you're just going 

to buy yourself a donkey and a cart behind it and that's
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how you're going to live your life, even if the highway 
authority has a problem with that.

No, no, no, that's not what the idea of tabdhtr is.

-a

'an about people. It is one of the worst labels, ever

■ ,01, in the entire Qur'an. Allah says:

The idea of tabdhir is that you don't constantly go over 
in spending more than you need to, in things that 
you need and things you don't need, without any 
discrimination, all the time. If you develop that habit of 
constantly spending money without any consideration, 
any sense of financial responsibility, and you know 
why this is the case? And, by the way, this is the same 
ayah we haven't even gone to another ayah yet. Because 
if you keep spending your money like that, what are 
you going to give to your family? What are you going 
to give to the miskin? What are you going to give to 
the one that is in a homeless situation, or the traveller?

For those who squander wastefully are Satan's 
brothers, and Satan is ever ungrateful to his Lord.

(Al-Isra' 17: 27)

What are you going to give to them? You've got nothing 
left to give because it all goes into your obsession, into
your collection.

It's okay to redecorate your house, it's no problem. 
It's okay to get a new carpet, no problem. But if you're 
constantly doing that! Wa-ld tubadhdhir tabdhira—this is 
why in the next ayah Allah does not say: Inna alladhina 
yubadhdhirun—He says: inna al-mubadhdhirin—the ism 
faHl (active participle) is used—which suggests these 
are people who do this all the time. They just develop 
this habit and they do it all the time. What does Allah 
say about them? It is one of the worst things said in the

Inna al-mubadhdhirin kdnu ikhwan al-shaydtm—the 
people who spend recklessly all the time, prematurely 
spending their money, they have been declared the 
brothers of shayatin. They are the brothers of the 
devils.

Why in the world would these people who spend 
recklessly be considered brothers of shaydtin? Let's think 
about this for a little bit. First and foremost: al- 'ajalah min 
il-shaytan—rushing comes from shay tan. To begin with 
the idea of you becoming impulsive and rushing into 
spending your money, without thinking twice about 
it, is actually something satanic. Secondly, when you 
spend a lot of money frivolously on useless things—if 
people spend tons of money on entertainment, which 
industry makes a lot of money? You're spending it, 
you're the customer. You don't make the money it's
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the entertainment industry that makes the money. So 
when you spend your money on useless things, useless 
industries become successful. When you spend your 
money on wasteful things, the wasteful enterprise, the 
wasteful corporations, they're the ones that thrive. And 
when they thrive shay tan's work succeeds in society. 
We become part of the machinery of shay tan.

The other part of this, that's really important 
to understand, inna al-mubadhdhirln kanu ikhwan al-
shaydtin—Allah tells us Himself: wa-kana al-shaytan li- 
RabbihT kafurd—please listen to this part very carefully,
it's the scariest part. Allah could have told us so many 
things aboutshaytan in this ayah, but the one thing He told 
us is that shay tan has always been extremely ungrateful
to his Master. Allah mentions his extreme ingratitude. 
You will notice something about shopaholics, that's 
what they call them, right? Shopaholics? They shop 
all the time. They're never done buying shoes. They're 
never done buying technology. They're never done
buying whatever else. They're constantly buying,•a

buying, buyin; ; and buying. Guess what? They're never
happy. They're never grateful for what they have; their
eyes are always on what they don't have. What more 
can I buy? What more can I acquire? What more can I 
get? All the time.

In other words, this idea of the constant consum

^tantly dissatisfied. And dissatisfaction is the ex- 
ad opposite of gratitude. Shay tan is dissatisfied, he's 
ungrateful; and so is a mubadhdhir. So is someone 

spends frivolously all the time. They are never 
rueful, they are never appreciative. Actually, when o ? i 1 w
that mentality sets in, the only thing they appreciate is 
what they don't have. They actually don't value what 
they do have, they only value what they don't have. If 
they have a really nice car; you sit in their car and say, 
Wow, this is a really nice car', but their eyes are on 
some other car. 'Well, I was thinking about getting that 
one.' They could have a really nice house; you go to 
their house and say, 'Wow, this is an amazing house', 
but they are like, 'Well, actually I was thinking of mov
ing to a better neighbourhood'. They're looking at a 
better house; they're looking at another house.

We've turned some of our children into this 
monster. We buy them one video game, another video 
game, another, then another, and now they've got a 
collection. They've got this massive collection. 'Hey, 
wow, you have that game? And you have that game?' 
Yeah, but I don't have THAT one.' What's really 
burning their soul right now is that they don't have 
THAT one. It's the same with the new iPhone culture, 
You have an iPhone 4? Astaghfir Allah al-'azim! What 
kind of a primitive Muslim are you? You don't even 
have an iPhone 51' 'You only have an iPhone 5C? Oh,

er—you can only be a constant consumer if you're
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miskm, you don't have a 5S.' Then, even the one that 

has a 5S is making du 'a', late at night: when is the new 

iPhone 6 coming out?

The idea of you just constantly being dissatisfied 

with what you have. It's not enough for you! You want 

something more, then you want something more, and 

more after that. It's a constant thing. By the way, human 

beings have a tendency to want something better. We 

have that. We're always going to like another car—it's 

always going to be there. We're always going to drive 

past a nice neighbourhood and like the neighbourhood, 

it's natural! You're always going to go to some store 

and look at some clothes that you cannot afford or 

didn't buy, but they're nice. We have that inside of us, 

but the difference between that and a mubadhdhir is

j^ause the next ayah is about money, but I know I'm 

getting late, I will just share it very quickly with you. 

jah describes the scenario of a person who has some 

money, and then a relative comes to them, or a poor 

arson comes to them, or a neighbour, or a miskin comes 

to them and asks them for help. Maybe you don't have 

anything right now. Maybe you've put your money in 

some investment already, or you barely have enough 

for yourself, and you're not able to give them anything. 

Sometimes people ask, and you're not able to give.

•

- ''VI 's'e. s • 1 5 1'

(TA:W»lz.yi)
© bjr?

that the mubadhdhir has no brakes. He sees it, he likes 

it, he gets it. He just gets it. He doesn't think about the 

consequences. You can like things, but you have to 

have a sense of limits. Put some brakes on! You don't 

have to get everything you like! You can learn to be a 

little more satisfied with what you have. Be happy with 

what you have. You can spend on things you like, but 

don't overspend on things you like, because once that 

becomes an addiction then: inna al-mubadhdhirin kdnu 
ikhwdn al-shayatln, wa-kana al-shaytan li-Rabbihl kafurd.

May Allah (<azza wa-jall) make us people who are 

serious about the way they think about their money.

And when you must turn away from them— 

(that is, from the destitute, the near of kin, the 

needy, and the wayfarer)—in pursuit of God's 

Mercy which you expect to receive, then speak to

them kindly.
(Al-Isra' 17:28)

Wn-imtnd tu'ridanna ‘anhum—and if you are 

avoiding those people who are asking you, you're kind 

of getting away from them because you're embarrased 

that you don't have anything to give. Wa-imma 
lu'ridatina 'anhum ibtigha rahmatin min Rabbika—you're 

only avoiding them because you're seeking rahmah
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I

from your Rabb. What in the world does that mean? 
There are some people that when somebody comes and 
asks them they say, 'I don't have anything' in a very 
harsh tone. For example, the homeless guy at the red 
light comes to the window, but you say, 'I don't have 
anything bro, just go to the next car', in a dismissive 
manner; you push him away like that. No! Allah is 
saying if they come to you and you try to respectfully 
avoid them. The way in which you avoid them shows 
that you yourself are a faqir, you are desperately in 
need of the rahmah of your Rabb. Meaning Allah is 
watching, even when you say no. This person is a faqir 
for money, but you are a faqir for the rahmah of Allah. 
You are bankrupt for the rahmah of Allah. So watch 
your attitude when you turn someone down.

Vfa-immd tu 'ridanna canhum ibtighd' rahmatin min 
Rabbika tarjuhd—you are pursuing the rahmah of Allah, 
the love and care of Allah that you hope for—fa-qul 
lahum qawlan maysurd: then speak to them in a nice 
way; let them down easy. Give them a hug; tell them I 
feel your pain, as soon as I can, I'll try to do whatever 
I can, but this is a difficult time for me. I can share 
this meal with you right now but I don't really have 
anything more. And I feel horrible letting you down. 
fa-qul lahum qawlan maysurd—speak with them in soft 
language—subhan Allahl Because when they came to 
us, asking us, they were bringing with them the rahmah

I Allah. And when we cannot give them anything, 
I jien we have to beg for the rahmah of Allah that came 
I jnd we could not afford it. We could not get it. This is 
I ultimate rizq, the real rizq we get is not the things 
I we buy. The real rizq we get is the rahmah of Allah and 
I (hat comes when we give, not when we buy, not when 
I take. It's actually when we give that we receive the 
I nhmili of Allah.J •
I May Allah (‘azza wa-jall) make us a people that 
I jive, especially to the close relatives, to those around us 
I that are stuck in difficult situations, those who are stuck 

in debt. There are some students that are stuck in debt. 
They have college loans that they are paying but they 
on't get out of. There are people in difficult situations 
like that. May Allah ((azza wa-jall) give us the ability 
(o help people that are in those kinds of situations. 
May Allah (jazza wa-jall) make us of those who do not 
become from the mubadhdhirm, who are not reckless 
spenders. May Allah (lazza wa-jall) put barakah and 
goodness and fail in all of our rizq, all of the provision 
that He provides us. May He make all of our earnings 
halal and pure, and may He make it a means by which, 
not only do we consume halal, but we earn His rahmah 
and His forgiveness by becoming people of sadaqah.
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chapter 8

It’s a Girl!

In slid'Allah in this brief reminder, I would like to share 

with you something that I feel is timeless. It's something 
that Allah ('azza wa-jall) addresses in His book that was 
not just a problem for ancient Arabs in the desert, but is 
actually a problem across many societies and it persists 
wen today. The unfortunate reality is that the evil that 
is being addressed in the ay at of Surat al-Nahl—the 
sixteenth surah—the evil that's being talked about has 
somehow survived even among Muslims. Even though 
Allah (lazza wa-jall) addressed this disease as a disease 
that the people of shirk used to have, for some reason or 
another, shay tan has been successful in maintaining this 
virus across the generations in many lands, in many 

| families, in many cultures among the Muslims.
But the way I want to discuss this, in sha' Allah 

I tflW, first and foremost, is how the ay at after the 
I subject matter are. Meaning, I am going to begin, not
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from the ayat where the subject begins but, where the 
ayat conclude. Allah ('azza wa-jall) says:

(§) • • • J
(1Y:HJ^Jl)

They assign to Allah what they dislike for 
themselves...

(Al-Nahl 16:62)

leave that as a dedication for the idols, or leave it 
L Allah. So they would basically give to Allah what 
jey don't want for themselves.

Similarly, of course, the Arabs had a tradition of 
not wanting daughters, they didn't like daughters. 
Jiey thought having a daughter is a humiliation, but 
they had no problem attributing daughters to Allah. 
Jllahfta wa-jall) talks about that in the Qur'an:

They attribute to Allah what they hate themselves. 
They give to Allah what they hate themselves. The 
Quraysh used to have this practice where they had 
idols but they believed in Allah too, there are ayat in 
Surat Luqman that make that clear.

(b:IY^l)

What, has your Lord favoured you with sons and 
has taken for Himself daughters from among the 
angels?...

®... iif JU-

(YO :n dlUJ)

If you were to ask them: "Who created the 
heavens and the earth?" they will certainly reply: 
"Allah."...

(Luqman 31:25)

'If you asked them who created the skies and the 
earth even they will tell you it is Allah.' But at the same 
time they had other gods and other priorities. Within 
what they used to eat, for example, they would take the 
best of the meat for themselves and take the leftovers

(Al-Isra' 17:40)

You prefer sons for yourselves but somehow Allah 
look angels as daughters for Himself. Where do you 
come up with these ridiculous themes? You don't want 
that for yourselves. Behind it is a mentality and the 
mentality is that Allah will be happy so long as you 
jive Him something. Just give Him something; but 
most of your life and everything that you work for and 
jour priorities are for yourself. You have to live for 
yourself, not for Allah.

It's like the fact that nobody likes paying taxes 
and they like to get away with giving as little tax as
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•34

possible. Well giving zakat to Allah, giving sadaqah to 
Allah, giving dedication or devotion to Allah, even 
giving time to Allah is something you just have to do, 
so that you can live the rest of your life for yourself. 
That is the sick mentality that these people had and that 
is what Allah comments on when He says they give to 
Allah what they don't like for themselves.

(IX :n J^Jl)

They assign to Allah what they dislike for 
themselves and their tongues utter a sheer lie in 
stating that a happy state awaits them. Without 
doubt the Fire awaits them and it is to it that they 
shall be hastened.

(Al-Nahl 16: 62)

They'll give Allah the minimum amount of 
time, they'll give Allah the least, the worst of their 
dedications or their charities etc. 'And their tongues 
are very eloquent at coming up with lies.' Allah could 
have just said: yaqulun al-kadhib—'they tell lies'; but 
He says tasif alsinatuhum al-kadhib. Al-wasf in Arabic is 
the ability to describe something and not everybody 
is good at describing things. So Allah is talking about•34

pople that are eloquent. Then He uses the word alsinah; 
^olsinah (lit. 'tongues') you'll find in the Qur'an is 
used for people who are very good with their words, 

i jo they have these flowery, elaborate explanations of 
ges that they beautify for themselves and the people 
aiound them.

Now what is that lie—anna lahum al-husnd—that 
I [hey will have the absolute best. That somehow, 
I iliatever little they've given to Allah is such a big deal 

that, they should expect from Allah the best of the best 
J rf the best. This is their lie. La jarama anna lahum al- 
sHhere's no doubt about it, these people, all they 
have is the fae-wa-annahum mufratun—and they are 
going to be stuffed and then stuffed further inside the 
fire. Not only mudkhalun—they are going to be entered. 
frit in Arabic is to go beyond the limit. It's one thing 
b get pushed into Hellfire, it's another to get pushed 
and then shoved even further. That's mufratun. These 
are very serious ayaf, and one of the few places in the 
(jur'an/where Allah (cazza wa-jall) swears by Himself. 
Allah (taa wa-jall) swears on serious occasions, it's not 

•34 -34

something small when Allah Himself swears. But even 
more serious when He swears by Himself. In Arabic 
when you swear by Allah, you normally say wa-Llahi. 
But if that is not enough and you have to go out of your 
ty, you say ta-Llahi, the ta' is used.
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f 9 ?

(nr: njxJi)

^ngUnd of mindset. These are the concluding dydt-, 
are not the dydt where this conversation begins, 

want to now take you back and tell you where this 
begins.

By Allah, (O Muhammad), We sent Messengers 
to other communities before you but Satan made 
their evil deeds attractive to them (so they paid no 
heed to the call of the Messengers). The same Satan 
is their patron today and they are heading towards 
a painful chastisement.

9 >

(Al-Nahl 16:63)

They assign daughters to Allah—glory be to 
Him—whereas they assign to themselves what 
they truly desire!

(Al-Nahl 16: 57)

In this next ayah we find: ta-Lldhi laqad arsaInd ild 
umam min qablik—I swear by Allah, Allah Himself is 
swearing by Himself, We had sent messengers to many 
nations before them too. But what did shaytdn do with 
all of them? fa-zayyana lahum al-shaytan a 'mdlahum— 
shaytdn somehow beautified their deeds to them. They 
did evil things, but they were so convinced that they 
are doing some great thing, or that this is the way you 
are supposed to think or that this is the way you're 
supposed to behave. Fa-huwa waliyyuhum al-yawm wa- 
lahum ladhdb alim—he (shaytdn) is their friend then, on 
that day, on the day of judgement, that's their friend. 
That's who they listened to. That's the one whose 
dictates and whose beautification they accepted. These 
are some very harsh dydt about people who have the

Allah (lazzawa-jall) says: 'They attribute—they put 
in place for Allah (subhanahu wa-tacdld) daughters. How 
perfect He is above that allegation', and then He says: 
Mum ma yashtahiln—but they get to have what they 
love having. So they want to give Allah daughters but 
they love having what? Sons, right? Now listen to this 
nextayah:

J lib
(MjHJxJI)

When any of them is told about the birth of a 
female his face turns dark, and he is filled with 
suppressed anger.

(Al-Nahl 16:58)
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'When one of them is given the congratulations of 
the girl...'. So he is waiting for his wife to deliver the 
child—there are no sonograms back in the day—-and 
now finally, the baby is bom, and he's waiting to hear 
the news. He was hoping to hear that it's a boy, the 
midwife comes out and she says, 'It's a girl!' Allah says: 
al-unthd—the girl. Now, in any culture you say unthd not 
al-unthd; in other words, you say 'a girl' not 'the girl'. But 
to Allah ('azza wa-jall) she is special, so He says al-untha 
not wa-idhd bushshira ahaduhum bi-unthd. Rather, bi-l-
untha. The al- is for honouring (takrim). He honours this 
daughter that's been bom. In contrast, the husband's 
given the news and as soon as he hears it's a girl: zalla 
wajhuhu muswaddah—his face turns dark. Allah doesn't 
say that he said anything yet but you could just see the 
darkness, the cloud hanging over his face. This is Allah
describing a mushrik (idolater)! Someone who doesn't
believe in Allah! When you don't appreciate a daughter, 
it's like you're not appreciating your own mother, 
that's where you came from. And so his face becomes 
darkened and depressed, and before I even go further, 
let me highlight that this is supposed to be a disease of 
the mushrikun. They're supposed to get sad when they

^ters. Rasul Allah (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) 
such a big deal out of daughters! It's not a small 

^jed. It's not one hadith or two hadiths. It's hadith 
^hadith after hadith.

[jyakun li-ahadikum thalath bandt aw thaldth akhawdt 
Uisfliia ilayhinna ilia dakhala al-jannah—"There's not a 

one of you that has three daughters or even three 
.sters and he is good to them; except that he goes into 
Ji.'Your goodness to your daughters will land you 
'fiminah. In another hadith it says: lam ya'idhd—'he 
didn't bury her alive', okay, al-hamd li-Lldh he didn't do 
IkHt-ton yu'thir waladahu 'alayhd—'and he didn't 
^preference to his son over his daughter'; that one 
ftsjannah. So he didn't compare his daughter to his 
.a He didn't think having a girl. 'Oh I wish I had a 
boy, man. I was really looking forward to a boy. What 
am going to do? This is such a burden on my family, 
to I have to pay for her education and it won't
even pay back. She's not even going to get a job and 
proride for the family. She is going to get married and
«somebody rise's family, and then we have to pay 
ferthe wedding on top of that! All these expenses!' He 
keeps giving preference to his son or wanting to have

hear that a daughter is bom; not the believer. Not the ison, even that mentality can be a block for you from

believer in this Prophet (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam).
Do you know how many ahadith there are—one 

after another after another after another—about

jetting into jannah.
Half these a/wr/ft/z are about a direct ticket to jannah 

Jndtheotherhalf of theahadith are about how these girls
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will become a barrier (satr) between him and Hellfire 

His daughters will be the wall between him and Hell.

Allah didn't say that about sons, by the way. He said 

that about daughters. It's an honour Allah gave to these 

girls that are bom in our households. I'm reminded—I 

say this often, al-hamd li-Llah—Allah has blessed me 

with four daughters. I'm one over the hadith limit, but

I will tell you something: I had two daughters in a row, 

and then when my third daughter was born I was really

happy. And so I got a bunch of doughnuts and I went to 

the masjid. For Tsha', I'm just going to give everybody

1doughnuts because we had a girl again. This brother

came outside the masjid and he said 'Oh doughnuts?

What happened? Good news?' I said 'Yeah, it's a girl' 

and he said, 'in shd' Allah, next time'. That's what he

said—'in sha' Allah, next time'—and I wanted to slap 

him! This is what the mushrik would have said. This

is what the people who didn't believe in Allah would 

have said. You're saying this?

The fact that I had my third daughter I can actually 

celebrate those words of the Prophet (salla Allah ‘alayhi 

wa-sallam) what bigger congratulations can there 

be? And yet we have done such a number in many 

cultures across the world on the stigma of having a 

daughter. Such a huge number has been done there are 

even mothers-in-law! Mothers-in-law are mad at their 

daughters-in-law because they didn't have a son. And

^areyellingat them for nothaving a son! The kind of 

fiance that is beyond imagination. You're a woman 

.jurself! Do you realize what you are saying!? Do you 

jilizehow insane that is? She is putting her daughter- 

jjiW down and threatening her, 'He's going to marry 

-other one because you're not capable of giving him a 

I The level of ignorance that we have reached and 

iHwould think these are people of Qur'an? These are 

people of din? And this ignorance, by the way, is not just 

limited to people who aren't religious. These are people 

nth big beards and hijabs and memorizing Qur'an, 

ift is everywhere else except here. What happened to 

toesydt? Where did they go?

I Zd wajhuhu muswaddd—his face turns black, his 

to turns dark, he gets depressed and then Allah says 

he almost has no words—min su' ma bushshira bihi— 
fan the ugliness of the congratulations that he has 

Im given. He's thinking why are you congratulating 

me? You should be feeling sorry for me. I wish you 

ira told me and then Allah adds—wa-huwa kazim— 
and he is constantly swallowing his anger.

Men any of them is told about the birth of a 

female his face turns dark, and he is filled with 

suppressed anger.

(Al-Nahl 16:58)
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He's not letting the words out. Kazama in Arabic to 
swallow anger. He looks like something bad tasting 
in his mouth all the time. He hears the girl crying and it 
bothers him, it irks him. It's a humiliation to him. And 
on top of that:

and he hides himself from people because of the 
bad news, thinking: should he keep the child 
despite disgrace, or should he bury it in dust? How 
evil is their estimate of Allah!

(Al-Nahl 16:59)

He stays away and covers himself up from meeting 

people. He doesn't like socializing with people because 

he is too embarrassed. They might ask him and he might 

even have to smile, have to say, 'Yeah, ma sha' Allah, it's a
girl'. He is saying ma sha' Allah with a smile but inside he 

is dying. He is dying. And Allah is capturing this entire

disgusting psychology, these disgusting emotions, 

Allah is painting all of them in these ayat. Yatawara min 
al-qawm min su' ma bushshira bihi-—he stays away from 

people, out of the ugliness of the congratulations he was 

given.

/yumsito/iu ‘ala nun—this was the mushrik's 
day—should I keep holding on to 

I rfiisdespite the humiliation. Should I just let her be 

ven though this is such a terrible thing. You know the 

I ^jbs back in the day the worst thing they used to do is 

jj, the next words—am yadussuhu fi al-turab—should he 

I bury her in the dirt? That's what they used to do. Bury 

I [heir girls alive. But then the more sane option, the 

I more humane option for them was: I will let her stay 

alive but I am so angry at my wife, who gave birth to a 

I girl, that I will put them in the tent next to mine. I will 

never speak to them again; I will leave the food outside; 

and I'll never go back there again. So these women are 

completely mu ’allaqah—they are just left hanging. She 

can't go somewhere else and she is just sitting there 

because she had a daughter. That's her fault. These are 

his two options: should I stay with her even though it's 

humiliating or should I just bury this girl in the dirt and 

get the problem over with—ala sd' ma yahkumun—what 

terrible decisions they make.

Now al-hamd li-Lldh we don't go that far, at least 

not to my knowledge. But you know Allah did not just 

highlight the crime of burying the child or abandoning 

the child, Allah highlighted everything from the facial 

expression onwards. This is something important 

to note in the Qur'an, Allah does not just criticize 

actions, Allah criticizes emotions. Allah criticizes
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facial expressions: thumma nazar, thumma 'abasa 
basar, thumma adbara wa-stakbar (al-Muddaththj.a 
21-23). What is that? Somebody staring, frowning • 
the facial expression is captured in the Qur'an a$ 
expression of arrogance. In this case as an express,^ 
of shirk. As an expression of the lack of appredation f0 
what Allah has given you, so now, after these dyat:

a problem with it. This is what happens when people 

abandon the Book of Allah.

So now He says: wa-li-Llah al-mathal al-a cla wa-huwa 
^Aazal-Halam—and for Allah is the highest example, 

going back to the shirk that they do, and He is the 

[jltiniate Authority, All-Wise. And now, after He said 

jus-Allah has said already these people are so bad, 

they don't even believe in the akhirah—that should be 

enough, but He didn't stop there. Allah's anger at these 

lands of people is so intense the next ayah is:

Those who do not believe in the Hereafter deserve 
to be characterized with evil attributes whereas 
Allah's are the most excellent attributes. He is the 
Most Mighty, the Most Wise.

(Al-Nahl 16:60)

People who don't believe in the afterlife; they have 
the worst example, the example of the ugliest kind. 
Allah is saying this example—this scene that He has 
painted—is the epitome of ugliness. There is nothing 
uglier to Allah than this and this is a demonstration of 
people who have no expectations of standing in front 
of Allah. They have no iman in the akhirah. This disease! 
Can you imagine? How Allah makes something a big 
deal and we celebrate the exact opposite and don't see

Were Allah to take people to task for their wrong
doing, He would not have spared even a single 
living creature on the face of the earth. But He 
grants them respite until an appointed term. And 
when that term arrives, they have no power to 
delay it by a single moment, nor to hasten it.

(Al-Nahl 16: 61)

If Allah were to grab people because of the wrong 

tat they do, there would not be a single creature left 

alive on the earth. This crime, had Allah been one

tat will grab people as soon as they did a crime, the
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entire earth would have been wiped out as a result of 
this crime. Wa-ldkin yu'akhkhiruhum ild ajal musamma— 
however He gives them extra time, until a time that 
has been decreed by Him. Fa-idha jd'a ajaluhum, la 
yasta'khirun sa'ah wa-ld yastaqdimun—but when their 
time comes, when the deadline arrives, they're not 
going to be able to bring it any earlier and they're not 
going to be able to delay it any further.

Now we get to the dydt that I started with:

They assign to Allah what they dislike for them
selves and their tongues utter a sheer lie in stating 
that a happy state awaits them. Without doubt the 
Fire awaits them and it is to it that they shall be 
hastened.

(Al-Nahl 16:61)

They put for Allah what they hate themselves and 
their tongues make elaborate lies that they are going to
have the best. No, no. Those people, they ;et the Fire.
So many dydt, one after the other after the other after 
the other about how angry Allah is at people who are 
saddened at the idea of daughters, they are saddened 
at that idea, subhdn Allahl

flow let's think about the positive, let's switch 
subject. What are we supposed to do with our 

jaUghters, what are they? When the Prophet (salla 
0 'alayhi wa-sallam) says: fa-ahsana ilayhinna; and in 
pother hadith: wa-ttaqd Allah fihinn—he had taqwd of 
\llah when it came to them. When he spoke to them 
lie had taqwd of Allah, when he thought about them 
lie had taqwa of Allah, when he was thinking about 
jetting them married he had taqwd of Allah. He wasn't 
thinking let me just get this over with, 'Why don't 
you just marry him? So what if you don't like him. 
Stop embarrassing my family. Just get married to your 
cousin,' and he forces her to get married. He has no 

I buprii of Allah.
A woman comes to Rasul Allah (salla Allah ‘alayhi 

TOSflllam) and says my father forced me to marry 
someone. What should I do? I didn't want to get 
married, but he still got me married. And he said 

I thatnikah is batil, that marriage is null and void. It's 
cancelled; it doesn't count. How many Muslim girls 
are being forced into getting married, and when they 
say'no' they get yelled at and psychologically tortured. 
'Why are you not listening? Why are you making 
things hard on the family? What is wrong with you? 
Why are you embarrassing us like this? I knew I should 
have had a son/ They have to hear all this garbage. All 

I this garbage.
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All of it is done away with just one expression: fa- 
ahsana ilayhinna, or wa-ttaqa Allah fihinn. The Prophet 
(salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) said when he talks to them, 
he has taqwa of Allah. They are going to be speaking 
on judgement day about what rights they had. Allah 
has given them certain rights and your job as wall is 
not to tell them what to do, but to protect their rights. 
That's your job as a father, that's my job as a father, 
to protect their rights. To ensure their happiness, not
your happiness, their happiness. That's having taqwa 
of Allah in their matter. We tell them to have taqwa of
Allah, so they should do whatever we want. It's the 
other way around.

This is the amanah of daughters: how softly we 
have to speak with our daughters, how kind we have to
be with them. I've seen so many cases. There are people 
that email me from all over the world; the girl tells me 
my father tells me I'm fat and I'm ugly and nobody's 
going to marry me and I can't say anything because 
he's my father. So could you please tell me what to do? 
I don't know what to tell this girl. I do know what to 
tell her father though: ittaqi-Lldh ya rajull How are you
3oing to stand in front of Allah? Just because she lives
under your roof, just because she was bom in your 
family, just because she is under your wildyah, does not 
mean you own her. She is the property of Allah; she 
is amat-Allah just like you are (abd-Allah. You will be 

^jing in front of Allah; I will be standing in front of 

ijlah, and we will have to answer for every word that 

,(0 out of our mouth.

fcahsana ilayhinna, wa-ttaqa Allah fihinn. He had

id be good to them. Be your best to your daughters, 

jKitf them your kindness, and show them your love. 
Instil confidence in them, believe in them. Ensure their

lappiness and then on top of that just any time you get

to them just remember: fa-ahsana ilayhinna, or wa-ttaqa
0fihinn—you have to have taqwa in their matter.

I didn't even get into the words of the Prophet 
silHAllah 'alayhi wa-sallam): wa-lam yu'thir waladahu 
Jay/w—he doesn't prefer his sons over his daughters, 
ta know what that means, right? My son gets older; 
fm going to do all these things with him. No, you're 
going to do these things with him and your daughters. 
You're going to keep them with you. You're going to go 
on a trip? 'No, no, this trip is for the boys.' Yes, if there 
is a trip for the boys, then there better be another trip 
far the girls. Because if you want jannah that badly, you 
on't discriminate between the boys and the girls in 
your family. You as a father have to give equal love, this 
isour religion; it's beautiful. It's beautiful. We make 
life ugly for ourselves and for our children; we have to 
tome back to the beauty that this religion is.

May Allah ('azza wa-jail) allow all of us to be good 
lathers, good brothers, and good awliyd' of our families.
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May Allah ('azza wa-jall) never allow us to forget the 
obligation, the responsibility we have towards our 
daughters. The daughters that are reading this, don't 

email your father and say 'Abba read this'. Don't do 

that. Don't be selfish in your religion. You only want 
people to read what will make your life better. We 
started with this point. Everybody wants something 

for themselves and they give Allah the leftovers. 
People use religion to get their way. Allah knows when 
people use religion to get their way. This religion is not 

for you to use; this religion is for you to serve—to serve 
Allah; not yourself. Allah will protect you and Allah 
will protect your rights but don't use it as a weapon. 

Don't quote ahadith at people and ayat at people.
In a sermon it's okay—that's my job. But inside the 

household, I'm not going to go and quote things to my 

wife or to my daughters and they shouldn't be quoting 

things at me. That's not what this din and its ayat are 

for, not for arguments and winning arguments. That's 

abuse. Abuse of Allah's words, abuse of the words of

So may Allah (‘azza wa-jall) protect us from being 
abusive to the word of Allah (‘azza wa-jall) and the 
beautiful Sunnah of the Prophet {salla Allah (alayhi 
tsallam'). May Allah ( ‘azza wa-jall) soften our hearts 
towards our families especially our daughters. May 
Allah give us the ability to raise good daughters, good 
sons, that they may become the carriers of the future 
generations of Islam.
D

the Prophet (salla Allah lalayhi wa-sallam), and so many 

people do it. A father is telling his daughter to do xyz 

and she doesn't want to do it. He says: wa-bi-l-walidm/n 
ihsana—haven't you read Qur 'an? That ain't about

Qur'an, my friend. That's about what you want, and 

you are imposing it on her. Using the ayat as a weapon, 

this is not right, that is not how it was ever done.
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CHAPTER 9

Thoughts on Paris 
(Charlie Hebdo)*

In sha' Allah, in this reminder, what I'd like to share with 

you are some reflections from the Qur'an, but inspired, 
really, by the tragic events that have taken place in 
France. These kinds of things, every time they come in 
the news, the Muslim mind almost freezes up; we get 
paralysed. How are we supposed to respond to this? We 
are barely done dealing with one tragedy, and another 
one hits in the news, and another one and another one. 
They are of different kinds: sometimes these are events 
in which some things are done to Muslims and other 
cases where Muslims have done some things to others; 
in both cases we are left completely baffled as to what 
an intelligent response is supposed to be or how we

* This reminder was given after the 7th January 2015 attack which took 
place in the offices of the French Satirical weekly newspaper Charlie 
Hebdo in Paris. Twelve people lost their lives in this attack.

are supposed to deal with this, not only as individuals 
but also as a community and in a larger sense as an 
ummah. I basically have four or five things to share 
with you here in sha' Allah, and despite the frustration 
that you and I both feel about what is going on, I hope 
that I will be able to be coherent and consistent in the 
ideas that I want to present before you.

The first thing that I want to share with you is just 
a statement of fact: criminals are criminals. It doesn't 
matter what religion they have. When someone's 
a murderer and they murder someone who didn't 
deserve to be killed, it does not matter that they are 
Muslim or Jewish or Christian or atheist. They are 
equal before the law and they are equal before the eyes 
of Muslims. Just because someone commits a crime and 
they are a Muslim they are not any less guilty in my 
eyes or your eyes; that is not the case. Don't confuse 
the fact that: innama al-mu'minun ikhwah—all believers 
are brothers—that that should somehow confuse your 
sense of justice. Actually Allah (cazza wa-jall) in the 
Qur'an tells us very, very clearly to stand by justice: 
wa-law ‘ala anfusikum—even if standing by justice 
means you have to stand against your own selves. 
When Muslims have done something wrong, then it is 
something wrong; you cannot beat around the bush. 
The easy cop out for a lot of people when it comes to 

justice is, they confuse justice with retaliation.
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What I mean by that is, and I'll give you a childish 
example so this point becomes clear, when one of your 
kids does something wrong and you tell them, 'You've 
done this wrong', and they say, 'Well, my brother did 
it. He did it too'. You know what? Anybody else doing 
something wrong does not justify your crime. You are 
responsible for your crime. And you cannot deflect 
and say, 'Well, what about them?' No, no, no. Well 
deal with them separately. That's a separate problem; 
don't confuse their problem with what you have done. 
‘alaykum ma hummiltum—you have to carry your own 
burden. Allah (cazzn wa-jall) doesn't allow us to take 
credit for other people's work, and Allah (‘«zza wa-jall) 
doesn't allow us to justify our misbehaviour given 
other people's misbehaviour. He doesn't allow us to do 
that. Laha ma kasabat wa-lakum ma kasabtum—theylnw 
what they earned and you have what you earned. That 
is the first point that I wanted to make.

The second is that these people are in fact an 
embarrassment. When Muslims—in the name of 
Islam—when they commit heinous acts then they are 
an embarrassment to the Muslim community but they 
are more than that. We are embarrassed and we are i 
humiliated by what's happened, there's no way around 
it. Yes, I am not a criminal; I haven't done anything I 
but I do share something with them: these people are I 
Muslim—or at least they claim to be—and apparently I

^things are done in the name of Islam. So long as that 
I daim is there I have something in common with them, 

at least the word, and that enough is a humiliation. So 
now I want to address what does that mean for you 

I and me?

First and foremost, we need t«o understand 
I something; We have to take collective responsibility, 

fliat will be the last part that I discuss in my reminder. 
What does it mean to take collective responsibility ? The 
ummah is in chads and every single member—every 
single dtizen of this ummah—his or her responsibility 
is to do something to undo that chaos. We have to do 
whatever we can in whatever capacity. Yes, we cannot 
get rid of chaos in the world, and we cannot get rid of 
fanaticism and craziness, we can't get rid of it; but we aft 
least have the responsibility to do our part, at least our 
part. Know one thing for sure; one of the things that is 
spreading the chaos and helping further this craziness 
is that in the minds of some Muslims these people are 
actually somehow justified. Somehow what they did 
must be, in some sense, Islamic. And I want to just 
fell you unequivocally, without any confusion or any 
shadow of doubt—I've been trying to understand this 
dm for well over a decade now and I have no doubts 
or no confusion in my mind—there's nothing Islamic 
about any of this. There is nothing even close to Islamic 
about any of this. , HI
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As a matter of fact, I personally give you the advice, 
I give my children the advice, and I give my friends the 
advice: don't watch those cartoons or those YouTube 
videos or those disparaging comments or read those 
books. I ask you not to read that stuff, I don't even want 
you to look at it because it's not worth your time. Its 
not worth it. But I will tell you one thing: as offensive 
as those cartoons may be it is equally offensive to do 
something in the Prophet's name, in Islam's name, 
in Allah's name (subhanahii wa-ta (ald), that is against 
the teachings of Islam. It is equally offensive. When 
they are spreading filthy propaganda against Islam by 
insulting the religion; you're spreading another kind 
of propaganda against Islam by spreading hate and 
killing and injustice and calling that the din of Allah.
That is also a crime, and we are equally offended by 
that too. That is a crime in itself.

This is the second point that I wanted to bring 
to your attention. They have no justification. Some 
people like to quote the example of Ka b ibn Ashraf, 
who was a famous poet at the time of the Prophet 
(salla Allah lalayhi wa-sallam), a Jewish Arab. He had 
extreme animosity towards the Prophet of Allah (still 
Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam). As a matter of fact, there are a 
number of occasions where he tried to comer Muslims 
and convince them to do exactly the opposite of what 
Allah would want them to do, or what the Messenger 

Ji Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) would want them to do; 

came specifically about his conversations; on 

multiple occasions. This guy is so bad that his poison 

jjew the attention of Allah ('azza wa-jall) and ayat 
■anie responding to him, he's no ordinary enemy of 

Islam. Some people confuse his story because he was 

also a poet, and he made filthy poetry about Muslim 
women by name. Not just poetry against the Prophet 

[stilt Allah (alayhi wa-sallam) which is bad enough, but 

on top of that the women of the Muslims. Now you 

and I imagine if somebody made dirty poetry about 
my daughter, about my sister, about my mother, how 
would I respond? And then some people confuse his 

story and say, 'Well it's because he made this poetry 
that the Prophet (salla Allah ‘alayhi wa-sallam) said: man 
K bi-Ka'b—" Who is going to get rid of Kat for me"; 
and then a Sahabi got up and Ka t was finally killed, 
he was actually executed. It's because he made poetry, 
see, now we have justification'. You cannot just say 
whatever you want—this person made poetry and the 
Prophet (salla Allah ‘alayhi wa-sallam) commanded that 
he should be killed? Hold on a second!

This is the same man who actually attempted to 
kill the Messenger of Allah (salla Allah (alayhi wa-sallam) 
by poisoning his food—the idea of poisoning the food 
of the Prophet (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) came from 
him. There are multiple occasions on which he made
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attempts to assassinate the Messenger of Allah (salla 
Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) including a secret conspiracy he 

had with Abu Sufyan, before he became Muslim, right 

after the loss of Badr. He went and had secret counsel 

with Abu Sufyan, among other instances. And, by the 

way, when he is living in Madinah and he is attempting 

to kill the Messenger (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) by 

any means, then you know what that means? That 

means he attempted to assassinate the President. That 

is what you consider an enemy of the state and the 

penalty for that is death, in any state.

To take all of his career, and all of his animosity 

against the Messenger of Allah (salla Allah 'alayhi wa- 
sallam), and to confuse that with: 'This guy made poetry, 

that's why we have to kill him'; and therefore anybody 

who says anything about Islam, anything about the 

Prophet (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam), anything about 

the Qur'an, we need to kill them. This is craziness.

This interestingly is an insight into how limited the 

thought process of the Muslim has become. Because 

the Qur'an and the legacy of all prophets is so huge 

but you want to take one story, which you don't even 

fully understand, and use that to decide whether you 

can take someone's life. The entire legacy of prophetsis 

of them being made fun of—ustuhzi'a rusul min qablik— 
'messengers have been made fun of before you'. When 

Allah says they were made fun of that must not be a

^all joke, there must be some disgusting things beings 
about messengers. Muslims have been made fun 

of before—yasumunakum—they would blacken your 
jjtes, the expression in Arabic suggesting the worst 
l^ds of insults being hurled towards someone.

• •• you will certainly hear many hurtful things 
from those who were granted the Book before you, 
and from those who have associated others with 
Allah in His Divinity. If you remain patient and 
Godfearing • • •

(Al Imran 3: 186)

You're going to get to hear a lot of painful things 
from the People of the Book and the people that have 
done shirk. They're going to say some hurtful things 
towards you. By the way, that ayah in Al 'Imran is after 
the Battle of Uhud; and you are going to hear horrible 
filings coming from them—you're going to hear 
inciteful, hateful, ugly, disgusting speech coming from 
them. And what is Allah's response? What should you 
do? Kill anyone who speaks out?

No! Wa-la-in tasbiru wa-tattaqu—if you could 
respond with sabr and you could have taqwa. So it's
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easy to ignore the entire Qur 'an, the entire legacy 0( 
all prophets ('alayhim al-salam) including our own 
Messenger (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam), who was 
insulted and cursed to his face on multiple occasions, 
with him not losing the smile on his face (salla Alli 
calayhi wa-sallam). Let's forget all of that, all of that is 
munsukh (abrogated) because I want to kill someone. 
This is stupidity and it's an insult against Islam. I'm 
not addressing non-Muslims here, I'm only addressing 
Muslims—if you have the bug in your head that 
somehow what they did was Islamic, please get it out 
of your system and maybe spend some time learning 
the Book of Allah. Spend some time learning the sinh of 
this Messenger (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) on whose 
behalf you speak. Because you clearly don't know who 
this man is, that you are standing to defend, and you 
don't know what it means to defend him (salla Ai 
(alayhi wa-sallam). The first point was criminals are just 
criminals, no matter what. And even if they pretend to 
come up with religious justification, it changes nothing. 
It changes nothing. This is not a debate in Islamic 
studies. There is no argument to be had.

The third point that I want to make is that in 
fact hateful speech, condescending speech, insulting 
speech, speech made against our Prophet (salla AM 
'alayhi wa-sallam), cartoons made about him, or videos 
made about him, or things said about the Qur'an

these things are offensive. And any people, any people 

including Muslims when they are insulted, when 

things that they hold sacred are insulted, they have

that is part of our dignity. If it didn't hurt our feelings it 
would mean we have no dignity. That somebody could 

say something about my mother, someone can say 
something about my father, someone can say something 
about my Messenger (salla Allah (alayhi wa-sallam) and it 
doesn't affect me at all!? No, it affects me; it offends me;
it angers me. I have a right to be angry but those are two 
separate issues. What's happening in the media now is 
these two are being made into one issue. In other words, 
we are against those people being killed unjustifiably 
and therefore we are for free speech; all of it should be 
celebrated. We are with them no matter what. No, no, 
no; for the Muslim it's not that simple.

These are two separate things; we are against peo
ple who are killed unjustifiably and we stand against 
those who killed them unjustifiably. Absolutely, there 
is no doubt about that, but at the same time we have
a right and we will continue to have the right to be of
fended by that kind of ignorant and hateful speech; and 
we will speak out against it and we will stand against it. 
But there's a way to do it. We are not going to pretend 
that all free speech is lovely and we are supposed to 
be able to accept it. No; is Allah angered by the words
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of people, in the Qur'an? Absolutely. I just mentioned 
the ayah to you—the believers are going to be hurt by 
the words of other people. The issue isn't whether we 
have a right to be offended or not—we do—the issue 
is how do we respond? How do you react? And that 
reaction determines everything because our reaction 
to all things has to submit to the guidance of Allah and 
His Messenger (salla Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam). It is not 
those feelings themselves; those feelings are justifiable, 
but what happens after those feelings that may not be 
justifiable. That's where the problem lies.

The final point that I want to bring to your 
attention in this reminder is actually something that 1 
personally feel we don't talk about enough, and I think 
that's the real problem. That's the real point. The real 
point is why do people make fun of Islam? Why do 
they make fun of it anyway? Why do they insult it! 
Why are these cartoons being made? Why is there so 
much propaganda and so much hate speech towards 
Muslims, even justified as journalism nowadays, 
masked as editorial columns. The framing has become 
more and more interesting. It used to be radicallslam; 
so they talked about radical Islam and they talked 
about the Islam that these fanatics believed in; some 
crazy militant version of Islam where they just want to 
kill everyone, and they want to put women in garbage 
bags, and all this nonsense. But further down the line

the definition of radical has loosened up to the point 
inhere, if you pray five times, now you're pretty radical. 
Radical used to be really crazy but now they are saying, 
if you even look too Muslim. If a woman is wearing a 
hijab she must be a radical Muslim; if a guy's got a beard 
he must be a radical Muslim. We don't have it that bad 
in the United States but in Europe it is pretty bad; and 
I've been to Europe and I can tell you it is pretty bad. It 
is seen as very radical, but the question is why?

Wehave this mentality, the Muslims have developed 
this mindset: 'They're out to get us man. These kuffar, 
they hate us. They keep making these cartoons against 
us, they keep doing this propaganda against us, they 
hate everything about Islam, they're coming after this, 
that and the other'. 'They', 'they', 'they'—we don't 
have any time to look in the mirror. The prophets 
('alayhim al-salam) were also made fun of, as I told you. 
The Sahdbah were also made fun of—wa-yaskharuna min 
alladhina amanu (al-Baqarah 2: 212)—it's in the Qur'an: 
the kuffar made fun of those who believed. It's in the 
Qur'an, but the fundamental question is, why were 
they made fun of and why are we being made fun of? 
Isitthesame thing? And I argue it is not. Those people 
were made fun of because that was one of the ways to 
shut down the work of Islam. One of the ways to stop 

Islam from spreading because they didn't know what 
else to do. Islam was so thought-provoking, Islam was
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so eye-opening, Islam called for justice, it questioned 
injustices happening in that society and people 
were gravitating—young people, old people—were 
gravitating towards Islam and they didn't know how 
to stop it. So they came out with the tactic of calling the 
Messenger (salla Allah (alayhi wa-sallam) a liar; and that 
didn't work. Maybe we can mock these people and just 
laugh them off so nobody thinks they are a big deal; 
that was one of their tactics; and when that didn't work 
they resorted to other tactics. All of these tactics were 
there to stop Islam from spreading because it was too 
powerful.

I don't argue that's the case with us. I argue Islam 
is being ridiculed because of how Muslims appear, 
what Muslims have become, how we carry ourselves, 
what our societies look like, what the streets look like in 
our neighbourhoods, what our homes look like, what 
our business practices are like, what our governments 
are like. If you want to look at examples of corruption, 
if you want to look at the exact opposite of a civilized 
society travel through the Muslim world—much of it. 
It's hard for us to even be civilized in the parking lot of 
a masjid for God's sake. The only time we are organized 
is when we have to be organized in sufuf (rows), when 
salah is called, but outside of that—forget about it! Just 
basic human decency, basic human decency we don't 
possess. We don't possess it.

What is Muslim civilization? We love quoting our 
^lory;we l°ve quoting when the Muslims were at 

.ie forefront of invention; when they were leading the 

^versifies of the world; when people would come 

join all over the world to study Him in Baghdad; when 
jie Europeans had lost their literature and the Muslims 
Ind it and they had to come to us to learn it; when 
spain was a model for the world. We love quoting those 
■jiings, but what are you going to quote now? What 
have we done? What have we produced as a people? 
How have we contributed to the world? The only time 
uemake it to the news is when we blow something up 
awe are in some kind of chaos or another. Look at it 
tom the outside perspective: these people are crazy, 
these people are crazy. As a matter of fact I'm not even 
going to point the finger at the Muslim world—the rest 
of the ummah—let's think about Western Muslims for 
i moment.

We come to these societies, and I have dealt with 
the Muslim community in the United States for quite 
some time, and I have had decent interaction with the 
Muslim community in England and in Australia. But 
let me tell you something: the things you see among 
the Muslims—subhan Allah. I know Muslim business 
owners that lie on their taxes: 'Yeah, but I don't want to 
pay the kafir1. Really? You don't want to pay the kafir? 

I You're selling beer. Your Islam didn't show up then
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but all of a sudden your—wald' and bard'—showed 

up when you had to pay your taxes. These Muslims! 

In fact not these Muslims, we Muslims! We have such 

low moral standards; such low moral standards. You 

have Muslim business owners that don't pay decent 

wages. They don't pay decent wages. They don't even 

give their wife her mahr. They are complaining about 
injustices in the world, they don't even have justice 
inside their home. Inside their home. Why would 

somebody want to be attracted to Islam?
The ayah that I want to share with you now is one 

of the scariest ay at in the Qur 'an when it comes to this 
ummah: Rabband la taj(alna fitnatan li-lladhina kafaru— 
'Our Rabb, do not make us a fitnah, do not make us a 
tribulation for those who have disbelieved'. In other 
words one of the meanings of that ayah is, yd Allah don't 
make us so wretched, so embarrassing a people, and 
so far from the actual beautiful teachings of Islam that 
when non-Muslims see us they say, 'Why would I want 
anything to do with Islam?' 'Why would I want to be 
Muslim?' 'Why would I want to be like these people?' 
'This is what I want to be like?'

They are not justified in their poking fun but we are 
not justified when we refuse to look in the minor. We 
have to start looking in the mirror. We have to fix this 
problem and it's high time we stopped complaining 
about what the world is doing against us. We are the 

people of LU tlaha ilia Allah. We have on our side Allah 

wa-jall). His help is greater than any problem, 

ftere is no problem too big when you have Allah 

dh your side. The problem is we don't want Allah's 

^p, at least we don't care to earn it. It doesn't just 

show up for free, it has to be earned. There has to be a 

transformation that has to happen inside my house, it 

has to happen inside my family, it has to happen inside 

my neighbourhood. We have lost our moral compass 

and I am not talking about advanced knowledge of din 

andand Shariah, I'm talking about basic morality, 
people. Basic, basic morality.

We have masdjid in the United States—and across 
the world even—where fund raising is taking place 
and they're going to collect money. Once they collect 

the money they are going to say, 'Yeah, we should put 
this money towards this thing or the other'. No, you 
advertised that you are going to raise these funds for
this project but now you're putting it in another. 'No,
it's okay, it's okay. We have a fatwa.' You have a fatwa 

to be dishonest? Where did you get that from? But 
that's okay for us, we can do that! We could lie even

in the name of religion—subhan Allahl How can that 
he, how does it get to that point? How does it get to 

the point where you have to argue in your home, you 
have to argue with your parents, 'Dad, seriously, I 

really think we should give zakat'. 'No, no. It's okay';
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and there is an argument happening inside a Muslim 
home whether they should give zakat or not. This 
is happening inside the Muslim family. Why would 
Allah's help come to a people like that; that have been 
given the most beautiful din, that have been given the 
most perfect teachings and they don't even look in the 
mirror for one minute, for one day just: 'What am I 
doing wrong?'

Many of you are not ulama, you're not fuqaha', 
you're not muftis, you don't have to be. But you know 
what you do wrong, I know what I do wrong, and we 
keep overlooking it. Allah will not change the state 
of this people, Allah will not change the state of this 
ummah. Nope, He will not do it. Allah Himself says 
this. People say: 'Oh, you just quote the ayat'. The ayat 
are the ultimate reality. There is no greater reality than 
the ayat. There is no reality you will find in physics and 
chemistry and biology that you won't find in the ayat 
of the Qur'an. Inna Allah la yughayyir ma bi-qawmin hatta 
yughayyiru ma bi-anfusihim—Allah will not change the 
state of a people until they transform what is within 
their own selves (al-Ra'd 13:11). Ma bi-anfusihim—there 
is something wrong inside of us, Allah's answer to 
what is wrong with the ummah is, something is wrong 
inside people. That is Allah's answer to what is wrong 
with this ummah today. When He says—wa-antum al
alawn in kuntum mu'minln—you are going to be in the 

^preme position, if in fact you have true Iman, if you 
jU true believers (Al Imran 3: 139). Now, clearly we 

not in the supreme position so something must be 

rtong with our Iman because Allah is never wrong.

0 is never wrong.

This is a tragedy. One after another, after another, 

after another; and it's not going to stop and we know 

it'snot going to stop. The only thing we can do, instead
ofbemg overwhelmed by this flood of tragedy and 
constantly just figuring out a way to justify to people
that we are not crazy, because, by the way, they are
going to think we are crazy no matter what. You can't 
impress them, you can try, messengers tried too. If 
messengers weren't good enough for them, we're
definitely not good enough for them, let me tell you. 
There is no way to impress them. No matter how we do
right, the people who hate will always hate. The people 
who make fun will always make fun. But we better give 
them the right reasons to make fun of us.

The right reasons are we stand by Islam. We are 
the people of reason. We are the people of intelligence. 
The greatest threat of Islam was not its force, was not 
the sword, was not the weapon. The greatest threat of 
Islam was the power of its ideas; how it challenged
injustice head on and how it questioned the integrity 
of other philosophies, other ideas. How can you think 
like that? How can you act like that? How can you
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judge like that? A-fa-la ta 'qilun—why don't you think? 
How do you make your decisions? This is a religion 
of: adlu ild Allah 'ala basirah—I call to Allah with 
eyes open—a religion of thought. We are no longer 
a thoughtful people, so Islam is no longer. We think, 
in the West, the threat of Islam is its militancy. The 
militancy is nothing—this is nothing. The real threat to 
the Quraysh—what rattled them—was not at Badr but 
back in Mecca. They were shaken up just by the aydt, 
the word of Allah was enough. It was enough to take 
a tradition that was there for thousands of years and it 
was rattled just by a few words of Allah. Just by a few 
words. Something's happened, we are not connected 
with that word anymore.

You know, when somebody wants to win an 
argument, when two people have an argument and 
you don't have a response then you get angry, you start 
yelling. When you start yelling, it is proof that you've 
lost. When, in an argument, you start yelling, it is proof 
that you lost; because you don't have a reasonable 
answer left, and it frustrated you, so you got angry. 
When two people have an argument and you've lost 
and you hit the other, that is also proof that you lost; 
because you could not defeat him with words, so you 
figured you could try to defeat him with your hand. 
This is actually an indication that you're not strong 
enough in what you have to say.

I4y argument to you is that in our din, Allah has 

lVen us words—there are no stronger words, there 

U stronger message. We don't have to resort to 

^thing else and when we do, it is as though we are 

Emitting that this isn't strong enough. But it is! We're 

not strong enough, because we are not connected to this 

iDid enough. We have to be the people that produce 

jie most intellectual responses, the most reasonable 

ponses, the ones that challenge the immorality of the 

Korld in the most profound and thought-provoking 

nay. We're the ones that are supposed to engage in 
the deepest conversations with the agnostic, with the

atheist, with the Christian, with all of them. Their 
accusation against religion, you know what it is? It's 
been there for centuries in Europe and now all over the
world—religious people are closed minded, religious 
people are fanatical, religious people are intolerant,
sligious people cannot take criticism, religious people
are not open to conversation—so if you get rid of 
•eligion you will have an open minded society where 
people can think for themselves.

This is their accusation and you know what? It holds 
Ime for the Christianity that had pervaded Europe for 
centuries; but the Islam that Allah gave His Messenger 
Isiilte Allah ‘alayhi wa-sallam) is the exact opposite of 
that. It is the religion that encourages dialogue—hatu 
Midnakum in kuntum sddiqtn—bring your evidence,
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argument, when two people have an argument and 
you don't have a response then you get angry, you start 
yelling. When you start yelling, it is proof that you've 
lost. When, in an argument, you start yelling, it is proof 
that you lost; because you don't have a reasonable 
answer left, and it frustrated you, so you got angry. 
When two people have an argument and you've lost 
and you hit the other, that is also proof that you lost; 
because you could not defeat him with words, so you 
figured you could try to defeat him with your hand. 
This is actually an indication that you're not strong 
enough in what you have to say.

argument to you is that in our din, Allah has 

us words—there are no stronger words, there 

no stronger message. We don't have to resort to 
Lything else and when we do, it is as though we are 

Lifting that this isn't strong enough. But it is! We're 

^strong enough, because we are not connected to this 

j-ord enough. We have to be the people that produce 

iie most intellectual responses, the most reasonable 

^ponses, the ones that challenge the immorality of the 

norld in the most profound and thought-provoking 

nay. We're the ones that are supposed to engage in 
ie deepest conversations with the agnostic, with the 

ilheist, with the Christian, with all of them. Their 
accusation against religion, you know what it is? It's 
ten there for centuries in Europe and now all over the 
world—religious people are closed minded, religious 
people are fanatical, religious people are intolerant, 
religious people cannot take criticism, religious people 
are not open to conversation—so if you get rid of 
religion you will have an open minded society where 
people can think for themselves.

This is their accusation and you know what? It holds 
true for the Christianity that had pervaded Europe for 
centuries; but the Islam that Allah gave His Messenger 
Isffi Allah lalayhi wa-sallam) is the exact opposite of 

that. It is the religion that encourages dialogue—hatu 
hurhanakum in kuntum sadiqin—bring your evidence,
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why don't you give me all of your criticisms against 
the Qur 'an, I would invite you to bring all of your 
criticisms. How is a book asking people not just to 
have faith but to please collect all of your criticisms and 
bring them. This is what you call open-mindedness, 
the book is calling to open-mindedness; we're the ones 
that are closed-minded; we're the ones. We have to
empower this ummah again by opening up our minds, 
by opening up this book and thinking the way it wants 
us to think. To show that religion is not a way to close
the mind, close the eyes and close the hearts. It is the 
way to open the mind, to engage in dialogue and to 
bring civilization to humanity. They think the solution 
is when you get rid of religion and we are saying the 
solution is when you bring the true religion. Yes, false 
religion will bring oppression; but when you bring the 
din of Allah, it's a thing of beauty.

If we don't show them that who will? That's why 

,.jSt with the authorities, or with the media, we're in 
rouble with Allah.

I pray that Allah ('azza wa-jall) makes us a people 
Lf Qur'an once again. That we learn to think the 

iKay Allah wants us to think, and that we are able to 
present in our character, in our communities, in our 
business dealings, in our personal lives, in our speech, 
Ijiour demeanour we are able to depict what makes this 
in so perfect, what makes it so beautiful. May Allah 
(ta wa-jall) shine the light of this guidance into all of 
gut hearts, and keep it strong, and make it stronger and 

astronger; and may Allah make the generation of young 
people real leaders for this community who are going 
lobring an age of light out of this age of darkness.

Allah put you and me on this earth, to be members 
of this ummah is an honour, it's not a small thing. 
We are carrying collectively—one-fifth of the world's 
population—on our shoulders, the burden that was 
placed on the shoulders of Rasul Allah (salla Allah 
al ay hi wa-sallam). That is what you and I carry every 

single day, whether we admit it or not. And when 
we don't do something about that burden, and we 
don't show humanity what it is, we're in trouble. Not
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CHAPTER 10

Nasmah in Brief: The
• •

Dangers of Listening 
to Music

I don't have a bias against any particular culture or 
genre of music, but I have strong objections to music 
per se, though there is some scholarly discussion about 
it, but I will show you what I am convinced of. I think 
nowadays, listening to music of certain kinds is probably 
one of the easiest means to lose your moral sense. 
Some music is audio pornography, today. It's explicit, 
it's shameless, it's vulgar and it takes your sense of 
humanity away from you. It makes you look at women 
as objects—worse than objects—worse than animals, 
just assets. These people are talking about women like 
they are talking about an animal really. It objectifies 
women and especially I've noticed a lot of the brothers 
that I know of, Muslims, that are really into the hip-hop

Lie and they are kind of doing the 'hifz' of the song, 
key are memorizing the song and they're really good 
L reciting it with perfect 'tajwid' too. And so they do 

Idiat and it's just horrible language. Horrible, horrific, 
I -tirrific language. The only simple response I have to 
I jat, if you have any regard for the Book of Allah, that 

(ou really think it's from Allah—bi's al-ism al-fusuq 
kii al-iman (al-Hujurat 49: 11)—even the name, the 

I mention, the word for something bad, is terrible once 

you have faith. Even the mention of something terrible 
is horrible for you, is harmful for you, after you have 
aith. You have to have a clean tongue, you have to say 

khat's best—qul li-‘ibddl yaqulu allati hiya ahsan (al-Isrd' 

17:43)—tell my slaves to say that which is the best; say 
what is the best, say good things from your mouth.

This is the first thing, when you say horrible things 
and you say things that are in direct contradiction to 
the moral gauge Allah gifted us with then obviously 
you are deviating from your natural fitrah, your 
predisposition to turn to Allah. When you constantly 
listen to garbage like that then you get deviated and 
you don't find pleasure except in disobedience to Allah 
and that's the sign of a sick heart. So one has to distance 
lhemselves from this, this is the first step. And I'll tell 
you, this is my personal view; this is not a fatwa, it's 
my personal analysis, you don't have to take it, but if 
a person finds listening to the Qur'an annoying after
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they have been listening to hip hop, listening to it for a 
long time, and as soon as somebody puts the Qur'an on 
in the car you know what they say? 'Oh man, turn that 
off... I don't wanna...I just wanna talk.' Immediately, 
they get a little annoyed when they hear the Qur'an. 
That actually means the shayatin have taken over and 
they are constantly making waswasah to this person; 
because what do the shayatin hate the most? They hate 
the Qur 'an, they hate the word of Allah. They flee from 
it. It hurts them. So you know what they do? Because 
this person has let the shayatin, the devils, into his heart, 
they start pinching at his heart when he hears Qur 'an, 
and he says, 'Ah, I don't want to hear this'. It's like 
pulling a tooth for this person. This happens when you 

| try to give this person a reminder from Allah's word. 
■ They get annoyed by it—agitated—like an allergic 
* reaction. Why? Because they have let the shayatin in.

To let them out the first thing you have to do is stop 
supplying them with fuel.

This is fuel. This useless wasting of time, this is 
fuel for shay tan. They love that you waste your time. 
They love it because the one asset, the one piece of 
wealth Allah gave every human being, is time. And 
what is music, and TV, and YouTube, and Facebook, 
and Snapchat, and Twitter, and whatever else? If you're 
spending hours, and hours and hours on this stuff what 
is it except destroying your time? It's taking that one

^IflAHIN brief: the dangers of listening to music

^ay from you; shay tan will love nothing more.
/Jlah (subhanahu wa-ta 'ala) give you the strength 

i| jway from these temptations. My advice that 

[ eep tePea^§—I can't Set enough of giving this 
I .ce_-find better friends. Find company that is not 

r ^se things, and try to spend more time with 
i in shii' Allah you will wean yourself off these
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£fIAPTER 11

That which has been given to you is only the 

wherewithal of the transient life of this world. 

But that which is with Allah is better and more

enduring for those who believe and put their trust 

in their Lord.

, (Al-Shura 42: 36)

It was very difficult for me to choose an ayah for this 

reminder and I've been thinking about it for some 
time. I realized at the end of all that thinking that our 
religion, by definition, is simple and its teachings are 
straightforward. So I don't have to make something 
complicated when, by definition, it's supposed to be 
simple. This reminder is a reminder that I need, that I
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think everyone in this room needs and it is something 
that we constantly have to live with. It's so easy to 
remind ourselves of but, at the same time, it's very, 
very easy to forget. I want to start with just a rough 
translation of the ayah that I recited before you.

Allah (fazza wa-jall) in Surat al-Shura, the forty- 
second surah, says: Fa-md utltum min shay'in fa-mata* 
al-hayat al-dunya. 'Then whatever you've been given'— 
fa-md utltum, and the word ma suggests that there's an 
openness: anything that you've been given. And in 
addition to all of that, it's min shay'in. You could say ma 
utltumuhu—it could have been a pronoun; but instead 
of adding a pronoun, it's min shay'in, and not even 
shay'an; it's shay'in, which is very unusual language. 
It suggests any and all things, that you can imagine, 
that you have been given. Now in using those two 
words together, in the ayah, Allah is talking about every 
single object, physical object that you own whether it's 
clothing, a car, a house or whatever you own, down 
to a pen that's to your name. In addition, Allah is also 
talking about whatever you and I have been given 
in terms of life experiences. What kind of parents we 
have been given, what kind of youth, what kind of 
opportunities we were given, what kind of friends you 
and I were given? Everything that I have been given, 
everything that I have experienced in my life thus far is 
inside, fa-ma utltum min shay'in. It's captured within it.

So this ayah is going to make a commentary about 
y entire existence on this earth. Before I go any 

-jfther, a reflection just on the fact that the passive 
loan was used, utltum—that you've been given. In 
^ef words, none of the experiences I've enjoyed—not 
pt the things that I own or that I think I own—rather 
none of the experiences that I had in life are actually 
jiine. They were a door that was opened to me by Allah 
Lltafl/iu wa-ta'dld). He was the one that opened 

(every chapter of my life, one adventure to the next, to 
kenext, to the next. For those of you that are married; 
kho you married, and if there was a process before you 
Lot married, every part of that process was actually 

tom Allah. Every single conversation was from Allah. 
This entire story of ours—and we don't remember so 
much of it. When we look back we don't remember so 
many things that happened in our own lives, but they 
were all from Allah.

I Actually, the last ten years, it's becoming more and 
more of a blur for me. I don't know what I was up to 
in 2007,1 can't tell you, I don't know. It's just becoming 
blurred together; I can't tell you what happened in 2011 
lor2012.1 look at my children and they're growing. My 

now almost twelve year old, I look at her and it's hard 
| for me to remember what she looked like when she was 
I four. I have to look at a picture to try and remember, I 

I can't remember that anymore. But Allah (fazza w a-jail)
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gave me each and every one of those experiences— 
whether I remember them, or I am conscious of them or 
not. All of them together, Allah sums up in one phrase 
fa-mata' al-hayat al-dunya. Basically, the culmination of 
all of our life experience, whatever good, whatever 
bad, or whatever we think was good or bad happened 
to us, boils down to one thing: fa-mata' al-hayat al- 
dunya—which is roughly translated as: the enjoyment 
of worldly life. All the things that you have been given; 
all they are is just the enjoyment of worldly life.

I wanted to explore, in this reminder, the meanings 
of the word mata< in a little more depth. More than 
what we've heard before. Those of you that have been 
listening to my khutab and durus before, I've discussed 
mata( before as something to utilize but not necessarily 
to enjoy. This is part of the base meaning like that little 
girl, who al-Asmaci saw, who was scrubbing dishes 
at the bank of a river. Her goat came, grabbed the 
scrubber and ran away with it. She started crying and 
saying, akhadha matd^—he took my matd' away—the 
brush that I was scrubbing with, right? So from it he 
derived that matd' must amount to things like a spoon, 
or a fork or a shovel something that you use but you 
don't necessarily enjoy. Nobody grabs a spoon and 
says, 'Check this out! Check what I've got!' Nobody 
shows off their spoons and forks and shovels unless 
they're in the industry or something, but typically, you 

, do that. So it's something that you use but you 
^'t necessarily enjoy. But I decided to dig a little bit 
jgeper into this word and see what else has been said 
^the literary precedent of the Arabic language because 
ijtthe end of the day this word, like this ayah, has pretty 
Lgnificant importance. My entire life is being summed 
Lp by this one word. My whole life, on this planet, 
Lnounts to this one word. So I should understand what 

connotations this word possesses.
The first thing I found interestingly—very recently 

I actually—they used mata'a al~nabidh for wine. This 
[ispre-Islam obviously, mata'a al-nabldh: ishtaddat 
Itoratuhu—when the wine gets redder and redder, it 

natures. When it reaches the point that it possibly can't 
nature any more—it has reached its climax—that's 

■whenthey say it has reached the state of matac. In other 
■words, when something reaches as far as it can go, 
(when something reaches maturity.
| Let's go a little further, the Arab say: hablun matic— 
(which is actually used for a rope that is twisted and 
Itoiled well together. Something that is twined well, not 
lonly does it have this idea of being twined, but also 
ltheidea that the rope is now ready for use. Because 
I when you twine a rope properly; it's matured. No more 
horkneeds to be done on it. Now it can be put to use. 

ITheyuse it for people: mata'a or matu'a al-rajul—when 
I!person, becomes mature and becomes refined in his
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character, meaning he can now go out and deal with 

the world. He can go do business now—he's graduated 

from certain pre-requisites. He is ready to be used. 

That's the idea of a human being reaching mata'.

Then, al-mdti' min kulli shay'—at the end of the 

day, this is the most comprehensive definition I have 

found and I want to finish these definitions before I 

share some thoughts with you about this ayah. Al-mati' 

min kulli shay': al-bdligh fi al-jawdah—that anything that 

reaches mata', anything that becomes rndti'—that's the 

ism fa 'il (active participle) form—anything that becomes 

this, is actually something that has reached the most 

maturity it possibly can. Al-ghdyah ft babihi—the most 
possible within it. Fa-umma al-mata'fi-l-asl: kullu shayin 

yuntafa'u bihi— mata' is actually something that can be 

benefitted from. Let's stop there for a second—we'll 

stop at every piece of this definition. First it was mature, 

it can't mature any more. So, Allah is saying whatever 
experiences happened to you, part of the reason for 

giving you these experiences is they're going to mature 
you. This is part of you growing. The good things and 

the bad things that happen to you and me are part of us 
growing. Part of our growth is sometimes things that 

we are proud of and sometimes they are things that 

we're not proud of. Things that we've done, we look 

back and we say, 'I'm glad we've done those things' 

and there are things we look back and we say, 'I wish 

Uver did those things'. Well actually that was part of 
Lr matait was part of your growth and maturation 

process. Even the regret that you feel looking back, that 

ugtet is a gift from Allah. That regret alone might save 

you. That might be the reason for you and me to enter 

■innah. I'm reminded, in Surat al-Kahf, of the gardener 

uho, at the end of his tragic experience of losing his 

beautiful garden says, yd laytanl lam ushrik bi-rabbi 

iWa—he has regret, 'I wish I never commit shirk' Look 

at what's happened to me?' But actually that regret is 

a happy ending to that story because at least now he's 

turned back to Allah. He's changed his ways. So the first 

thing is that everything in life is there to mature you.

The second thing: ma yuntafa 'u bihi—what can be 

benefitted from. Think about this definition of matac; 

every experience in life is something you can benefit 

from. Allah chose this word for a reason. There was 

some good in it for you even though you may not be 

able to see it. You may not be able to recognize it at face 

value and it may be frustrating at that very moment. 

It may be something where your first response would 

be, Why would this be happening to me?' And Allah's 

way of responding to us is that Allah is saying that it's 

something you could have benefitted from—yuntafa 'u 

Wii.

Then: wa-yutaballagh wa-yutazawwad—and it can be 

put to use. It can be put to use—yutazawwad bihi. Now
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Allah is saying every single object that we own, every 

last bit of our possessions and every single experience 

is actually supposed to be utilized. Adversity and 

good times, all together, are supposed to be put to use. 

They are part of something greater. Meaning this life, 

the things that we are given, they are given to be put 

to use.

This takes us back to the original meaning of 

mata'. What happens to wine? Not by Muslims but 

by non-Muslims, what happens to wine or to alcohol, 

when it matures? It gets drunk. What happens to the 

rope when it gets twisted? It gets used. When your life 

is full of mata now it's time for you, yourself, to put 

yourself to use. Looking back, for a lot of people when 

they look back at their life, their past experiences, their 

failures and their tragedies; they debilitate them and 

they are not able to do anything in their future. But 

for people who understand what mata'' is, what this 

world is for, they look at their past experiences and 

it makes them stronger. That Allah put me through 

that must mean I'm stronger than this and maybe I 

can help a million other people; help them go through 

these experiences and see them in the way that they're 

supposed to be seen. This would be looking at one's 

own experiences as mata‘.
Now going a little further

part of the definition of mata‘is something that will
wa-l-fana'ya'ti 'ahn/hi

to end; will not last. It cannot be used forever, 

scrubber will break eventually, or won't scrub as 

good as it used to. That rope will eventually snap. Even 

jiat wine will eventually be no good. So, every single 

thing that we possess is not here forever.

Today we are a senior living, in a facility where 

people that have a difficult time taking care of themselves 

are being taken care of. And where I teach at Bayyinah, 

the average age among our students and the faculty 

that's there, it's younger people. There's typically a 

young audience in the Jumu‘ah. We feel like we have 

some things that they don't have. Someone might feel, 

as they walk by someone who's in their nineties, or 

someone who's using a cane, or someone who can't even 

lake two steps by themselves—they might look at them 

and say, 'Subhan Allah, I feel bad for these people'. But 

you know what? Either we're going to be in the ground 

or we're going to be one of those people; we're going to 

be in that state one day. And they, if you ask them, 'Look 

back at what you had in life', they'll say, 'It felt like a 

day or like the blink of an eye—lamh al-basar—that's all 

it felt like'. Time passes by so, so quickly, subhan Allah. 

We have to be conscious of the fact that time is leaving 

us.This mata' is not staying. Our entire life is passing us 

by and the only thing, at the end of it, that we can put it 

to use for is the akhirah.
So Allah says: wa-ma 'ind Allah khayrun wa-abqa. 

What I want to share with you is that in this life, some-
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times we make a plan for the next ten years or five years. 
This is what I want to accomplish; this is how much 
Qur 'an I want to memorize; this is how much I'd like to 
be able to make in terms of money; this is when I would 
like to get married. We set goals for ourselves and we 
strive towards those goals, and there's nothing wrong 
with that. But I tell you if you internalize this ayah. You 
learn to put those plans in one compartment in your 
head, and in the other compartment you realize that all 
of that means nothing if I'm not building my akhirah. All 
of those plans are worthless; they are meaningless; they 
are not any kind of accomplishment at all, if this is not 
building me towards Allah, if it's not taking me doser to 
Him, if it's not making me a slave of Allah.

There are people's perceptions of us and then there's 
the reality. People's perception, our own perception and 
the reality. People's perceptions may be you're success
ful; people's perception may be your knowledgeable 
or you've accomplished something. And the opposite 
is true too, people's perception might be, you're worth 
nothing but you know what? People's perceptions, at 
the end of the day, mean nothing. It stands to give you 
nothing before Allah. It will not add to your deeds, it 
won't take away from them. People's criticisms will not 
take away from you and people's praise will not add to 
you. It will not. At the end of the day, when people get 
praise and criticism from others all the time, you know

starts happening? They start getting affected by 
,L They start seeing themselves in light of how other 
people see them. So their image of themselves becomes 
polluted because they're not seeing themselves for who 
they really are, they're seeing themselves in light of 

other people's words. That's a human phenomenon, 

lhis is why we have Allah's word. So we can see our
selves in light of Allah's words; and that will help us see 
ourselves for who we really, truly are.

At the end of the day, truly, we can have friendships 
and family and loved ones and community, we can 
have all of those things. But at the end of the day, we are 
in this world alone. We came alone, and we are going 
to leave alone. And in that solitude, if you don't find a 
connection with Allah, then all these fake connections 
that you and I have, that are not really based on a 
relationship with Allah, they will all disappear. They 
will not last. The facade will dissipate eventually, if not 
in this life then in the next. So we have to internalize 
a very powerful reality that Allah has given us: fa-ma 
ititum min shay'in fa-mat a' al-hayat al-dunya. We treasure 
all of our relationships so long as, they are something 
felt is building us towards the akhirah.

So I want to leave you with this picture: wa-md 
W Allah khayrun wa-abqa—what Allah has in His 
possession is better. What we have right now is also 
in Allah's possession—it's not like this is not in the 
possession of Allah. But by using the word ma here it is
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as though Allah is saying, 'I don't want to tell you what 

I have yet'. I have a mystery for you. There is something 

I have in my possession and it's better, it's better. In 
other words it hasn't been given to you yet. Now, one 
would immediately think what Allah has? He must be 
talking about jannah. But as a matter of fact because 
he opened the door by saying ma ‘ind Allah—not wa-l- 
jannatu khayrun wa-abqa. He said, ma Ind Allah khayrun 
wa-abqd—whatever Allah has. And what Allah has, 
some of which he gave to you now, not just in terms 
of dunya but He also gave you in terms of that road to 
jannah. That road itself is better. The revelation of Allah 
is better than everything else you've been given. The 
word of Allah is better because, if you and I can live by 
it, it'll get us somewhere far better.

So in this ayah there are two comparisons that we
constantly have to make, if we are going to survive this 
world and not be taken in by the perceptions that are 
actually not real—the perceptions of people or the false 
self-image that we might develop. What is that reality 
check?

Whatever Allah has is firstly, better and secondly, 

lasts longer—as far as those who really have iman are 

Memed. So now every experience in life I compare 

p something else that Allah has, and what Allah has 

must be better. It's a small reminder; you go into the 

store to buy yourself some new clothes. The moment 

you're putting those on the cash register, just at that 
moment, think—wa-md lind Allah khayrun wa-abqd li- 

lladhin amanu—what Allah has, the clothing Allah will 
give me is better. Whatever is acceptable with Allah 
iniannah for me is better, for those who believe. We're
about to eat some good food, you enjoy the food, if 
you could tell yourself right as you're eating—wa-ma 
W Allah khayrun wa-abqd li-lladhin amanu—the dkhirah
doesn't just become some cliched thing you bring up; 
or you only bring up when somebody's going through 
trouble. 'No, No, in shd' Allahl Allah will give you in the 
akhirah.' It becomes a part of your daily life. The dkhirah 
becomes something you think about all the time. 
Because Allah didn't just describe it as something that 
is there in the heavens, He described it as something 
that is with Allah. Now what does "inda mean? llnda

... But that which is with Allah is better and more

enduring for those who believe ...

suggests closeness, so the acquisition of jannah, 
necessarily means closeness to Allah. So what Allah is 
offering
Rabbihim yatawakkalun—they place their trust in Allah. I
tell you, if you and I develop this attitude, then worldly

, in this ayah also, is closeness to Him—wa- ala

(Al-Shura 42:36)
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possessions and worldly gain and worldly loss will 
become easy to deal with.

Relationships become easy because if you realize, 
what Allah has is better, the next time you get into 
a quarrel—some kind of tension between you and a 
friend, you and a family member and your pride gets 
in the way of fixing those tensions. We must realize 
that what Allah has is better, and this world is going 
to go before we know it. Before we know it this will 
mean nothing. There are people that have ruined 
relationships for years because their pride gets in the 
way of apologizing. They can't get themselves to say 
sorry. 'No, I'm not going to say sorry; it's the other 
one's fault. Why should I say sorry?' And they're going 
to take that to their grave. They didn't have much time 
here and, by the way, when we're standing in front 
of Allah, the pride's going to be gone. You and your 
brother, that you were angry with, are both standing 
in front of Allah and you're both begging Allah for 
mercy. Had you forgiven each other you could have 
both earned jannah. Just by the act of forgiveness. When 
you put it in perspective, is your pride really worth that 
much? Is your anger really that heavy that you couldn't 
earn yourself what Allah is offering?

When things are put in this perspective, life 
becomes easy to deal with. We learn the expression: 
kabbirha takbur saghghirha tasghur—make something big

jud it becomes a big deal; make something small, it 
becomes a small thing. Well you know what? This ayah 
is about making akhirah big and making dunyd small. 
That's all it's about! We're going to go through life, we're 
going to have careers, we're going to have educational 
accomplishments, we're going to have challenges, all of 
those things are going to be there. But, you know what? 
These are all temporary. These are all temporary.

One day will come, there will be a congregation, 
they're going to make salah and they're going to make 
an announcement that there's a janazah and it's going to 

I bemine; and it's going to be yours. It's going to happen. 
I People are going to pray over us and then we're going 
I to be gone. And it's sooner rather than later, I mean 
I quite a bit of our life has already passed us by. So it's 
I not like we are getting further away from that day, we're 
I only getting closer. So the sooner we internalize that, 
I whatever Allah has is better—because we're heading 
I towards it anyway—we're just doing ourselves a favour. 
I If we could just learn to utilize our time in the right way. 
] We make ten-year plans and fifteen-year plans, yet we 
I don't think about the akhirah.
I Then, how do you think about the akhirah? How 
I do you practically plan for the akhirah? You don't make

a ten-year plan, you don't make a fifteen-year plan 
I for the dkhirah—you make a daily plan. It's not about 

making long term goals; it's about how did you spend
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today? What are you going to do after Jumu ‘ah? How 

are you going to spend tomorrow? When are you going 

to wake up? What are you going to do with your free 

time? When are you going to erase those useless games 

off your phone? When are you going to stop watching 

so much TV? When are you going to stop? When are 

you going to stop wasting time just chatting away or 

trolling? When are you going to stop? When are you, 

going to hold yourself, to a higher standard, if not 

today? If you don't make that change in your day— 

how you go to sleep, how you wake up, what you say 

and what you do, especially how you spend, what you 

think is, free time? Because it's not free—you're not 

paying for it now but you and I will be paying for it 

with Allah. We will be paying for it. There is a price, 

r We may not realize we're going to be paying for it, but 

r it's on record.

You know how people feel relaxed when they are 

off the clock, when they punch out of the office. Well 

we're constantly on the clock with these angels. They 

don't take a break, and when they do they put the 

alternatives on shift. So that plan has to be made for 

our day; and in sha' Allah ta cala, Friday is a great day to 

start new habits. Friday is a great day for introspection. 

We take extra time out for ‘ibadah anyway; we take 

extra time out to get ready to meet Allah anyway on 

this day. Allah already enables us to become spiritually

PUTTING LIFE IN PERSPECTIVE

more powerful, more strengthened, this day than other 
jays. So why not make some serious commitments 
to yourself? This is not for you to share with anyone 
else—this is just you and yourself. You are, your worst 
critic, when it comes to this. You and I have to decide 
how we are going to live our lives differently because, 
■fl-LIahi the moment we start saying, 'I'm doing pretty 
good', that 'actually I have nothing to change in my 
life, I'm set'—that delusion, it must be that so many 
other people have given us that false sense of delusion. 
They've blinded us for so long; they've poured so 
much dust in our eyes that now we can't even see who 
we are for ourselves.

I pray that Allah (‘azza wa-jall) does not make us of 
those that are blinded to their own reality. I pray that 
Allah ('azza wa-jall) constantly makes the Book of Allah 
amirror through which we can see the truth of who we 
are and constantly seek to improve ourselves.
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CHAPTER 12

m wa-jall) in these aydt highlights the importance of 

^Messenger (salla Allah (alayhi wa-sallam).

The Qur'an cannot be understood without the

Small Beginnings

In a khulbah I once gave on Surat al-Kahf, I talked about 
the parable Allah gave of two gardeners that have 
a conversation with each other. In this reminder, I'd 
like to share with you the conversation right after that 
lesson that Allah taught us. There also Allah says—wa
drib lahum mathal al-rajulayn—We strike for them the 
example of two men. Here again He says—wa-drib 
lahum—strike an example for them. This command to 
strike an example seems strange in English. I'll reflect 
on this a little bit with you. This is actually a command 
given to our Prophet (salla Allah (alayhi wa-sallam). The 
Qur'an is Allah's address to humanity—Allah is talking 
to all human beings. But in these kinds of instances 
instead of telling us directly and saying—nadrib lakum 
al-amthal—We're going to ive you an example; instead
Allah commands His Prophet (salla Allah ‘alayhi wa- 
sallam) to talk to the people. Why is that? Because Allah

|je$tteacher whom Allah (lazza wa-jall) appointed to 
Lach this Qur'an. You can think of the Qur'an like 
ke curriculum but a curriculum is only as good as 
ke teacher who teaches it. So at the end of the day, 

even though the lessons are from Allah (''azza wa- 
^11), Allah appointed the best teacher in humanity to 

teach those lessons and that is the Messenger himself. 
So the ayah itself is very powerful but the ayah will 
not carry its impact until the Messenger (salla Allah
iltyhi wa-sallam) teaches it to the Sahabah (radiya Allah 

‘rnihum). So Allah is saying: 'You give the example to 
them, when you give them the example it will have
a different effect'. From this not only do we learn the 
importance of the Prophet (salla Allah (alayhi wa-sallam) 
himself, as a teacher of the Qur 'an, we also learn a
Sunnah of Allah ('azza wa-jall); and that is that the 
Qur'an and its lessons have to be shared by a teacher 
tostudents—that it's not just a personal experience but 
it's a communal experience.

We have to actually talk about the Qur 'an to each 
ifber, ihe amr is: khassatan li-l-nabl wa-lakin idafatan land 
Mhalik—the command is specifically to the Prophet 
Mu Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) and that is khass for him, 
especially for him, but it extends to all of us also; all 
the believers. We have to actually engage in reminding
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each other from the Qur'an, and it has an effect when 
a believer reminds another believer from the Qur'an.
It's a different effect from when you read the Qur'an 
by yourself and when you read tafslr by yourself, it's 
a different effect. There's something about human 
communication and nasthah, Allah put something 
special in it. And so the command in the beginning is 
give them the example, strike an example for them. 
Not even saying: a Hihim mithal—give them an example. 
Rather, He says: wa-drib lahum mathalan. What does 
that mean? Daraba in Arabic means 'to strike', and 
this figure of speech is used in Arabic when you say 
something that is going to have an impact.

You know when something hits something; it 
causes a noise, it creates a disruption and everybody's 
attention goes that way. If you're sitting in your office, 
quietly working and you hear a crash outside. You're 
going to look out the window promptly because 
something hit something else and immediately the 
noise gets your attention. You're going to sleep at home 
and you hear something fall in the kitchen; immediately 
you think what's going on over there? Let me go and 
check what's happening. The striking of something is 
actually a cause of attention—khudh al-intibdh minhum— 
take their attention; grab their attention when you give 
the example. What Allah is teaching us is that there are 
opportunities when we can get each other's attention. 
There are other times when you can talk to somebody

and give them an example or try to give them nasihah 
and advice, but their attention is somewhere else, that's 
not the right time to give them advice.

A lot of times I'll go to a nikah, or a wallmah, or 
something like that; and people are enjoying each 
other's company, they are eating food, kids are running 
around, and they say: 'Brother, give a talk'. People are 
eating, they are talking to each other, somebody's on 
(he cell phone. This is not the time. This is not the time, 
because they are not going to pay attention. The kids 
are screaming in the back, there are people that are 
already engaged in their own conversation; you have 
to find the right time to give the advice, the right time 

I and right setting to give the advice. I'm not saying that 
I setting has to be the masjid alone, but you have to be 
I intelligent enough to know when is a good time to talk 
I about something that will actually carry impact. You're 
I trying to give a brother advice and he's on the phone. 
I That's probably not a good time. Let him finish his 
I conversation; let him not be busy with something else 
I when you talk to him. Even that is embedded inside 
I iw-drib lahum.
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(O Prophet), propound to them the parable of the 
present life: it is like the vegetation of the earth 
which flourished luxuriantly when it mingled 
with the water that We sent down from the sky, but 
after that the same vegetation turned into stubble 
which the winds blew about. Allah alone has the
power over all thin

(Al-Kahf 18:45)

And what does Allah do at the end of this example 
of the two gardeners? He says: mathal al-haydt al-dunyd 
let me give you an example of worldly life altogether; 
all worldly life. The word al-hayat itself—'life'—when 
you say life to anybody, for example, when you say 
to a non-muslim, 'How's life, man?' He's not going to 
think life in the hereafter. When you say, 'How's life?', 
what they are thinking of is this life—how is your life 
right now? Every human being understands when you 
say al-hayat, it means life right now. But Allah says: 
al-haydt al-dunyd—He adds the word al-dunyd, and 
some ulama, like Ibn ‘Ashur, comment: fihi ma'am al- 
haqdrah—it actually includes the meanings of putting 
something down. Allah says give them the example 
of the lowest form of life. Dunya actually comes from 
adnd—it's the feminine form of adna, and the verb dand 
is something that's closer or something that's lower. 
Al-dunyd is the superlative form, the most extreme 
form. So what that means is: 'Give them the example 
of the lowest possible life'.

SMALL BEGINNINGS

You see human beings were created for jannah. 
pur first residence was jannah and we were brought 
io this place. We were brought to this earth and even 
though Allah's earth is full of blessings for us, as 
\llah himself teaches us, our life is actually meant 
for something much higher. As great as this world is, 
it's still the lowest form of life—al-dunyd. This is the 
minimal level. Give them the example of this life that 
they get so caught up in. So what example does Allah 
decide to give us in this beautiful ayah? He says: wa
it lahum mathal al-hayat al-dunyd ka-ma'—and before 
1 discuss this parable it's important to know that the 
word mathal is different from mithl. Sometimes Allah 
uses mithl, sometimes He uses mathal. Mathal is used 

i when every part of the example Allah will share has 
a lesson in it. Mathal is multi-dimensional. There are 
multiple things to learn in a mathal. In mithl, there is 
only one comparison: huwa mithluhu—he's like him.

I That's it. It's a one to one analysis but in a mathal, it's a 
I multi-dimensional thing. You have to look at it and pay 
I attention to every little detail.

So Allah begins describing your life and mine. 
First, He tells us that this life is the lowest one—don't 
get so caught up in it. The benefit of that is we don't get 
too attached to this dunya. The joys of this world and 

I the tragedies of this world are difficult. The tragedies 
are difficult to deal with; the joys are not. It's not easy
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for you not to get overworked about them, but if you 

can keep in mind that this is temporary and something 
much bigger is ahead, then this problem becomes a 
small problem. Just to give you an example of what I 
am talking about before I go into Allah's example: if you 
and your brother have an argument—you have a fight 
with each other—and you are blood brothers, siblings. 
You live next door to each other but you got into a fight, 
now you don't talk to each other. It's been a couple of 
months and you haven't talked to each other.

But one day you wake up, and your house is on 
fire, you can smell the smoke; and obviously your 
houses are attached. So if your house is on fire, what's 
the danger? His house is on fire too. What are you 
going to do? Are you going to say: 'I'm not going to tell 
him, I haven't talked to him in three months it's going 
to be awkward if I knock on his door and say, "Hey bro, 
I know we haven't talked but the house is on fire." Nah, 
forget them'. No! There is a bigger problem, when there 
is a bigger problem you forget the smaller problem. 
It's no longer a problem, 'Come on, let's go! Let's go!' 
So what happens? When there is a bigger thing ahead, 
there's a bigger danger ahead, then all your problems 
disappear, because you have to deal with the bigger 
thing. Our understanding of the akhirah is just like that. 
We have issues with each other, but when we realize 
that there is a bigger danger you and I have to face—it's

al-qiyamah—when you keep that in mind, then 

I our problems become small. Our problems are easy to 

I ^lve because there is a bigger more prioritized thing 

I jjiead of us that we have to worry about.
I So now Allah says: ka-ma'—the example of worldly 

life is like water. He doesn't even say: al-ma'—He says 

g" in the indefinite—which here actually means 'a little 

I bit of water'.And water as we know is the ultimate form 

of riz^ in this world. All of us survive because of water. 

Vegetation on this earth is a product of water. You and 
Ihave to have a daily intake of water. Life is a function 
of water. So, the ultimate wealth on this earth is water, 
and because we are in an intensely capitalistic world 
now there are people that understand the scarcity and 
power of water and they are actually buying up water 
resources all over the world. In history, water has been
a public resource, water has never been a property 
owned by an individual. But now there are companies

water, because they understand, in a few years to come,
because of all the pollution human beings have caused
on the earth, water itself will become the next oil. Water
itself will be the next major resource. So companies 
like Coca Cola are actually buying out lakes and rivers

•Jand properties from governments all over the third 
world—it's crazy. So, perhaps in the future we will 
realize what kind of treasure water itself is. But in this
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ayah Allah, says a little bit of water and a parallel to that 

is; a little bit of money, a little bit of this, a little bit of 

something. Anzalnahu min al-sama'—immediately He 

mentions even if it is a little bit, He sent it down from 

the sky. A little bit of water that He sent down from 

the sky.

So, first what I'll do is I will explain the parable, the 

example itself. Then I will tell you what Allah is telling 

us behind the scenes of this example. So He says, 'a 

little bit of water that We sent down from the sky1. Fa- 

khtalata bihi nabat al-ard—then this water, because of it,
• • *

the twigs and the plants of the earth start intertwining 

with each other. So trees grow and more trees grow and 

the roots are getting intertwined with each other and 

their branches are intertwined. You don't know where 

one tree ends and the next tree begins. Plants grow 

and shoots are wound into one another. This image is 

given because if you have a piece of land that is not 

very fertile, if you have a farm that's not very good, 

then you have a twig here and a twig there; a branch 

here and a branch there. They are far apart from each 

other but when all the plants are intertwined it actually 

means that there is a lot of greenery, it's a really good 

garden. Where every plant is just meshing into every 

other plant, it's blending into every other plant.

So Allah is talking about something that is 

extremely fertile; land that's extremely fertile. It's

^resting, because Allah began with a little bit of 

^ater and then talked about a lot of fertility. What 

Allah is teaching us is that He gives you a little bit of 

da;, a little bit of benefit, and as a result of that you start 

benefitting tremendously. You don't even know how 

those doors open for you. Allah will send your way one 

friend, one contact. Those of you that are in business, 

you started your business with very little money; you 

started your business with a hundred bucks, and you 

made one contact, you made one sale, and then it grew 

and it grew and it grew One thing is intertwined with 

the other, one contact with another, one lead to another, 

one sale to another and that hundred dollars is now a

couple of million dollars. But it's that same little bit of 

water from the beginning that creates all of that growth 

and allows for all of that growth to happen. One plant 

rises, another plant gives a hundred seeds, and those 

seeds go back into the ground, and then they are going

to come up again. So this continual growth in our rizq 

from very, very little is from Allah.

Some people, they take pride, they say, 'you know 

when I started my business all I had was my laptop, all 

I had was a hundred dollars, all I had were the clothes 

on my back and then I made some smart investments', 

and they tell you their success story. Allah is telling 

us what happens even before that success story. He 

didn't just say that there is a little bit of water and a
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lot of plants grew, He said a little bit of water that We 
sent down from the sky, then a lot of plants grew. In 
other words, even your initial investment: where did 
you get it from? Where do you think you got it from? 
You started taking pride? With so little and look at how 
I made it grow. Allah says that so little wasn't even 
yours, I gave it to you. I started your business; you 
didn't start your business. I started your career; you 
didn't start your career. I helped you grow. Fa-khtalata 
bihl nabat al-ard. So now this garden is impressive. And, 
by the way, the example that was just given in the 
surah was about a garden. And so He says fa-asbaha 
hashiman—beautiful words—He says then over time 
it became hashim. Hashim in Arabic is something that 
is cut up, something that is dismembered. You know 
when you pull a little piece of a branch off, or snap 
a twig that becomes hashim—it's broken up. There's 
a tree or a plant and you pull off a leaf then this leaf 
becomes hashim, it's cut off from the rest, and this leaf 
is now useless. It doesn't have life any more. You can't 
give it life again, it's dead.

So Allah says these plants that grew, then out of 
nowhere they became useless, they became hashim 
tadhriihu al-riyah—and they became so useless that the 
winds can throw them around where ever they want. 
And not just one wind Allah says riyah—multiple 
winds. One wind takes them this way and another

vvind takes them another way. It's a very interesting 

parable. Recently I was in Seattle, I was just walking 
around in one of the market places and they had an 
antique store. I walked into an antique store and you 
see all this old stuff from the sixties, the forties, the
twenties. You see a 1920s radio, you look at that radio 
and you start thinking: man, there was a time when 
this was the most expensive thing. There's going to be a 
time when somebody's going to walk into that antique 
store and there is going to be an iPad sitting there 
and people are going to be like: 'Oh, that is old. Wow, 
people used to use that thing?' It's going to be like that, 
right? It's going to be an antique.

And what happens to those things you buy? You 
use them until they become old then, they go into your 
doset, or they go into your attic. Then from your attic, 
you're moving and you just give it as a donation to 
somebody. And it goes around and around and ends 
up in the antique store, right? And why does it go 
around so much? Nobody wants to hold onto it, they 
just want to get rid of it because it's worthless. Allah11

compares the things you own that are so valuable to 
you right now, but in just a little bit of time, they are 
going to be in some attic. They are just going to be 
passed around by people until they are going to end up 
in a trash dump. They are going to be moved around 
from here to here to here; that same plant that was so
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beautiful, so lush, you walk into that place and it's a 
garden and then you come back and you realize that 
entire garden is gone, it's dried up twigs and the winds 
have taken those twigs from here to there to there. You 
don't even know where they end up—tadhruhu al-riydh. 
Wa-kdn Allah 'ala kulli shay'in muqtadird—and Allah 
has always been in complete control over all things. 
The word fa here—as opposed to thumma—needs to

fa-asbaha hashlman—that means over time the plants 
deteriorated; it took a long time before the plants
died and then they became useless. Fa actually means 
mufaja'atan—it just happened, out of nowhere.

You know what Allah is telling us? It could be that
you and I have wealth, we could be doing well and 
you might look at your wealth and say, 'Al-hamd li- 
Udh, I think I'm secure. I'm doing pretty good. I don't 
have to worry about money anymore'. But you know 
what? That sense of security is exactly the problem of 
the gardener that was talked about before. He thought: 
lan tabida hadhihi abada—'This ain't going nowhere'.
Literally, that's what he said. He looked at his garden 
and said, 'Come on! This is too good an investment. 
Everything is exactly where it is supposed to be, my 
projections for sales are getting higher and higher. I'm 
hiring more and more employees. Things are looking 
pretty good. It's not going anywhere'. And what 

joes Allah do? Overnight, his entire garden's gone. 

Overnight!
In this example it's greenery. In fact, it's not just 

greenery; it is so green that the plants are intertwined 
with each other. You're like, 'How's this going to go 
away? This is really fertile'. Then, all of a sudden, it 
becomes useless. It's just something people step on, 
people don't even care for, and winds carry it around. 
And when winds are throwing something around 
obviously it's accessible to everyone. Twigs and leaves 
and little pebbles on the ground, everybody has access 
to them, right? It's not like, you have to pay for them. 
Nobody picks them up and puts them in their pocket, 
because they are worthless. You don't see dollar bills 
flying around in the air, because there's a value to them. 
People will pick them up. Allah is teaching us that the 
things we own will one day be useless, they will just be 
useless. Wa-kdn Allah 'ala kulli shay'in muqtadird.

Wealth and children are an adornment of the life of 
the world. But the deeds of lasting righteousness 
are the best in the sight of your Lord in reward, and 
far better a source of hope.

(Al-Kahf 18: 46)
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Now after this example of gardens and plants 

growing, Allah (subhdnahu wa-ta'ala) then teaches us: 

what am I really talking about? If you didn't get the 

point yet, let me not speak in examples anymore, let 

me be explicit and direct with you. Al-mdl wa-l-banun 
zinat al-haydt al-dunya—money and children they are 

the beautification, they are the beauty of worldly life. 

They are what make this low life beautiful. This life, 

right here, Allah boils it down to two things that are 

beautiful. Allah first says money, then He says children. 

And you know what? You talk to a young man who 

isn't married or who just got married, just starting his 

career, just finished school, first pay cheque that came 

through, right? What's he always thinking about? He's 

thinking about money and how to spend it. And if it's 

not money like cash, it's something that is a result of 

the money. It's the car, it's the furniture, it's the gadget 

in your pocket, right? It's the stuff that came from 

money, at the end of it, all of it is mal. Mai doesn't just 

mean dollar bills, mal means everything that the dollar 

bills got you. The apartment, the vacation, the clothes, 

everything; this is all mal. That's what you are obsessed 

with. You don't even have to ask them. A young man 

picks me up from the airport, he picks me up in his BMW 

and he says, 'Yeah, just got it a couple of years ago'. I 

didn't ask. But that's okay because you're obsessed, I 

understand. You have to let me know, but that's cool

because Allah tells us that you are obsessed with that 
beautification of worldly life through wealth.

Then you meet older people and they may be driv-

ing a much more expensive car; they don't talk about 
their car they say, 'My son, al-hamd li-Llah, he's going to 
medschool. In sha' Allah he's going to be a doctor soon. 
My other son, he's memorizing Qur'an'. All old people 
do this to me, they talk about their kids, because that's 
their joy. These kids may not even be good kids to them, 
they don't even call them; but they're still proud of them, 
they still bring them up. 'My son is doing this, ma sha' 
Allah, he's done this, he's a lawyer', 'He's doing pretty 
well, he's doing his PhD', etc. They are always taking 
pride in their children. Even if their children aren't in

&

touch with them anymore because the only beautiful 
thing left of you now is your children. Allah boiled the 
entire life of a human being down—al-mal wa-l-banun 
zinat al-haydt al-dunya. What's interesting about the ex
ample before? Allah mentioned his mal; the guy had a 
garden and He also mentioned—ana akthar minka malan 
m-waladan—I have children too. So, Allah says:

Al-mdl wa-l-banun zinat al-hayat al-dunya, wa-l- 
baqiyat al-salihdt khayrun linda Rabbika thawdban—
subhan Allah. He says: and the things that last, the few 
things that will last, that's how you have to translate 
ul-baqiyat, this is a plural that means little (jam1 qillah), 

50 in a simple English translation that would mean,
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and the few things that are going to last—Allah is 

already telling us children won't last and money won't 

last—let me tell you the very few things that will last, 

what are they? Al-sdlihdt—the few good things that 

you did; the few good deeds that you pulled off, that 

is what's going to last.

Khayrun Hnda Rabbika thawdban—they are much 

better, in the company of your Master, as far as 

compensation is concerned. There is a treasure in this 

phrase: khayrun Hnda Rabbika thawdban. Number one: 

it's better. Better for whom? Better for you. But Allah 

even adds— Hnda Rabbika—Allah says because of those 

good deeds, not only are these good deeds better as far 

as Allah is concerned, these good deeds will allow you 

to be literally close to Allah. Allah will put you with 

those that are close to Him in jannah, and then He will 

pay you. Before He mentioned thawdb, He mentioned 

'inda Rabbika—He mentioned His closeness first and 

the compensation second, as though the closeness to 

Allah is a bigger reward than what we get in jannah. 

What we get in jannah, the house, the luxury, the joys, 

the pleasures, the beauties of jannah; all of that is thawdb 
but before thawdb, let me tell you about Hnda Rabbika— 
in the closeness to your Master but from your Master's 

perspective. Then you get that thawdb.
Wa-khayrun amalan—and it is better, what a 

beautiful conclusion. And these few good things that 

you will do are also better—amalan—in terms of putting 
your hopes in them. Amal in the Ar abic language means 
long-term aspiration. You have a little bit of money in 
the bank, you constantly go every couple of days, 
maybe every day, you log in and look at the balance
and you say, 'Okay, I'm ping to put this money over
here. I m going to use this one to do that, I'm going to 
use this one to do this. In a couple of years I'll buy this 
property. Maybe I'll extend the house a little bit more, 
maybe I'll put a pool in the back yard, maybe I'll do 
this, maybe I'll do that', you have all these plans. I'm 
going to pay the kids tuition from this money. I'll keep 
the investments over here—we're constantly thinking 
about the long term. What do you hope to do long term 
with this, this and this.

Allah says: yes, you can have long term hopes about 
your education, where you're going to get a job, where 
you're going to move, where you are going to live. You 
canhave long term hopes about what kind of car you're 
going to get, what kind of house you're going to live 
in, what kind of business you're going to start. You can 
have long term aspirations, but let me tell you the few 
good things that you have done, you should have long 
tarn aspirations with those deeds because those deeds 
didn't die. That salah you made on time; it didn't die. 
That saiflh is alive and it will come back to benefit you 
on Judgement Day. That brother you helped out, who
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and the few things that are going to last—Allah is 

already telling us children won't last and money won't 

last—let me tell you the very few things that will last, 

what are they? Al-salihdt—the few good things that 

you did; the few good deeds that you pulled off, that 

is what's going to last.

Khayrun 'inda Rabbika thawaban—they are much 

better, in the company of your Master, as far as 

compensation is concerned. There is a treasure in this 

phrase: khayrun 'inda Rabbika thawaban. Number one: 

it's better. Better for whom? Better for you. But Allah 

even adds—(inda Rabbika—Allah says because of those 

good deeds, not only are these good deeds better as far 

as Allah is concerned, these good deeds will allow you 

jk to be literally close to Allah. Allah will put you with 

K those that are close to Him in jannah, and then He will 

■F pay you. Before He mentioned thawab, He mentioned 

[ (inda Rabbika—He mentioned His closeness first and

the compensation second, as though the closeness to 

Allah is a bigger reward than what we get in jannah. 

What we get in jannah, the house, the luxury, the joys, 

the pleasures, the beauties of jannah; all of that is thawab 

but before thawab, let me tell you about (inda Rabbika— 
in the closeness to your Master but from your Master's 

perspective. Then you get that thawab.

Wa-khayrun amalan—and it is better, what a 

beautiful conclusion. And these few good things that 

yOu will do are also better—amalan—in terms of putting 

your hopes in them. Amal in the Arabic language means 
long-term aspiration. You have a little bit of money in 
the bank, you constantly go every couple of days, 
maybe every day, you log in and look at the balance 
and you say, 'Okay, I'm going to put this money over 
here. I'm going to use this one to do that, I'm going to 
use this one to do this. In a couple of years I'll buy this 
property. Maybe I'll extend the house a little bit more, 
maybe I'll put a pool in the back yard, maybe I'll do 
this, maybe I'll do that', you have all these plans. I'm 
going to pay the kids tuition from this money. I'll keep 
the investments over here—we're constantly thinking 
about the long term. What do you hope to do long term 
with this, this and this.

Allah says: yes, you can have long term hopes about 
your education, where you're going to get a job, where 
you're going to move, where you are going to live. You 
canhave long term hopes about what kind of car you're 
going to get, what kind of house you're going to live 
in, what kind of business you're going to start. You can 
have long term aspirations, but let me tell you the few 
good things that you have done, you should have long 
term aspirations with those deeds because those deeds 
didn't die. That salah you made on time; it didn't die. 
That salah is alive and it will come back to benefit you 
on Judgement Day. That brother you helped out, who
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was in need, who didn't even ask and you helped out, 
on your own. That is an investment you made with 
Allah and it will not die. You don't have to login and 
check on it again. Allah is growing it, Allah is growing 
that investment. That one good bit of advice you gave, 
you pointed somebody in the right direction like the 
Prophet (salld Allah 'alayhi wa-sallam) says—al-dall 'ala 
al-khayr ka-fa'ilihi—someone who points to something 
good is like the one who did it himself. Someone 
benefitted from that; those are investments you and I 
made for our akhirah—khayrun 'inda Rabbika thawdban 
wa-khayrun amalan.

Now as I conclude, I will leave you with these last 
words. The entire imagery so far has been about things 
that get planted into the earth; about things that come 
out, and then they become worthless, and then the 
winds just move them around. Then Allah says now 
you should think about yourselves; you have been
planted on this earth. The things you own and how 
they're going to be moved around; you're not going to 
keep them forever. What does Allah ('azza wa-jail) say 
after this beautiful example, this powerful example?

(iVvAAU^l)

Bear in mind the Day when We shall set the 
mountains in motion and you will find the earth 
void and bare. On that Day We shall muster all 
men together, leaving none of them behind.

(Al-Kahf 18: 47)

Wa-yawma nusayyir al-jibdl—and a day will come, 
forget about plants moving around with the winds, 
the day on which we will make the mountains sail. 
When mountains are going to be uprooted, forget 
about plants. Wa-yawma nusayyir al-jibdl wa-tard al-ard 
barizah—and you will see the earth bare, it will expose 
what it really has inside—wa-tard al-ard bdrizah. Wa- 
hashamahum—and we will herd them like animals— 
wa-lam nughadir minhum ahada—and we will not leave 
anybody behind. Nobody will be excused from that 
herding and that gathering together.

They shall be brought before your Lord, all lined 
up, and shall be told: "Now, indeed, you have 
come before Us in the manner We created you in 
the first instance, although you thought that We 
shall not appoint a tryst (with Us)".

(Al-Kahf 18: 48)
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Wa-'uridu 'ala Rabbika—and this is literally the 
example of the farmer; when the crop is ready, he 
plucks the plants. We've been planted into this earth 
like seeds go into this earth; all of us are going to go into 
this earth, right? We are going to go into this ground 
and then the harvest season will come. The harvest
season is the Day of Judgement, and Allah will pluck 
every one of us out of our graves like plants are plucked 
out by the farmer when it's harvest season and stacked

►

in rows. Wa-'uridu 'ala Rabbika—they will be made to 
present themselves; they will be presented before your 
Master—saffan—in rows upon rows upon rows. There 
is going to be this huge assembly of humanity and 
Allah will say then: laqad ji'tumund kamd khalaqnakum 
awwala marrah—you have come back to Us the way 
We created you the first time around. Bal za'amtum
an lan naj'ala lakum maw'idan—and you had assumed 
that you don't have any meeting with Us, you thought
you re not goin to come back, you were hanging out
in the world like there are no consequences. Do you 
think that right now—bal za 'amtum an lan naj 'ala lakum 
maw'idan?

And then the Record of their deeds shall be placed 
before them and you will see the guilty full of 
fear for what it contains, and will say: "Woe to 
us! What a Record this is! It leaves nothing, big or 
small, but encompasses it". They will find their 
deeds confronting them. Your Lord wrongs no one. 

K (Al-Kahf 18: 49)

Wa-wudi 'a al-kitdb—and then the book willbe placed, 
it will be put down—wa-tara al-mujrimtn mushfiqvn 
minima fihi—then you are going to see criminals that are 
just terrified about what this book has in it. Their book 
is dropped down and it's about to be opened, it's about 
to be read, people that did wrong in this life are just 
terrified that this book is about to be opened. They're 
going to say, 'Oh my God, this couldn't get any worse. 
What is wrong with this book? What kind of book is 
this?' Ma li-hadha al-kitab Id yughadir sdghiratan wa-ld 
kabiratan ilia ahsahd—it doesn't leave anything small 
out; it doesn't leave anything big out. No small detail 
got overlooked, no one thing I said, no one comment I 
made, no one post I posted; none of it got overlooked. 
None of it got erased. It is recorded completely.

Ahsdhd is used in Arabic when you count by putting 
pebbles in abottle. This was an ancient way of counting. 
If you put pebbles in a bottle, the pebbles ain't going 
nowhere. They are in there now. The criminal starts 
looking at his book, 'Man, thisbook covered everything.
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Stuff I remember and stuff I don't even remember. It's
reminding me of what I did—small mistakes and big 
mistakes, small deeds and big deeds'. Wa-wajadu ma 
(amilu hddiran—and they will find whatever they have 
already done, standing right in front of them. Allah 
gave us two parables: on the one hand He said the 
few good things you've done are going to be a good 
investment for you. On the other hand He says the 
small bad deeds and the big bad deeds, if you don't
care about your good deeds, then watch out because 
they are all going to be recorded and your deeds are 
ping to be like this personified thing standing in front 

of you, face to face, like a mirror. Wa-ld yazlim Rabbuka 
ahadan—and your Master is not going to do wrong to
anybody. Nobody's going to wonder why am I being 
thrown into Hell? Nobody will wonder; they will know 
exactly what they did. Every little detail, so before they 
go, they will know.

The final comment about this aya/z as I close, in shd'
Allah ta'ala is that, in this world sometimes you have 
secret courts and secret trials and people are sentenced
to prison but when they are sentenced to prison you 
don't know what the evidence was; why were they 
considered a criminal? All the evidence is secret, we
don't even know. When it's secret somebody could say, 
'Well, they are probably innocent that's why they are 
keeping it a secret', right? Because secret trials usually 
mean there is going to be some kind of corruption. If

you have nothing to hide, make it open. Same way in 
a dassroom; you fail a student, he gets an F and you 
don't even show him his exam. Student says where is 
my exam? 'No, no you got an F', 'But can I see what my 
mistakes were?', 'No you can't see, you just got an F. 
You failed! Get out'. 'Let me see what I did at least!' If 
you don't show him what he did and he failed then he 
might think, 'He just hates me, he failed me. That's why 
he failed me because he doesn't even want to show me 
my deeds'.

Allah says: no, no, no. I will show you every last 
detail of what you did—sdghtrah wa-kabTrah—small and 
big, and He started with small ones, the small things. 
Because you and I think the only things that are going 
to be on our record is the big stuff. Little things on a 
day to day basis: who cares? He started with the small 
things. He started with that, and He said I'll show you 
first, then the Judgement, so you have no complaints 
about how We reached this Judgement, subhan Allah.

May Allah (cazza wa-jall) make us of those who 
really understand the value of this life and how this life 
is supposed to be an investment towards our akhirah. 
May Allah (te;a wa-jall) make us of the people who 
are not shy to advise one another and give each other 
counsel about the temporary nature of this life. May 
Allah (tea wa-jall) not make us a people of dunya but 
rather make us a people of akhirah who put this dunyd 
to work to build their akhirah.
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CHAPTER 13

Nasihah in Brief: The
• •

Afterlife

Nay; the truth is that you love ardently (the good 
of this world) that can be obtained hastily, and are 
oblivious of the Hereafter.

(Al-Qiyamah 75: 20-21)

Kalla bal tuhibbun al-(djilah wa-tadharun al-akhirah 
(al-Qiyamah 75: 20-21)—No indeed! You love to rush, 
human nature is that it loves to rush. We like to

•a
In these few remaining paragraphs I want to share 

with you a reminder about the early revelations of the 

Qur'an. One of the themes that is highlighted more 

than perhaps any other in our din is the concept of 

the afterlife: the Day of Judgement, Paradise, Hellfire, 

the Reckoning, the world coming to an end and us 

being raised again for another life after this one. It's 

a recurring theme, it keeps coming up over, and over 

again and is discussed in a lot of detail. The question 

arises why? What are the benefits of having that as 

the main central discourse in Islam and especially in 

the early revelations when the foundations of the faith 

were being set.

Essentially the idea is captured in, for example, one 

place in the Qur'an:

consume things and get things to come our way quickly, 
especially good things; or we want bad things to be 
removed from ourselves quickly, immediately. So this
mentality was challenged, and as a result of which you 
like to put the eventual thing off and even the afterlife
off. So if somebody tells you/ You should worry about
your salvation', which is obviously a concern after you
die, you respond: 'Well, I got bigger things right now 
to worry about; I got a job, I got finances, I got family 
issues, I got personal things. Whatever I have to do 
right now is a bigger priority for me as opposed to
whatever is coming later'.

So what the Qur'an does is it gives us a bigger 
picture, in other words nothing I do is any longer 
trivial, it's no longer meaningless. Allah says:
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Did you imagine that We created you without any 

purpose, and that you will not be brought back to 

Us?

(Al-Mu'minun 23:115)

A-fa-hasibtum annama khalaqnakum 'abathan wa- 
annakum ilayna la turja'un (al-Mu'minun 23: 115). It's 

very interesting, Allah says 'Have you assumed that 

We created you without purpose, and that you won't 

be returned to Us?' In other words, returning to God

in itself is a very powerful indication that everything 

you do has purpose. My actions don't die with time; 

whatever I do, its consequences are recorded and 

they are going to have repercussions in this world 

and especially repercussions in the next. Some of the 

benefits of this are, of course: Firstly, it makes me 

conscious of my actions. I start thinking not just of 

the consequences they're going to have here but later 

on also. It removes from me the idea that nobody 

saw what I did. That's gone. God saw what I did and 

it's on record and I'm going to have to answer for it.

Secondly, there will be accountability for everything 

that I do. Thirdly, I realize that as a result I have to keep 

turning back to God for forgiveness, because there are 

a countless number of mistakes I make all the time. So

NASlHAH IN BRIEF: THE AFTERLIFE• •

it makes me a person that seeks God's forgiveness all 

the time, seeks Allah's forgiveness. As a result I become 
doser and closer to Allah, closer to God. So the concept 
of the afterlife actually drives me to become closer to 
Allah, because the focus in Islam is always Allah. It 
goes back to Allah every time. Even if the conversation 
is about Paradise or Hellfire, the point of it is to take us 
back to Allah, Himself. s

Finally and most importantly, we don't think of 
anything as trivial. In other words, we don't think of 
our time in this world as trivial; this little bit of time 
that we have on this earth, compared to the actual life 
span that Allah has given me, determines everything. 
In other words when He, Almighty, created me—this is 
even before the creation of generations of people. Our 
souls (arwah) were created, and one of them is picked 
by the angel and dropped into the belly of a mother so 
that she can deliver this child; but all of us are created 
before even the earth and we were asked a question 
about our faith even before we came to this earth. Then 
after we die from here we are going to go into another 
state of life, and it's going to go on for generations. For 
some people, that life in the grave that they are going 
through, they've been going through it for thousands 
of years. They've been in there. That's another phase of 
life. We don't see it as death; we see it as another stop 
in the journey of life.
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So when you compare all these stops in the journey 
of life you will realize that this life, meaning from my 
birth to my worldly death, is the shortest stop in this 
journey—the shortest span. When you realize that, 
then you also realize this tiniest space, this tiniest 
lifetime that I have, this will determine all of my future. 
My eternal life is based on these very few moments, 
so my time is no longer trivial. I have to make the best 
of it; I have to make the most of it. There is no such 
thing as free time for me now. What the afterlife does 
is give me respect for my time. A sense of urgency to 
accomplish more and more good and to get away from 
more and more evil; it destroys laziness inside me. So, 
if I find, and if you find yourself being lazy then you 
have to ask whether or not your beliefs in the afterlife 
are concrete enough. Maybe you need more reminders 
about the afterlife because they necessarily give you a 
sense of urgency. And for those of you who think, 'Well, 
Judgement Day, Paradise, Hellfire, it's so far away', 
what does Allah Himself say:

(V-*l :V* rjUdl)

(6) Verily they think that the chastisement is far oft
(7) while We think that it is near at hand.

(Al-Ma carij 70: 6-7)

Innahum yarawnahu ba'ldan wa-nardhu qariban (al-
Malarij 70:6-7)—no doubt they see it far away; We see 
it near. I hope this reminder, and the reminders that 

I preceded it, were of some benefit to you. I personally
benefit from reminding myself that all of us have to 
rejuvenate ourselves to better use our time, especially 
through a reminder of the akhirah. May Allah give all of 
us success in the afterlife.

Wa-akhir da 'wand an-al-hamd li-Llah
Rabb al-'alamm.
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Glossary

cAbd-Allah: Male servant of God.
Abu Sufyan: One of the leaders of the Quraysh who eventually 

accepted Islam at the Conquest of Makkah.
Ahkdm (sing. hukm): Legal rulings, typically in relation to the 

Shariah.
Akhirah: Means the Hereafter, as opposed to this world.
1Al ay hi al-sal dm: Meaning "peace be upon him," recited as 

a prayer after the mention of prophet's name who came 
before Muhammad.

Al-'Alim: One of God's Names meaning "the All
Knowing".

Al-hamdu lil-Ldh: Meaning "all praise is due to God".
'alim (pl. 'ulama'): An Islamic scholar.
Al-Masjid al-Nabauri: The Prophet's Mosque in Madinah.
Al-saldmu 'alaykum: Islamic greeting meaning "peace be 

upon you".
Amdnah: "Trust", in the sense of something that is entrusted 

to one's care.

>34

Amat-Alldh: Female servant of God. 
Amin: Amen.
Amir al-Mu'minin: Commander of the Believers.

a

Astaghfir Allah: Meaning "I seek God's forgiveness'.
Ayah (pl. Aydt): Has multiple meanings including sign or 

indication, the phenomenon of the universe, miracles 
performed by the Prophet and the individual or a verse 
from the Qur'an.

Ay at al-Kursi: the Verse of the Throne (al-Baqarah 2: 255). 
Ayyub: The Qur'anic prophet known in English as Job.
Azza wa-jalla: "be He Glorified and Majestic," recited or 

written after the mention of God's name.
Bamlsrd'il: The Children of Israel.
Barakah (pl. Barakat): Blessing.
Batil: Null and void.
Battle of Ahzab: One of the last major battles fought by 

the Muslims against the Quraysh after the hijrah to 
Madinah.

Battle of Badr: The first major battle fought by the Muslims 
against the Quraysh after the hijrah to Madinah.

Battle of Uhud: The second major battle fought by the Mus
lims against the Quraysh after the hijrah to Madinah.

Bi-idhn Allah ta ‘did: Means "with the permission of God, 
the Exalted".

Chacha: Paternal uncle.
Din (pl. Adyari): Means religion, Islam as a complete way of 

life and also divine recompense in the Hereafter.
Du ld': Prayer or supplication.
Du1 at (sing. Ddli): Preachers or callers to Islam.
Dunya: Meaning this world, as opposed to the Hereafter.
Duriis (sing. Dars): Lessons.
Fadi: Virtue or benefit.
Fajr: The name of the dawn prayer. The original Arabic 

literally means "dawn".
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Astaghfir Allah: Meaning "I seek God's forgiveness'.
Ayah (pl. Aydt): Has multiple meanings including sign or 

indication, the phenomenon of the universe, miracles 
performed by the Prophet and the individual or a verse 
from the Qur'an.

Ay at al-Kursi: the Verse of the Throne (al-Baqarah 2: 255).
aAyyub: The Qur'anic prophet known in English as Job.

(Azza wa-jalla: "be He Glorified and Majestic," recited or
written after the mention of God's name.

Banilsra il: The Children of Israel.

cAbd-Allah: Male servant of God.
Abu Sufyan: One of the leaders of the Quraysh who eventually 

accepted Islam at the Conquest of Makkah.
Ahkdm (.sing, hukm): Legal rulings, typically in relation to the 

Shariah.
Akhirah: Means the Hereafter, as opposed to this world.
Alayhi al-saldm: Meaning "peace be upon him," recited as 

a prayer after the mention of prophet's name who came 
before Muhammad.

Al-1 Alim: One of God's Names meaning "the All
Knowing".

Al-hamdu lil-Ldh: Meaning "all praise is due to God". 
'alim (pl. hdama'): An Islamic scholar.
Al-Masjid al-Nabawi: The Prophet's Mosque in Madinah.
Al-salamu 'alaykum: Islamic greeting meaning "peace be

upon you .
Amdnah: "Trust", in the sense of something that is entrusted 

to one's care.
Amat-Allah: Female servant of God.
Amin: Amen.
Amir al-Mu'minin: Commander of the Believers.

Barakah (pl. Barakat): Blessing.
Batil: Null and void.
Battle of Ahzab: One of the last major battles fought by 

the Muslims against the Quraysh after the hijrah to 
Madinah.

Battle of Badr: The first major battle fought by the Muslims 
against the Quraysh after the hijrah to Madinah.

Battle of Uhud: The second major battle fought by the Mus
lims against the Quraysh after the hijrah to Madinah.

Bi-idhn Allah ta 'did: Means "with the permission of God, 
the Exalted".

Chacha: Paternal uncle.
Din (pl. Adyan): Means religion, Islam as a complete way of 

life and also divine recompense in the Hereafter.
Du 'd': Prayer or supplication.
Du'dt (sing. Dal): Preachers or callers to Islam.
Dunya: Meaning this world, as opposed to the Hereafter.
Durus (sing. Dars): Lessons.
fadl: Virtue or benefit.
Fajr: The name of the dawn prayer. The original Arabic 

literally means "dawn".
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Fard: Legally binding or obligatory. It applies to such Islamic 
obligations as the five daily prayers.

Fatihah: The name for "the Opening" Surah of the Qur'an.
Faqir (pl. fuqard'): The poor, a person who depends for his 

subsistence on others.
Fatwa: An Islamic legal ruling.
Fiqh: The science of Islamic law, i.e. the collection of rules 

that make up Islamic law.
Fir1 awn: Pharaoh.

a

Fitnah: Means "trial", "test", "civil strife" and "insurrection .
Fuqahd' (sing. Faqih): Jurists or legal scholars with expertise 

in Fiqh.
Ghibah: backbiting.
Hadith (pl. ahadith): Referring to reports from the Prophet, 

typically exemplifying his teachings.
Hajj: Pilgrimage is one of the five pillars of Islam, which is 

compulsory once in a lifetime for those Muslims who can 
afford it.

Halal: Permitted in Islamic law.
Hamzah: An uncle and Companion of the Prophet (S). After 

his death, the Prophet granted him the title Master of the 
Martyrs (sayyid al-shuhada').

Haqq: "Right" and "truth".
Haram: The sacred precinct of the grand mosque of Makkah, 

surrounding the Ka'bah, the Prophet's Mosque in 
Madinah and the Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. This word 
should not be confused with the Arabic word haram, 
which has been adopted into English as haram, meaning 
"prohibited".

Haram: Forbidden or prohibited in Islamic law.
Hawariyyun (sing. Hawari): The epithet given to the disci

ples of the Prophet Tsa.

Hikmah (pl. Hikam): Wisdom, or wise saying.
Hind: The wife of Abu Sufyan. Both were initially completely 

opposed to the Prophet and fought him bitterly, but would 
eventually accept Islam after the Quraysh were defeated 
in the virtually bloodless Conquest of Makkah.

Ibrahim: The Prophet Abraham.
'Ilm: Knowledge.
Imam: Prayer leader; also refers to a religious leader in a 

more general sense.
Iman: Means "faith" or "belief".
In Sha' Allah: God willing
‘Isa: The Qur'anic prophet known in English as Jesus.
‘Isha': The Islamic prayer held after nightfall.
Isma'il: The Qur'anic prophet known in English as Ishmael. 
Istighfar: Seeking forgiveness.
Jahannam: Hellfire.
Jannah: Paradise.
Jazd': Recompense.
Jazdk Allah khayran: Expressing gratitude, literally mean

ing "may God reward you".

Jumu'ah: Friday congregational prayers obligatory for Mus- 
I lim males to attend.

Kaldm: Speech.

Kabirah (pl. Kabd'ir): Grave sin or enormity.

Khdla: Maternal aunt.

Khalid Ibn al-Walid: An extremely effective military com

mander from the Quraysh who led them in the Battle of

Uhud, but later converted to Islam, and subsequently led

the Muslim army to many victones.
Khatib: A person who gives a khutbah or sermon. 
Khayr. Good(ness).
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Khutbah: Typically the sermon given by the imam as part of 
Friday and eid prayers..

Kiifi: Cap worn by some Muslims.
Kufr: Disbelief.
Kuffdr (sing. Kafir): Disbeliever.
La 'nah: Curse.
Ma'ddh Allah: "God forbid!".
Maghfirah: Forgiveness.
Mahr: A gift promised by a bridegroom to a bride as a part 

of an Islamic marriage contract, which thereby becomes
her property.

Mansukh: "Abrogated", referring to the phenomenon 
where later revelation occasionally rendered a previously
revealed ruled to be no longer applicable.

Ma shd' Allah: Islamic phrase meaning "what God willed". 
Masjid (pl. Masajid): Muslim place of worship, the

mosque.
Miskin (pl. Masdkin): Meaning poor person or beggar.
Mufti: An individual qualified to issue Islamic legal 

judgments (fatwas).
Mu'min: Believer.

Radiy a Allah canhu: Phrase uttered when the name of a 
Companion of the Prophet is mentioned or written, liter
ally meaning "may God be pleased with him".

Rahmah: Mercy.
Ramadan: The ninth month of the (lunar) Islamic calendar 

during which Muslims fast.
Rasul: Messenger of God.
Rizq: Provision.
Ruh: Spirit, soul.
Ruku': The bowing position in Muslim prayers.
Safer. Meaning patience or perseverance.
Sadaqah: Charity.
Sahabah (sing. Sahdbt): Companion of the Prophet.
Salah: Muslim prayer conducted five times a day. One of the 

five pillars of Islam.
Salla Allah lalayhi wa-sallam: The prayer recited after the 

mention of the Prophet's name, meaning "may God's
peace and blessings be upon him".

Sayyi'dt Bad deeds or sins.
Shahid (pl. Shuhadd'): A Muslim martyr.
Shar7: Pertaining to the Shariah

Musa: Prophet Moses.
Musafir: Traveler.
Mushrik (pl. Mushrikun): One who associates partner's 

with God, such as idol-worshipers.
Nikah: An Islamic marriage.
Nuh: Prophet Noah.
Qird'ah: Reading or recitation of the Qur'an.

Quraysh: The name of the tribe into which the Prophet 
Muhammad (S) was bom in Makkah.

Rabb: Refer to God, usually translated as Lord.

Shariah: The Islamic legal tradition that is seen as encapsu
lated in the scholarly discipline of fiqh.

Shay tan (pl. Shay a tin): Devil.
Sirah: The biography of the Prophet Muhammad.
Shirk: Associating partner's with God.

Shukr: Gratitude or thankfulness.
Subhan Allah: Glory be to God.
Sunnah: literally means "way", "path", or "norm". In a more 

technical sense, it refers to the practice of the Prophet. It 

can also refer to supererogatory practices, such as extra 
prayers prayed in addition to the obligatory ones.
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Surah: A chapter from the Qur'an.
Taqwd: Piety, God-consciousness, or fear of God. 
Tawakkul: Referring to the concept of reliance on God. 
Tawhtd: The doctrine of the oneness of God.
Tijdrah: Trade or business.
Umar: The name of the second Caliph of Islam, Umar ibn 

al-Khattab.• •
Ummah: The global Muslim population understood as a 

single community of believers.
Umrah: The non-mandatory lesser pilgrimage performed in

the Haram of Makkah.
Ustddh: Teacher.
Wa-'alaykum al-saldm: Response to the Islamic greeting, 

al-salamu ‘alaykum, the translation of which is "and 
upon you be peace".

Wald' and bard': "Loyalty and disavowal", namely the 
notion that one's Islamic commitments necessitate loyalty 
to certain values, and a rejection of others.

Walt (sing, awliyd'): Referring to the male guardian of a 
woman, often in the context of marriage, who is typically 
her father. • ..

Wal-Ldhi: An expression for swearing by God.
Wilayah: "Guardianship", usually in the context of 

marriage.
Yawm al-Qiyamah: The Day of Resurrection.
Yunus: The Qur'anic Prophet known as Jonah.
Zakat: An obligatory payment of 2.5% made by those who 

can afford it on an annual basis under Islamic law. This is
one of the five pillars of Islam.

Zakariyyd: The Qur'anic prophet known in English as 
Zechariah.
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How do modern Muslims maintain 
a spiritual connection with Allah? 
How do we build healthy communities • 

built on good relations and helping one 
another? How do we address major 
challenges facing the ummah today? All of 
these questions and more are answered in 
this inspiring collection of reminders that 
exhort us to remember our place in this 
world.

Divided into five parts that start 
with how we should approach dud, the 
chapters address the down to earth 
realities of modem life. From considering 
life's ephemeral nature, purifying our 
finances, to how Muslims should respond 
to the rise of terrorism in the name of 
Islam, this inspirational volume contains 
gems that will appeal to readers with 
a broad array of interests.

With his characteristically profound 
engagement with the language of the 
Qur’an, the author draws out moving 
lessons from the verses of Allah’s 
revelation to give the reader insights on 
how to reorient our lives for success in 
both this world and the next.

Nouman Ali Khan is the 
founder and CEO of Bayyinah, 
an institute dedicated to the 
teaching of Arabic and Quranic 
studies. One of the best-known 
Islamic speakers in the English 
language, with an extensive reach 
on a variety of online and social 
media platforms, Nouman Ali 
Khan has been named one of the 
500 most influential Muslims in 
the world by the Royal Islamic 
Strategic Studies Centre of Jordan
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